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(ABSTRACT) 

A stability theory for lyophobic colloids was put forth in the 1940’s by Derjaguin, 

Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek. This theory, known as DLVO theory, has gone through 

the test of time and survived as a pillar of colloid science. In the present work, this 

thoery has been used for describing the behavior of fine coal and silica particles in 

aqueous media. It has been found, however, that the classical DLVO theory is appli- 

cable only to weakly hydrophobic solids but not to very hydrophobic ones. The coag- 

ulation experiments conducted with very hydrophobic particles suggest that there exists 

a strong attractive force that has not been considered in the theory. This non-DLVO 

force has been estimated in the present work based on the data obtained from coag- 

ulation experiments. 

Contributions from the non-DLVO force, which is referred to as hydrophobic 

interaction energy (V,,), have been related to the nondispersion component of work of 

adhesion of water on solids (W¢). An expression for V,, which is now a function of 

Wd, has been added as a third term in the DLVO equation in order to better describe 

the stability of colloidal suspensions regardless of the hydrophobicity of the particles 

involved. 

A population balance model for a system of isotropic turbulent flow has been 

developed. Both aggregate growth and breakage have been considered in the model and 

their rate constants have been derived from a phenomenological approach. Numerical 

procedures have been proposed for solving the coagulation kinetic equations. Computer 

simulations show that the model is fairly flexible and the results are in reasonable 

agreement with experiment.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Fine Particle Processing 

With the increasing demand for high quality coal as a substitute for fuel oil, it 

has become necessary to process fine coal, both from an economic and from an envi- 

ronmental point of view. In order to avoid wasting energy resources, the fine particle 

sizes of coal generated at the mine site need to be recovered. To meet environmental 

emission standards with regard to SO, content, the removal of pyritic sulfur from coal 

necessitates fine grinding for liberation and subsequent processing, since pyritic sulfur 

usually occurs in a finely disseminated form. This fact also dictates the need for fine coal 

processing. 

It has been found that processing fine particles is extremely difficult due to the 

special properties of fines (1). The most pronounced changes accompanying decreased 

particle sizes are a significant increase in specific surface area along with a considerable 

decrease in the mass of the particles. This is particularly true for fine coal particles due 

to their low density and the high organic content of the coal matrix. Due to the very low 

mass of individual fine coal particles, conventional coal cleaning technology, such as 

hydrocyclones, dense medium cyclones, tabling, jigs, and heavy medium separators, fails 

when used to process fine particles either because of low separation efficiency or because 
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of the low throughput of the process. The high specific surface area and low mass of fine 

particles cause conventional flotation technology to become unsuccessful for upgrading 

fine coals because of the high reagent consumption and low flotation rate (2-3). Devel- 

oping new technologies for fine particle processing has been a challenge to researchers 

in the mineral processing area for about 35 years (2). 

In order to obtain effective and practical solutions to fine particle processing, it 

is important to understand the behavior of fines in the process. This behavior is most 

likely associated with the properties of the fines. It is obvious that fine particles are 

small in mass, which yields low inertia and low momentum. This fact regarding the na- 

ture of fines makes it very difficult to avoid entrainment of unwanted fine particles in the 

liquid medium reporting to the concentrate. As a result, the concentrate is degraded 

(4-6) if the entrained fines are gangue minerals. 

It has been recognized that for the same minerals, fine particles have lower 

flotation rates because of their low inertia (2-3, 7-10). It is well known that fine particles 

tend to follow the streamline of liquid when they are moving in it because of this low 

level of inertia. Since the streamline deviates from the air bubble in the flotation pulp, 

fine particles will deviate from the air bubble along with the streamline, resulting in a low 

collision frequency and hence a low flotation rate. This gives rise to the problem of low 

recovery combined with poor concentrate grade common in fine particle processing. 

As the particles decrease in size to the colloidal dimension, intermolecular forces 

become increasingly significant. As a result, slime coating causes another common 

problem in fine particle flotation chiefly due to the heterocoagulation between valuable 

mineral particles and gangue particles. Slime coating will not only reduce the selectivity 

of flotation, giving poor concentrate grade, but also reduce the flotation rate of valuable 

minerals because of the low flotability of coated gangue slimes, resulting in low recovery. 
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The significant increase in specific surface area of fine particles introduces some 

other problems for fine particle processing. Apparently, the larger specific surface area 

of fine particles requires a higher flotation reagent dosage to maintain the same 

adsorption density of the flotation reagent. Therefore, fine particle flotation requires 

high flotation reagent consumption. In other words, recovery will decrease significantly 

if a conventional flotation reagent package is used in fine particle flotation. 

It should also be noted that the large specific surface area of fine particles in- 

creases their activity significantly due to the existence of a large amount of corners, 

edges and crystallographic imperfections (1). The high surface energy of fine particles 

causes the preferential adsorption of flotation reagents on them, consuming most of the 

flotation reagent existing in the pulp. As a consequence, the flotation reagent available 

for coarse particles becomes insufficient, giving poor surface hydrophobicity and sacri- 

ficing the recovery of coarse particles. 

It is also not surprising to note that as the particle size decreases to colloidal di- 

mensions, the differences in the surface properties of different kinds of fine mineral par- 

ticles become less pronounced, causing nonspecific adsorption of the flotation reagent. 

Also associated with the decrease in the particle size is the increased dissolution of fine 

particles as predicted from the Kelvin equation. This will introduce a considerable 

amount of undesirable species into the pulp, causing unintentional activation and/or 

depression of minerals. In fine coal flotation, for instance, a considerable amount of 

organic species, such as humic acid, is expected to exist in the pulp due to the rapid 

oxidation of fine coal particles. These dissolved organic species will significantly affect 

the flotation behavior of coal, mineral matter, and pyritic sulfur (11-12). The difference 

between the flotabilities of these minerals is thus reduced, increasing the difficulty of re- 

moving mineral matter and sulfur from fine coal. Therefore, the selectivity of fine par- 

ticle processing becomes a severe problem. 
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In order to solve the problems associated with fine particle processing, research 

and development activities have gathered unprecedented momentum since the 1960's. 

As a result, the number of new technologies has experienced a rapid growth. Some of 

the new technologies for improving fine particle processing are briefly discussed in the 

following section. 

1.2 Improvement of Fine Particle Processing 

1.2.1 Design of New Flotation Reagents 

As discussed in the previous section, one of the most pronounced problems in 

fine particle processing is the high reagent consumption and the low selectivity of the 

process mainly due to the large specific surface area and the high specific surface energy 

of fine particles, respectively. In order to improve the selectivity of the flotation process 

by eliminating non-selective adsorption of flotation reagents, it is essential to design new 

flotation reagents which are capable of interacting with valuable mineral surfaces 

through specific chemical bonds. Efforts have been made to incorporate chelating 

functional groups into the hydrocarbon entities simply because these compounds have 

been known to provide a kind of metal specificity or selectivity (13-15). 

Based on the type of coordinating atoms, three kinds of chelating reagents are 

useful in mineral processing, one using O/O atoms as bonding atoms and the other two 

using O/N and N/S atoms as bonding atoms, respectively. The first use of a chelating 

reagent in flotation may be attributed to Vivian (15) who floated cassiterite in an 

aqueous pulp containing acetic acid with cupferron, which is an O/O type chelating re- 

agent. By introducing the hydroxamate group, another O/O type chelating functional 

group, into octanoate, octylhydroxamate has been produced for floating hematite ores 
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(16-17) and for removing impurities from clay minerals (18). Oxine, one of the impor- 

tant O/N type chelating reagents, has been used to float oxidized lead and zinc ores (19). 

Mercaptobenzothiazole and aminothiophenol, which are N/S type chelating collectors 

of different tail structures, have been tested on the Pb-Zn oxidized ores (14). The results 

have been interpreted on the basis of steric factors and the reactivity of the functional 

groups. More examples of the application of these three types of chelating reagents in 

mineral processing practice can be found, among others, in references 13 and 14. 

The chelating type organic chemicals show potential application in fine particle 

processing because not only the selectivity but also the recovery can be improved. It is 

well known that chelating type collectors selectively adsorb onto mineral surfaces 

through chemical bonds, accompanying a significant free energy reduction. As a result, 

the residual concentration of the collector is lower. This not only reduces the reagent 

consumption but also eliminates the adsorption of collector on bubble surfaces, which 

contributes to better recovery of fine mineral particles. It is also recognized that the 

recovery of fine particles can be improved by neutralization of the surface charge on the 

mineral surface due to the ion exchange associated with collector adsorption. Since the 

chelating type organic chemicals are usually very expensive, they are practically useful 

only for processing precious metallic minerals. 

1.2.2 Microbubble Column Flotation 

In regard to the problems of fine particle processing associated with lower 

flotation rate mainly due to reduced collision frequency between fine particles and bub- 

bles, column flotation appears to be a possible solution. Since counter current flow, 

with bubbles rising continuously through a downward flowing slurry, is utilized in the 

column, the probability of bubble/particle collision increases significantly, and the op- 
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portunity for the mineralized bubbles to be washed free of entrapped gangue particles 

increases considerably. However, the best results have been achieved by using micro- 

bubbles in the column flotation process as described by Yoon et al. (3, 20-21). It has 

been found (21) that decreasing the size of the flotation bubbles results in an increase in 

the bubble/particle collision frequency and, hence, the flotation rate constant, as indi- 

cated in Equation [1.1]: 

Rp n 
P,= A(z) 5 [1.1] 

Ry 

where P, is the bubble/particle collision frequency, R, and R, are the radii of particle and 

bubble, respectively, and A and » are the parameters whose values are determined by the 

hydrodynamics of the system. For a system with a large value of Reynolds number, x 

has the value of unity, while for a system with a small value of Reynolds number, n 

equals 2. Equation [1.1] suggests that the flotation of fine mineral particles is best ac- 

complished by using small bubbles at low to mediate mixing conditions. Based on this 

concept, microbubble column flotation, in which a low turbulent flow condition is en- 

sured, has been developed for the solution of fine particle processing problems. The 

column developed by Yoon et al. has been demonstrated with several different U.S. coals 

to be capable of producing ultraclean coal (< 0.8% ash) with high recoveries (22). The 

experimental results with other minerals also show the potential application of micro- 

bubble column flotation technology to fine particle processing of other minerals, such 

as clay. 

The main advantage of using smaller bubbles has been found to be an increased 

recovery rate, which may be attributed to an improved bubble/particle collision fre- 

quency as bubble size decreases. It is also possible that by using microbubbles, the 

bubble/particle adhesion efficiency may be improved significantly because of the reduced 
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interaction energy barrier as predicted from the classical DLVO (Derjaguin- Landau- 

Verwey-Overbeek) theory. The increased adhesion efficiency will contribute to an in- 

crease in flotation rate and, hence, recovery. The selectivity of the process has been 

found to be improved by using microbubbles chiefly due to the quiescent flow condi- 

tions. Use of wash water in microbubble column flotation further improves the selec- 

tivity of the process by-minimizing unwanted fine particles entrained in the froth phase. 

1.2.3 Vacuum or Pressure Release Flotation 

An alternative solution to the problem of lower bubble/particle collision fre- 

quency is to generate the bubbles directly on the valuable mineral surfaces. It is not 

difficult to understand that by preferential nucleation of gas bubbles on the hydrophobic 

surfaces, the bubble/particle collision step required in conventional flotation can be 

eliminated. It is noted that by creating a vacuum or releasing the pressure, the bubble 

will be generated in the slurry in which valuable mineral particles are rendered 

hydrophobic. Since the activation energy of nucleation of a vapor cavity on a 

hydrophobic surface is much lower than that on a hydrophilic surface, it is expected that 

the bubbles will selectively form on the hydrophobic mineral surfaces. The 

mineralization of bubbles in such a way not only eliminates the bubble/particle collision 

step but also reduces the entrapment of gangue particles. 

The above discussion suggests that using the vacuum or pressure release tech- 

nique seems to be an excellent idea for generating bubbles for the flotation of fine min- 

eral particles. However, the application of this idea to the practice of mineral processing 

is rather limited, chiefly due to the difficulties associated with constructing the devices 

to generate a sufficient amount of bubbles for effective recovery of minerals and with 
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controlling the process. Further research is, therefore, required to utilize the vacuum 

or pressure release technology for recovering fine mineral particles. 

1.2.4 Selective Flocculation 

It is obvious that fine particle processing problems can be solved if one can se: 

lectively increase the apparent particle size of one or more components of a multi- 

component mixture prior to the separation process. After the selective enlargement of 

particle size, conventional separation technologies become more feasible. Based on this 

concept, a new unit operation called selective flocculation has been developed to process 

fine particles (1). In this operation, macromolecules, called flocculants, are used. Be- 

cause of their long molecular chain lengths, a single macromolecule is capable of 

adsorbing on several fine particles simultaneously. Asa result, these fine particles of one 

component in a mixture are bridged together, forming flocs of greater size. 

It has been found that the success of selectively flocculating one component from 

a mixture depends on the selective interaction of macromolecules with the mineral sur- 

faces of this component. In order to achieve high performance with selective 

flocculation, several efforts have been made to incorporate specific functional groups 

into polymer backbones. As a result, starch and cellulose xanthates have been prepared 

and have shown marked selectivity toward minerals such as pyrite (23-24), chalcopyrite 

(25), and chrysocolla (26). Evidence for the selectivity of flocculation has been demon- 

strated by using the polymer containing sulphydryl groups which chelate heavy metal 

ions (26) and sulfide minerals (23-25). The polyacrylamide-based chelating polymers 

have been synthesized to selectively flocculate copper (26-27) and cassiterite (28) min- 

erals. 
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In order to improve the efficiency of the selective flocculation process, attention 

has also been given to a subsequent stage for separating flocculated materials from the 

dispersed fine particles. Several methods have been suggested for selectively removing 

flocs. These include simple desliming by decantation (28-29), wet-screening (30), 

flotation (31-34) and magnetic separation (35). The desliming technique is the simplest, 

but suffers from severe entrainment problems and low throughput. The wet-screen 

technique requires flocs to be strong and dense to withstand the breakup due to erosion 

and splitting. This, in turn, may cause severe unintentional entrapment. The use of the 

floc flotation technique is attractive, but can be complicated because it requires an 

understanding of the interaction between flocculants and flotation reagents. Magnetic 

separation is a relatively simple method to separate flocs with magnetic properties from 

dispersed nonmagnetic fine particles. Good separation has been obtained using this 

method to separate titanomagnetite/ilmenite flocs from dispersed feldspar (35). It is 

obvious that this method is useful only for separating magnetic flocs from dispersed 

nonmagnetic particles. To use this separation method, at least one of the components 

to be flocculated should have magnetic properties. Otherwise, magnetic particles need 

to be added into the system as magnetic seeds, forming bulk flocs of desirable compo- 

nents and magnetic seeds. As a result, a subsequent unit operation is required to sepa- 

rate the given components of bulk flocs from the magnetic seeds. 

Selective flocculation has been successfully used in the practice of mineral proc- 

essing (36-38). A process of selective flocculation of finely-ground nonmagnetic taconite 

ore followed by selective desliming of dispersed silica and removal of the siliceous gangue 

by flotation has been developed for upgrading iron ores (36). Corn starch has been used 

as the flocculant in a commercial plant which went into operation at Tilden mine in 1974 

(37). The selective flocculation-flotation technology has also been successfully applied 

to processing a sylvinite ore on a commercial scale (38). Nonionic polyacrylamide has 
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been used to selectively flocculate potash from gangue minerals such as dolomite, 

hematite, quartz, kaolinite, illite, chlorite, and anhydrite. 

1.2.5. Shear Flocculation 

An alternative process for increasing apparent particle size prior to flotation, 

called shear flocculation, has been developed for fine particle processing (39). In this 

process, surfactants instead of macromolecules are added into a mixture to sensitize the 

surfaces of valuable fine particles by selective adsorption of the surfactants. Shear is 

then applied to bring the hydrophobized particles into close proximity over which 

hydrophobic association is possible. Due to favorable intermingling of the hydrophobic 

hydrocarbon chains of the surfactant coating, surfactant-coated particles are readily 

flocculated during a hydrodynamic encounter, releasing an association energy. The flocs 

formed as such are tough enough to withstand the turbulence encountered in flotation. 

High shear force is required in shear flocculation to overcome strong electrostatic 

repulsive forces because the reagent-coated particles are usually highly charged. Since 

the flocs formed in shear flocculation process are hydrophobic, it is suitable to recover 

them by flotation. 

Systems investigated for selective shear flocculation include scheelite/garnet (40), 

scheelite ores (41-42), cassiterite/tourmaline (43), calcite/dolomite/magnesite (44), 

scheelite/fluorite (45), lead-zinc ore (46), malachite (47), and coal (48). As can be seen, 

selective shear flocculation can be applied to a wide range of minerals. However, the 

application of shear flocculation in mineral processing practice is rather limited due to 

the high reagent and energy consumptions of the process. 
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1.2.6 Carrier Flotation|Ultraflotation 

It has been found that the aggregation between fine and coarse particles is more 

favorable than that between two fine particles (49-50). Based on this concept, a unit 

operation, called carrier flotation or ultraflotation, has been derived (49-52). In this op- 

eration, coarse particles are intentionally added into a colloidal suspension as carriers. 

The conditions are created so that the selective attachment of one component of fine 

particles to the surfaces of the carriers is favored by adding a suitable collector. The 

bulk aggregates formed under proper mixing conditions are then removed from the sus- 

pension by flotation. It can be seen that the basic principles involved in carrier flotation 

are similar to those in shear flocculation/flotation. However, the reagent and energy 

consumptions may be reduced substantially in carrier flotation as compared with those 

in shear flocculation, since the aggregation in the former process is more favorable and, 

hence, the shear condition becomes less critical. 

Carrier flotation has been usedfor removal of colloidal impurities such as bacte- 

ria, Silica, clays, metal oxides and humic acid from natural waste waters (1). It has also 

been used, on the commercial scale, in the purification of kaolin at Minerals and 

Chemicals Phillipp’s plant (53). Titaniferous impurities have been removed using 

60-micron limestone particles as the carriers. However, wide application of carrier 

flotation in the mineral processing industry has been restricted due to the subsequent 

need for separation of the valuables from the carrier particles, which requires additional 

reagent consumption for “liberating” fines from carriers by selective dispersion (54). This 

second step may be eliminated if the coarse particles functioning as carriers, whether 

originally present in or intentionally added to the suspension, are of the same kind as the 

fine particles to be recovered (55-56). 
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1.2.7 Liquid Phase Agglomeration 

Liquid phase agglomeration technology has been proven to be another effective 

way for converting fines to coarser sizes which can be processed in conventional systems 

(57). In liquid phase agglomeration, a minor amount of immiscible liquid is added into 

a finely divided solid suspension under appropriate agitation conditions. Due to the 

difference between the solid/water interfacial tensions of different solids, the preferential 

spreading of added liquid on the surfaces of one component causes the selective aggre- 

gation of fine particles of this component, leaving fine particles of the other components 

in dispersion. The immiscible liquid functions as a bridge between particles. Therefore, 

the inter-particle interactions are less important than the wetting behavior between the 

bridging. liquid and the surfaces of the fine particles to be agglomerated. The increased 

aggregate size by liquid phase agglomeration makes it possible for one to use conven- 

tional separation technology, such as screening or conventional froth flotation, to sepa- 

rate the aggregates from the dispersed phase. 

It is not difficult to understand that the success of liquid phase agglomeration 

as applied to fine particle processing relies on the favorable wetting of one component 

by the immiscible liquid phase. This is determined collectively by the relative magnitude 

of solid/water, solid/liquid and water/liquid interfacial tensions. The primary condition 

for the displacement of water by an immiscible liquid from the solid surface is given, as 

inferred from Young’s equation, by: 

Ywt S Vsw — Vst » [1.2] 

where 7, Yn and y,, are the interfacial tensions of water/liquid, solid/water and 

solid/liquid interfaces, respectively. Apparently, any variables which affect one or more 

of the above interfacial tensions will influence the behavior of the agglomeration process. 
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Of these variables, the pretreatment of particles with traces of surfactant and the mixing 

intensity are of most interest. It has been found (58-59) that adding traces of long chain 

surfactant enhances the response of weakly hydrophobic materials to agglomeration. 

Therefore, it becomes possible to improve the selectivity of the process and to reduce the 

amount of oil required to obtain effective agglomeration by selectively sensitizing the 

surfaces of wanted minerals with the addition of traces of surfactant. It has also been 

found that very strong agitation emulsifies the liquid while very weak agitation results 

in an inadequate mixing and thus, poor efficiency. 

The process of liquid phase agglomeration by competitive wetting with 

immiscible liquids forms a family of aggregate structures, depending on the levels of 

immiscible liquids existing in the suspension (57). At low levels of bridging liquids, 

pendular bridges are most probable, forming unconsolidated two-dimensional aggre- 

gates. As the liquid level increases above the funicular region, three-dimensional aggre- 

gates of open structure are expected. Finally, in the capillary wetting region, spheric 

compact pellets are formed with all the voids being filled with the oil. In this last case, 

the process is called spherical agglomeration. 

Although liquid phase agglomeration technologies have been applied to a num- 

ber of systems (59-61), such as upgrading barium sulfate, iron ore, and tin ore, the larg- 

est proportion of the applications is to coal cleaning technology (57-58, 62-65). The 

natural hydrophobicity of coal particles gives a low solid/liquid interfacial tension but a 

high solid/water interfacial tension. As a result, the wetting condition as given by 

Equation [1.2] can easily be satisfied for a variety of fuel oils. Also, it is not necessary 

to have a subsequent stage for separating the fuel oil from the recovered agglomerates 

because the coal/oil mixture is acceptable for most utilizations where the clean liquid 

fuels are used (66). These two reasons make the oil agglomeration technology almost 

unique to coal cleaning. Oil agglomeration technology has been adopted successfully 
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by the coal cleaning industry (64-65) and in waste water treatment practice (67). Despite 

the ability to recover an excellent product of fine particle coal, the high cost of oil used 

at these high levels is a continuing impediment to oil agglomeration technology as a 

common practice in coal cleaning industry. Current researchers are focusing on the in- 

corporation of other technologies, such as shear flocculation and froth flotation, into the 

liquid phase agglomeration. This incorporation allows the agglomeration to be con- 

ducted at ever-decreasing oil levels. It is hopeful that with combined technologies, liquid 

phase agglomeration will become an attractive technology in coal cleaning practice. 

1.2.8 Selective Coagulation 

It has been found theoretically (68) that by carefully controlling the chemistry 

of the suspension, it is possible to coagulate finely divided particles. Unlike other tech- 

niques in which the fine particles are aggregated together through “bridges” of added 

chemicals, the aggregation in coagulation is achieved by controlling the net interparticle 

forces, mostly through adjusting the chemistry of the suspension. With low surface po- 

tentials, < 15 mV in magnitude, the lyphobic particles are readily coagulated (69). Be- 

cause of the direct contact between particles, coagulation forms more compact 

aggregates, leading to macroscopic separation (70). Due to these features, coagulation 

has been widely used as an effective means for removal of colloidal particles in water 

treatment practice (71-72). 

For the purpose of separating one component from another in a mixture, selec- 

tive coagulation is required where conditions must be chosen so that two components 

carry the same sign of surface charge but a large difference in the surface potentials, one 

preferably having a low value, while the other retaining a relatively high value. As an 

application of this technology to mineral processing, weakly hydrophobic titanium par- 
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ticles have been selectively coagulated and separated by sedimentation from kaolin slurry 

(73). Following theoretical studies based on the classical DLVO theory (68), selective 

coagulation has also been conducted using quartz-hematite and quartz-rutile suspen- 

sions (74-75). 

Recently, a selective hydrophobic coagulation process has been developed at 

Virginia Tech for treating ultrafine coal (76). This technology has been proven to be 

capable of producing superclean and ultraclean coals while maintaining high coal re- 

covery. According to the results obtained from laboratory-scale tests, selective 

hydrophobic coagulation appears to be a more promising process for fine coal cleaning. 

The main advantage of this process is that it makes full use of the natural 

hydrophobicity of coal particles without adding any coagulant except pH regulators, 

resulting in no additional water pollution problems. The selective coagulation of fine 

coal particles is obtained at a high pH value of the slurry, about pH 9.0, where mineral 

matter is highly dispersed due to the presence of strong electrostatic repulsive forces. 

The coagulation of fine coal particles is possible at such a high pH value probably be- 

cause the strong repulsive electrostatic force is overcome by an anomalous attractive 

hydrophobic force between strongly hydrophobic coal particles, whose role in coag- 

ulation is to be exploited. The selective hydrophobic coagulation process shows poten- 

tial application in coal cleaning practice because of its low operation cost, high deashing 

efficiency, and simple process control. 

1.3 Scope of Research 

The unique advantages of selective hydrophobic coagulation applied to fine coal 

cleaning as discussed previously make this technology very attractive in coal cleaning 

practice. In order to have a better understanding of the principles involved in fine par- 
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ticle coal coagulation, fundamental studies of hydrophobic interaction in fine coal co- 

agulation are the primary objectives of the present work. The specific goals of this 

research include: 

1. to study the role of hydrophobic interaction in the coagulation of strongly 

hydrophobic fine particles suspended in aqueous solutions; 

2. to correlate the coagulation behavior to the surface hydrophobicity of fine 

particles; 

3. to establish an approach for quantitatively evaluating hydrophobic interac- 

tion energy as a function of surface hydrophobicity; 

4. to develop aggregate growth and breakage rate models for describing coa- 

gulation kinetic behavior; 

5. to simulate the coagulation kinetics and ultimate aggregate size distribution 

based on the population balance model. 

Since interparticle forces play an important role in fine particle coagulation, it 

will be helpful to devote Chapter 2 to an overview onf the types of surface forces in- 

volved in coagulation. 

The coagulation and electrokinetic behavior of fine particle coal samples with 

different degrees of oxidation and silica samples with and without methylation are given 

in Chapter 3. The results of surface hydrophobicity characterizations with contact angle 

measurements and microcalorimeter measurements on the samples are also given in 

Chapter 3. Based on the experimental data, a method for back-calculating the magni- 

tude of the hydrophobic interaction energy using the classical DLVO theory is proposed 

in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 gives further evidence for hydrophobic interaction in coagulation by 

presenting results from experiments conducted using silica samples methylated to differ- 

ent degrees of surface hydrophobicity. Procedures are proposed in this chapter for esti- 
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mating the parameters used in describing hydrophobic interaction energy. An 

expression is derived in Chapter 4 to describe the hydrophobic interaction energy in 

terms of the surface hydrophobicity and the distance between two interacting particles. 

In Chapter 5, the models for aggregate growth and breakup are developed from 

a theoretical point of view. By analysing aggregate growth and breakup events en- 

countered in coagulation practice, four-parameter coagulation kinetic equations are de- 

rived based on the principles of population balance. 

The numerical procedures are proposed in Chapter 6. Simulations are conducted 

using different values of model parameters and system variables, and the results are also 

presented in Chapter 6. A typical aggregate size distribution, obtained experimentally, 

is given in this chapter as a check on the validity of the models developed and the nu- 

merical procedures used. 

Finally, the summary and conclusions and the future work are given in Chapters 

7 and 8, respectively. 
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CHAPTER2 INTERPARTICLE FORCES 

2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter I, it has been discussed that selective hydrophobic coagulation of fine 

coal particles may become a promising technology in coal cleaning practice. Practical 

applications of coagulation/dispersion have also been found in many other fields, such 

as environmental engineering, chemical engineering, biochemical engineering, material 

engineering, and medical engineering, and in the food, paint and mineral industries. In 

some circumstances, such as in the paint, ceramics, and food industries, high stability 

of colloidal suspensions is required to ensure that the suspensions function properly. In 

others, such as in environmental engineering, the destabilization or coagulation is bene- 

ficial to the removal of colloidal particles for the purpose of water purification. In the 

mineral industry, the situation becomes more complicated. For the purpose of separat- 

ing valuables from gangue minerals, the heterocoagulation of these components has to 

be avoided. Therefore, suspension conditions favorable for complete dispersion should 

be created to obtain an effective separation. For the purpose of effectively recovering 

fine particle valuables, however, particle enlargement by coagulation is desirable. As a 

result, selective coagulation/dispersion becomes crucial in the mineral industry. Due to 
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its importance in such diverse fields, the stability of colloidal suspensions has been 

studied extensively. 

It is well known that as the particle size decreases to the colloidal size range, the 

surface forces between two particles dispersed in a medium become increasingly signif- 

icant as opposed to the inertial force. As a result, the dispersion or coagulation of 

colloidal particles is mainly determined by the relative magnitude of various interparticle 

surface forces. At present, four distinct forces between colloidal particles in liquid have 

been recognized as playing an important role in controlling the dispersion/coagulation 

of colloidal particles (1-3). They are the attractive van der Waals and repulsive 

electrostatic “double-layer” forces, repulsive or attractive solvation forces, and repulsive 

steric forces between polymer-covered surfaces. The natures of these four forces are 

fairly well understood now. Since the first three of these forces are present in most 

colloidal suspensions, each of them will be discussed in detail in this chapter. 

2.2 Dispersion Forces 

2.2.1 Dispersion Forces between Atoms or Molecules 

The existence of some long range forces between particles of colloidal dimensions 

can be inferred from observed coagulation phenomena. These long range forces are of 

the same nature as the attractive forces between neutral atoms. The existence of inter- 

molecular forces was initially suggested by Clairault in 1743 (2). In an attempt to ex- 

plain the observed capillary rising phenomenon of liquids in glass tubes, it has been 

suggested that the attraction between liquid and glass molecules is different from that 

between the molecules of each phase. 
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However, one of the most successful applications of the concept of intermolecu- 

lar forces may be attributed to van der Waals. In order to explain the observed devi- 

ation of real gas behavior from the ideal gas law, van der Waals (4) considered the effect 

of intermolecular forces and arrived, in 1873, at his famous thermal equation of state for 

the nonideal behavior of real gases as given by Equation [2.1]. 

(P+ MV — 6) = RT 2.1] 

where P represents pressure, V represents volume, R is the gas constant, T is absolute 

temperature, and a and 4 are two constants from which initial information about inter- 

molecular forces can be obtained (5). In spite of the qualitative character of the argu- 

ment used by van der Waals in his derivation, the great success of his equation of state 

in explaining experimental data on the properties of gases spurred thinking on the origin 

of molecular forces. 

Collectively called van der Waals forces, these intermolecular forces consist of 

three components, including the induction (or Debye) force, the dipole orientation (or 

Keesom) force, and the dispersion (or London) force (2). Debye (6) proposed that the 

polarizability of molecules is the cause of intermolecular forces. He showed that a 

molecule with a permanent dipole moment polarizes a nearby neutral molecule. The 

interaction between the electric fields of these two different dipoles gives rise to an 

interaction force. The energy due to this interaction can be calculated using Equation 

[2.2] as derived by Debye in 1920 (6). 

2 2 
(uja, + u30,) 

Unerye =~ £ ’ [2.2] 
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where u, and uw, are the permanent dipole moments of two interacting molecules, «, and 

a, are their polarizabilities, and d is the intermolecular distance. 

In 1921, Keesom (7-8) suggested that two molecules with permanent dipole mo- 

ments orient themselves in such a way as to attract each other. The interaction energy 

due to this orientation effect has been given by Keesom as 

  

2urur 
Usecon = — on kT> uw [2.3] 

2 
and Uses = — — kT <um|d , [2.4] 

where k is Boltzmann’s constant. The second equation given above has been derived for 

the limiting case at low temperatures, in which a straight alignment of two dipoles has 

been assumed. The Debye theory and Keesom theory in combination have been used 

successfully to explain the interactions between polar molecules in a phenomenological 

way. 

However, for neutral gas molecules such as H,, N, and CH, which possess no 

permanent dipole moments, the intermolecular forces deduced from van der Waals 

thermal equation are far greater than the force accounted for by the induction and ori- 

entation effects. The existence of attraction between a pair of neutral molecules, as 

shown by Wang (9) in 1927, is direct evidence for the third component of intermolecular 

forces. Forces of this type are referred to as dispersion forces since they are closely re- 

lated to the optical dispersion of light in the visible and UV region of the spectrum. Of 

the three components of intermolecular forces, the dispersion forces make the most 1m- 

portant contribution to the van der Waals force since they are always present and op- 

erate over a relatively long range, which makes them important in a host of phenomena, 

including coagulation, adhesion, polymer conformation, and physical adsorption. 
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The dispersion forces have been considered as a result of the charge fluctuations 

associated with the motion of electrons in their “orbitals”. These charge fluctuations 

result in a time-dependent dipole moment. On one hand, the phase difference in the 

fluctuating dipoles leads to a mutual interaction. On the other hand, the time-dependent 

dipole generates an instantaneous electric field which polarizes any nearby neutral atom 

or molecule, inducing a dipole moment in it. As a result, a mutual instantaneous inter- 

action is also generated. The time average of these interactions gives rise to a finite 

interaction force. 

It is not difficult to realize that the dispersion forces are quantum mechanical in 

nature. Therefore, even though the dispersion forces have been recognized since 1873, 

theoretical treatment of this type of forces did not appear until 1927 when quantum 

mechanics was experiencing rapid development. An early theoretical analysis of 

dispersion forces was made using perturbation theory to solve the Schrédinger equation 

for two hydrogen atoms at a large separation distance (2). In this early treatment, the 

interaction between the electrons and protons of the two atoms was included and the 

overall interaction energy was found to be inversely proportional to the sixth power of 

interatomic distance. 

Dispersion forces are sometimes referred to as London forces after London 

(10-11) who contributed much to the further understanding of this type of forces. Using 

rigorous quantum mechanical treatment, London found that the dispersion interaction 

energy between two atoms or molecules is given by (11-12): 

Cc 
U London =~ ry ’ [2.5] 
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where C is known as the London constant. The London constant can be expressed by 

Equation [2.6] for interactions between two dissimilar atoms or molecules in terms of the 

electronic polarizability of interacting atoms or molecules. 

O10, Aviv, 
—> 2.6 
(4ne5)° Vy + V4 [ J C= + 

where v represents the frequency of radiation associated with the ionization of atoms or 

molecules, with the subscript identifying the individual interacting atoms or molecules. 

é, and A in Equation [2.6] are the permittivity of vacuum and the Planck constant, re- 

spectively. The London constant for two similar atoms or molecules, C,,, can be readily 

obtained from Equation [2.6] in which «, and v, are set equal to a, and v,, respectively. 

It is interesting to note that the form of Equation [2.5], as given by London for 

calculating dispersion energy, has also been derived from a simplified electrostatic treat- 

ment by considering the interaction between two Bohr atoms (2, 5). This finding sug- 

gests that while the dispersion forces are quantum mechanical, the ensuring interaction 

is still electrostatic, a sort of quantum mechanical polarization force. From the nature 

of dispersion forces, it is not difficult to see that the interaction between molecules con- 

sisting of atoms of larger atomic number gives rise to larger dispersion forces. This is 

because, in general, the larger the atom, the further the outer shell electrons are away 

from the nucleus and, consequently, the greater the polarizability. 

The calculation of dispersion interaction energy with London’s theory may not 

be valid at either very small interatomic distances due to the overlap of their wave 

functions or at very large interatomic distances because of the electromagnetic retarda- 

tion. The subsequent analysis on the subject of dispersion interaction has, therefore, 

been carried out by considering the retardation effect on the interaction energy when the 
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atom-atom separation exceeds the characteristic wavelength (/) of radiation emitted due 

to the dipolar transitions (13). 

It is evident that when two atoms are separated by an appreciable distance, the 

time taken for the electrostatic field at the first atom to reach the second and then return 

is comparable to the fluctuating period itself. Asa result, the phase shift of the fluctu- 

ating dipoles will no longer differ from 180°. Consequently, the dispersion forces will 

decrease more rapidly than predicted by Equation [2.5]. In the limiting case of d> A, the 

dispersion interaction energy has been found (13), by applying the fourth order pertur- 

bation theory to the interaction between atom and electric field, to be inversely propor- 

tional to the seventh instead of the sixth power of the interatomic distance. By 

extending London’s theory, the retarded dispersion interaction energy has been obtained 

as: 

U,=-— d> max( > [2.7] 

where 4,’s are the characteristic absorption wavelengths of the atoms or molecules, and 

K,, is a constant called retarded London constant. K,, is given by: 

23 
Kj =A fees , [2.8] 

in which c is the speed of light. Similarly, K,, can be calculated using Equation [2.8] by 

setting a, equal to a. 

In order to calculate the dispersion interaction energy in the presence of a third 

medium between two interacting atoms or molecules, a general microscopic theory of 

electric dipole dispersion forces, called the susceptibility theory, has been developed re- 

cently (14-16). According to this theory, the dispersion interaction energy is given by: 
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_ 3A. pg, mili )ax(ig)as U=-== f: AD A>d [2.9] 

and = — 23he ml0)ax{0) A<d, [2.10] dnd’ _&§(0) 

where ¢,(/€) is the dielectric constant of medium 3, a;(ié) and a3(/&) are the polarizabilities 

of atoms or molecules 1 and 2 in medium 3 as functions of imaginary frequency, i, 

£,(0) is the static dielectric constant of medium 3, and «}(0) and a;(0) are the static 

polarizabilities of atoms or molecules | and 2 in medium 3, respectively. The 

polarizability in this case is often referred to as the excess or effective polarizability. 

Since the excess polarizability of an atom or a molecule depends, in a complicated way, 

on its interaction with the surrounding medium 3, theoretical analysis becomes rather 

complicated. The theories discussed so far are capable of explaining the origin of inter- 

molecular forces and calculating the interaction energy between free atoms or molecules. 

2.2.2 Dispersion Forces between Two Macroscopic Objects I. Hamaker’s Approach 

It seems natural to infer that the attractive forces between neutral atoms or 

molecules give rise to analogous forces between any two macroscopic bodies whose 

surfaces are separated by a small distance. The credit for the recognition that such a 

force would emerge from summing the London-van der Waals forces between pairs of 

atoms of interacting particles appears to be due to Kallmann and Willstratter (17) and 

to Bradley (18). Subsequently, the dispersion forces acting between colloidal objects 

were investigated theoretically for objects of different geometrical shapes by de Boer in 

1936 (19) and by Hamaker in 1937 (20), among others. 

Based on the microscopic treatment, Hamaker has considered spherical objects 

by assuming the pairwise additivity of interatomic dispersion energy, and demonstrated 

that although the range of atomic forces is of the order of atomic dimension, the sum 
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of the dispersion energies over the entire macroscopic objects yields an interaction ex- 

isting over the range of the order of macroscopic dimension. It is a common practice 

to use Hamaker constant for evaluating the dispersion interaction between two 

macroscopic particles as given by (2): 

A= NNCy , [2.11] 

where N, and N, are the number of polarizable atoms per unit volume of objects | and 

2, respectively, and the London constant, C,,, is as given by Equation [2.6]. An ex- 

pression for calculating the combined Hamaker constant of two macroscopic particles 

interacting in the presence of a third medium has been derived using Hamaker’s sum- 

mation procedures as given (20) by: 

Aj3q = Ay + A33 — Ay3 — Ap - [2.12] 

The dispersion interaction energy between two spherical particles of radii a, and 

a, 1S, then, given by (20-21): 

  

_ — Arz2_ | 24,4 2a) a) Y 
Va= 6 Y +Vyaaa,*™ Y + 4a,a, 2.13] 

R 
~~ "6H A132, 

where H is the face-to-face distance between two interacting particles and Y is given by 

IP + 2a,H + 2a,H. The quantity R in Equation [2.13] refers to the reduced particle size 

as defined by: 

a, ay 
a +a, [2.14] R= 
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AS an approximation, the second equal sign in Equation [2.13] is valid for a small 

separation distance (H) while the first one covers a wide range of separations. 

With a similar approach, an expression for calculating the dispersion component 

of surface free energy has been derived as a result of summing up the pair potentials of 

all the surface volume elements with all of the volume elements below the surface (10, 

19). By using the potential as given by Equations [2.5] and [2.6] in combination for the 

interaction between elements, the above pair summation procedures yield: 

d nN t art 1 
1 ~~ [2.15] Y 

8r; 1 

in which r,, is the intermolecular distance and /, is the ionization potential which equals 

hv,. Combining Equations [2.6], [2.11] and [2.15] to eliminate the polarizability, a,, and 

the ionization potential, /,, results in (22): 

Ay, = 6ariyé . [2.16] 

Since the values of the polarizability or ionization potential are difficult to obtain 

experimentally to calculate the Hamaker constant using Equations [2.6] and [2.11], 

Equation [2.16] provides a convenient and useful means for calculating the Hamaker 

constant of single material in a vacuum using the value of y/ which can be readily ob- 

tained from some simple procedures such as contact angle measurement or equilibrium 

spreading pressure measurement of the adsorbed film (22). 

According to the Berthelot’s principle (23) that the interaction constant between 

two particles of different materials equals the geometric mean of the interaction con- 

stants of individual materials, the London constant, C,,, between two different types of 

atoms or molecules can be written as: 
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Cra =VCiCy - [2.17] 

By substituting Equation [2.17] into Equation [2.11], one readily obtains a com- 

mon geometric mean law, i.e., Equation [2.18], for calculating the value of A, from the 

known values of A, and A,;: 

Ay=VAuAy - [2.18] 

Vold (24) has shown that the above geometric mean law holds fairly well as long 

as the ionization potentials of these two materials do not differ significantly, i.e., v, = v,. 

This argument can be readily illustrated by substituting Equation [2.6] for the cases of 

C,, and C,, into Equation [2.17] and comparing the resultant equation with Equation [2.6] 

for the case of C,. Substituting Equation [2.18] into Equation [2.12] yields Equation 

[2.19] for calculating the combined Hamaker constant of a system from the Hamaker 

constants of individual components in a vacuum: 

Ay3q = (Ar, — VA33 Ang — V'AG3 ) - [2.19] 

It can be seen from the previous descriptions that like most simple theories, the 

Hamaker approach to dispersion interaction between two macroscopic objects has the 

virtue of ease of comprehension. As an approximation, it is customary to use Equation 

[2.18] for the calculation of A, and Equation [2.19] for the calculation of A,,, or A,3, from 

the known values of A, which can be obtained from Equation [2.16]. One of the suc- 

cessful applications of the Hamaker approach has been demonstrated by the calculation 

of the theoretical values of surface tensions of n-alkanes (25). Based on the idea that the 

work of separating two unit areas of material from contact to infinity equals twice the 
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surface tension, y, Padday and Uffindell (25) have calculated the values of surface ten- 

sion using the following relation: 

Ay, 
2 ’ Wy, = 271, = [2.20] 

where r,, is the interatomic distance in the bulk. The calculated results have shown a 

remarkable agreement with experimentally measured values of surface tension, which 

suggests that the intermolecular forces of n-alkane are mainly of dispersion type. By 

using the same equation, Coakley and Tabor (26) have calculated the surface free energy 

of mica deposited with a multilayers of hydrocarbon film. The surface tension calculated 

as such is in a reasonable agreement with the experimentally measured surface tension 

of a hydrocarbon liquid. Clearly, the calculated value of surface tension depends crit- 

ically on the assumed value of r,,. 

Due to the simplicity of this approach, the work of Hamaker has been used in 

subsequent estimates of the dispersion component of interparticle interactions which are 

fundamental in colloid science. However, it should be noted that the assumptions of 

simple pairwise additivity made in Hamaker’s approach ignores the influence of neigh- 

boring atoms or molecules on the interaction between any pair of atoms. 

It is obvious that the close packing of the atoms in a condensed object materially 

changes the properties of their electronic envelopes and, hence, their polarizabilities. It 

is also conceivable, by considering a simple three-atom system, that the instantaneous 

field of atom | will polarize atoms 2 and 3 simultaneously, and the induced dipole field 

of atom 3 will, in turn, act on atom 2. Asa result, the field from atom | will also reach 

atom 2 by the reflection of atom 3 besides the direct interaction between the electric 

fields of atoms | and 2, which gives rise to an extra force term. The existence of multiple 

reflections of electric fields suggests that using the straightforward additivity approach 
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may lead to significant uncertainties in the values of dispersion forces between 

macroscopic objects. 

Also ignored in Hamaker’s approach is the retardation effect of electromagnetic 

wave propogation on the interaction energy. This may introduce substantial errors 

when calculating dispersion interaction energy using Equation [2.13] for a large inter- 

particle separation. In an attempt to take the retardation effect into account, the sum- 

mation procedures become extremely difficult and the resultant Hamaker constant has 

been found to be a function of separation distance. 

Nevertheless, as an approximation, Casimir and Polder (23) have adopted 

Hamaker’s summation procedures in which Equation [2.7] has been used as an interele- 

ment potential to derive a simple expression for calculating the retarded dispersion en- 

ergy as given by: 

—-R, [2.21] 

where B,,. is a constant termed the retarded Hamaker constant. B,,, can theoretically be 

calculated from known values of B,, , B,, and B,,; using similar procedures to that used 

in obtaining A,;, from the known values of A,,, A, and A. The constant B, is related 

to the constant K, by Equation [2.22]: 

By => NN - [2.22] 

In order to extend Hamaker’s approach, i.e., Equation [2.13], to the retarded re- 

gion, Schenkel and Kitchener (27-28) have derived two simple expressions by applying 

the best fit approximation to their numerical integration, which are given by: 
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-—l_ L= Typ if 0<p<0.57 [2.23] 

  

_ 2.45 2.17 | 0.59 , 
and f= Sp 5p? + 35p) if OS<p<oo, [2.24] 

where p=zH/A. By incorporating Equations [2.23] and [2.24] into Equation [2.13], 

dispersion interaction energy can be evaluated over a wide range of separation, including 

nonretarded and retarded regions. It is readily seen from Equation [2.24] that focH"! 

for large values of H, which results in V,ccH-?, a similar relation to that implied in 

Equation [2.21]. 

2.2.3 Dispersion Forces between Two Macroscopic Objects II. Lifshitz’s Approach 

In contrast to the microscopic approach, Lifshitz (29) has constructed a more 

accurate approach through a purely macroscopic framework. The problem associated 

with the use of direct additivity has been completely avoided in this macroscopic treat- 

ment of dispersion forces. Unlike the microscopic approach in which dispersion forces 

have been expressed in terms of microscopic properties of interacting objects, such as 

their polarizabilities, the atomic structure has been ignored and the interacting objects 

have been treated as continuous media in the macroscopic approach. The dispersion 

forces in this approach have been derived in terms of the macroscopic properties of 

interacting objects, such as their dielectric constants or refractive indices. 

The interaction between macroscopic objects has been considered as the result 

of the fluctuational electromagnetic field in Lifshitz theory. It has been noted that this 

field is always present within any medium due to thermodynamic fluctuation, and it also 

extends outside the medium. In order to accommodate the temporal fluctuations of the 

fields, Lifshitz has adopted the fluctuation theory developed by Rytov (30). The 

electromagnetic fields have been calculated on the basis of the exact Maxwell’s 
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equations. Therefore, the effects of retardation, caused by a finite velocity of propa- 

gation of electromagnetic fields, have been taken into account naturally in Lifshitz’s 

approach. The Lifshitz theory, thus developed, has led to the Lifshitz-van der Waals 

constant ha@® which depends on the material only and is independent of the geometry of 

the interacting objects. Since the geometrical terms in both theories have been found to 

be identical, Hamaker’s microscopic theory has been related to Lifshitz macroscopic 

theory by the relation of (31-33): 

S27 

  A132 = [2.25] 

Although the first general macroscopic theory of dispersion forces was derived 

by Lifshitz for two half spaces separated by a distance d in a vacuum, the theory has 

been extended to the interactions between two half spaces separated by a third medium 

using quantum field theory (34). According to Lifshitz (29) and Dzyaloshinskii et al. 

(34), the Lifshitz-van der Waals constant for two objects of materials 1 and 2 embedded 

in medium 3 is given by: 

oo €1(82) — €3(4¢) €2(%6) — €3(70) 

o & (46) + €3(8) (10) + €3(72) ’ [2.26] A@ 3. =h 

where ¢{i€) is the dielectric constant of material j along the imaginary frequency axis, 

i€. Recently, a similar expression has been derived through a different line of thinking 

by Kampen et al. (35), indicating the universality of the theory. The quantity of ¢{i¢) 

in Equation [2.26] can be determined from the Kramers-Kronig relation, 

2 [re we (w) e(if)=1+— , oe dw , [2.27] 
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where e"(w) is the imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant. The value of 

e"(w) is always positive and determines the dissipation of the energy of the 

electromagnetic wave propagating in a body. It can be seen that the function e(i€) is a 

real quantity, monotonically decreasing from the value of ¢, at € =O to 1 at €=oo0. The 

integration of Equation [2.26] can be carried out numerically with known values of 

é’(w) as obtained from the analysis of reflection measurements over a wide range of 

frequencies, from microwave through infrared to ultraviolet region. In principle, this 

approach gives a more accurate result in calculating the constant of dispersion inter- 

action between two macroscopic objects. 

The Lifshitz-van der Waals constant of two macroscopic objects of identical 

material imbedded in a medium can be readily obtained by replacing ¢,(ig) with ¢,(i&) in 

Equation [2.26]. Equation [2.26] holds for two objects interacting in a vacuum by re- 

placing ¢,(i¢) with 1. According to Langbein (36), Equation [2.26] is independent of ge- 

ometry and therefore is valid for objects of other shapes. It is obvious, however, that 

the application of the Lifshitz theory is restricted to those materials for which optical 

data are available. Since direct use of Equations [2.26] and [2.27] in combination is 

cumbersome and the reliable data are sparse, among other practical limitations, it is 

important to develop a relatively simple approach for practical purposes. 

A commonly used procedure, which leads to a fairly accurate result with signif- 

icantly increased simplicity, has been given by Gregory (37). In his approach, only the 

electronic transitions in the ultraviolet region have been considered. To relate the molar 

refraction of a material to its polarizability at angular frequency, w, Lorentz-Lorentz 

equation has been used in the form of: 

  

2 
n—-1 M  4n 

— =— Noa(w) , 2.28 
n’+2 ? 3 ot) [2.28] 
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in which n is the refractive index of the substance, M is the molecular weight, p is the 

density, and N, is Avogadro’s number. It has been shown that the quantity a(qw) in 

Equation [2.28], which is a measure of overall oscillator strength at frequency o, is given 

by: 

  a(a) =—& ye [2.29] 
4n’m 7 wr — w 

where mm is the mass of the electron and /, is oscillator strength at frequency w,. It is 

obvious that Equation [2.29] is not valid at frequencies close to strong adsorption bands 

where an imaginary damping term has to be introduced and, hence, the refractive index 

takes a complex value. However, the damping terms are usually negligible on the im- 

aginary axis and Equation [2.29] gives a good approximation for practical purposes. 

Substituting Equation [2.29] into Equation [2.28] results in: 

2 2N 
a ee ae [2.30] 

n+2 mm wl-@ 

where q, is a characteristic frequency. The quantity s in Equation [2.30] has been re- 

garded as the effective number of dispersion electrons, which equals }°/, as can be de- 

duced from Equations [2.29] and [2.30]. It has been implicitly assumed in the derivation 

of Equation [2.30] that the variation of the refractive index can be represented by an ef- 

fective dispersion equation with only one dominating term being retained. It is con- 

venient to rewrite Equation [2.30] as: 

2 2 } w no+2 M 3nm ®, M 3nxm @ [2.31] 
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which suggests that a plot of (n? + 2)/(m?— 1) vs w? gives a straight line for a range of 

frequencies. The values of s and w, can, thus, be calculated from the slope S and inter- 

cept / using Equations [2.32] and [2.33], respectively: 

s=—M sam 1 [2.32] 

and ow, = J— TS. [2.33] 

Also obtained from the intercept is the limiting dielectric constant «, of the ma- 

terial as given by: 

camp = t [2.34]   

From these constants, the Hamaker constant of single material, A, , can be 

readily calculated using Equation [2.35] as derived by Gregory (37) and by Tabor and 

Winterton (38): 

(2 ~1 
27 hy, ay, [2.35] 

Ay = 64 Ey + 

As an example, the values of Hamaker constants for liquid water and solid silica 

have been calculated using Equation [2.35] and the results are given in Table 2.1. The 

property constants of material that appeared in Equation [2.35] have been obtained from 

the published optical data (37, 39) using the procedures described previously. Also given 

in Table 2.1 are the values of Hamaker constant calculated using Equation [2.16]. 

It can be seen from Table 2.1 that the values obtained using these two different 

methods are in a remarkable agreement, indicating that Equation [2.16] gives a reason- 

able approximation for values of the Hamaker constant, A,, for a wide range of materi- 
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als. Since the use of Equation [2.16] only requires the value of dispersion component 

of surface free energy of materials which can be readily obtained from simple contact 

angle measurements, it is convenient to use this method for practical purposes. Due to 

its simplicity, this method has been widely used in practice (5, 22, 40-43). 

Table 2.1. Hamaker Constant of Water and Fused Silica Calculated Using Eqs. 
[2.30] and [2.15] 

  

  

W, Ny y4 A,{ x 10-” J) 
Material 

(x 105 s-') (erg/cm?) Eq. [2.16] Eq. [2.13] 

H,0 3.35 1.323 22 3.75 3.17 

Fused Silica 3.69 1.65 76 13.8 10.9 

  

2.2.4 An Improved Approximation for A, and A,3, 

It has been shown that the combined Hamaker constant, A,, can be readily ap- 

proximated using Equation [2.18] from known values of Hamaker constant of single 

materials. By comparing the calculated values of A, using Equation [2.26] from spectral 

data with that calculated using Equation [2.18], in which A, has been obtained using 

Equation [2.26] for a number of compounds, Bargeman et al. (44) have found that 

Equation [2.18] is valid with an accuracy of 99%, in conformance with the exact solution 

as given by Equation [2.26]. If the same combined law as given by Equation [2.17] is 

applied to the calculation of A,,, or A,;, using Equation [2.19], the calculated values have 

been found to differ substantially from that calculated using Equation [2.26] from the 
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same set of spectral data (33). Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop an improved 

method for estimating the value of A,,. or A,;, from known values of A,,, A, and A; while 

preserving the simplicity of approach. 

An approximation has been proposed by Krup (44) for the function, e{i¢), as 

given by: 

1 + c, exp( — 5/2) 

1 — c, exp( — 5,2) [2.36] eid) = ; 

where c, and 8, are adjustable parameters. Using Krup’s approximation in Equation 

[2.26], Bargeman et al. (33) have derived two expressions as an approximation for cal- 

culating the values of A,,, and A,;,, respectively, from the known values of A,,, A,, and 

A,;. The arguments involved with a step-by-step derivation are given as follows. 

By inserting Equation [2.36] into Equation [2.25], in which A®@,,. is replaced by 

Equation [2.26], for two macroscopic objects of the same material interacting through a 

vacuum, one readily obtains: 

Ay = 4 | c? exp( — 2b,2)dé 
82° Yo 

[2.37] 
  

Similarly, inserting Equation [2.36] into Equation [2.25] for the interaction of two 

macroscopic objects of different materials in a vacuum yields: 
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Ai) = aes exp( — 6,¢)c, exp( — 5,¢)d¢ 
82 

Sh ¢ S12) expr — (6, +66) |” =$— = ”“ = (->-—_ ) exp[ - = — 
8x" b, + by P er. 82°(b, + by) 

It has been shown that the value of A, as given by the geometric mean law of 

Equation [2.18] retains an accuracy above 99% as an approximation for the exact value 

as given by Equation [2.25]. Therefore, as an approximation, one can substitute 

Equation [2.37] for materials 1 and 2, respectively, into Equation [2.18] to find A,, as 

given by: 

4. J Shot 3he? ) = Shee [T 2391 
" 16n7b,  16n”b, on? V Om | 

  

    

By comparing Equation [2.38] with Equation [2.39], it is readily found that 

b, + b, = 2 bby . [2.40] 

Equation [2.40] indicates that in general, the b, value in Equation [2.36] can be 

assumed, as an approximation, to be the same for all the materials. The numerical value 

of b, as given by Derjaguin et al. (45) for a number of materials has shown the validity 

of this assumption. With this assumption, the c, value in Equation [2.36] can be ex- 

pressed in terms of its Hamaker constant, A,,, and c? and Af of a reference material as: 

A 
cq =ck ft [2.41] R ? 

Ay, 

which has been obtained from Equation [2.37] using the conditions given by Equation 

[2.40]. 
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On the other hand, one can obtain, by inserting Equation [2.36] into Equation 

[2.25] in which A@,,;, is expressed by Equation [2.26] for the interaction of two 

macroscopic objects of different materials embedded in medium 3: 

Any, =| (cy — ¢3)(c, — cs) exp( — 266) dt 

92 Bat dg Ll — 6103 exp( — 22) LI — cpey exp( — 268)] 

_ 3h (OQ — C3) 1, exp(2bE)— Cyc, Jo0 

gg Cia 23-2” exp(2bE) — Cycy I [2.42] 

_—3A (c, — €3)(cy — c3) n Il — cc 
l6n2b 13 — €263 1—c,c; ” 
  

where 5 is a constant implicitly defined by Equation [2.36]. By inserting c,, as implicitly 

expressed in Equation [2.37], into Equation [2.42], one can readily obtain: 

  

— WVAn = VA33 V2. — VA33 ) in 2°23 
A132 = €iC3 — CC ( Tec, [2.43] 

Equation [2.43] provides a means to calculate the Hamaker constant, A,,,, using 

known values of ¢,, ¢,, and c;. It is also possible to calculate the Hamaker constant A), 

using Equation [2.42] at the limiting condition that c,=c,. Since Equation [2.42] be- 

comes indefinite by directly setting c, = c,, l’'Hospital’s rule needs to be applied to this 

equation by letting c,-c,, which yields: 

  

th... [| (a-@ll—o) , 1-aey S[& lim 
In 

. [2.44] 
3h__ (¢) —¢3) 

7 16n°b 1-63 

Similarly, Equation [2.44] can be rewritten in terms of A,, and A,; as: 
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2 (Jan — Vs) 12.459 
A = 

131 |- C1C3 

Following Dzyaloshinskii et al. (34), the value of c, can be evaluated directly from 

Equation [2.36] by setting €-0, as given by: 

l+¢ 
fim 608) == ey [2.46] 

which, in turn, yields: 

Egy — | 

I-74 [2.47]   

Since the calculation of c, using Equation [2.47] requires knowledge of the values 

of e,, which are only readily accessible for the materials of apolar compounds, an alter- 

native method which is semi-empirical in nature has been developed (33). For a refer- 

ence system in which the values of A2, A® and Af, have been calculated using exact 

Lifshitz theory from optical data, it follows from Equation [2.45] that: 

At +AQ—2/ AR AS 
[2.48] 

Aly, 
(ce) = 1 — 

where superscript R indicates that the quantity is referred to as reference. By choosing 

Ag-H,O-Ag as a reference system for which A2, A,,, and AR, have been calculated (33), 

from optical data using Equations [2.25], [2.26], and [2.27] in combination, to be 

39.6 x 10°? J, 4.35 x 10°" J, and 26.6 x 10-" J, respectively, (cc;)® is found using 

Equation [2.48] to be 0.33. Following Equation [2.41], one readily obtains: 
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AyA 
Cy = (cy03)* [4 =, [2.49] 

Ay) A33 

Using the pertinent numerical data corresponding to the reference system of Ag- 

H,0-Ag in Equation [2.49] results in: 

Coy = 2.5 10° ADARy - [2.50] 

Replacing c, and c, in Equations [2.43] and [2.45] with Equation [2.50] yields two 

expressions as given by Equations [2.51] and [2.52] for calculating the values of A,,, and 

A,;, from the known values of A,,, Ay, and A;3. 

  

_ (An = vy oa = Vy) 1= 2.5 x 108 Andy =~ ova elect 2.51 
"35x 10/4, (JA, -~J4n) 1 -2.5x 10/4 Ags 2.31) 

JA, -JAn¥ 
and = Ay, Wan 33) , [2.52]   

1 =2.5x 108/A A, 

It should be remarked that the numerical value of 2.5 x 10 in equations [2.51] 

and [2.52] has been introduced naturally as a result of choosing Ag-H,O-Ag as a refer- 

ence system. However, the numerical calculations (33) have shown that the above ap- 

proach leads to a similar value with different reference systems. The calculation using 

Equation [2.51] or [2.52] instead of Equation [2.19] has shown a better agreement with 

the exact results as obtained using the Lifshitz-Dzyaloshinskii approach, Le., using 

Equations [2.25], [2.26], and [2.27] in combination. An improvement of a factor of ap- 

proximately 10 in accuracy has been obtained. Since Equations [2.51] and [2.52] are 

easier to use and require less experimental data than Equation [2.25], they are preferred 

to both Equations [2.19] and [2.25] in practice for estimating the values of 4,3, and Ajx) 

from the known values of A,,, A,,, and A33. 
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2.2.5. Effect of Temperature and Surface Layer on Dispersion Forces 

It is also worth briefly mentioning that the temperature and the adsorption sur- 

face layer will influence the behavior of dispersion forces. It has been found (2, 46) that 

at finite temperatures, there is a temperature dependent or zero frequency contribution 

to the overall dispersion forces. The temperature-dependent contribution of the 

dispersion forces is usually only a small fraction of the overall dispersion forces for two 

objects interacting across a vacuum. However, when two similar objects interact across 

a third medium, the temperature-dependent contribution of the dispersion forces may 

become one of the major proportions. This is particularily true when the medium, such 

as water, is highly polar in nature and has a large value of static dielectric constant. It 

is well known that the dielectric behavior of many different materials is very similar over 

the UV frequency range. Therefore, the contribution from the UV range tends to cancel 

each other. This gives rise to the fact that the Hamaker constants do not differ signif- 

icantly when calculated without taking temperature dependence into account. Since the 

dielectric behavior of different materials differs significantly over the low frequency 

range, the temperature-dependent contribution of the dispersion forces becomes sub- 

stantial. Therefore, neglecting the temperature-dependent contribution in calculating 

the combined Hamaker constant may give a misleading result. It has been shown (47) 

that the temperature-dependent contribution is about half of the total value of the 

Hamaker constant for the interaction of two water phases separated by a hydrocarbon 

film. 

The presence of a surface layer has been found to affect the dispersion forces 

significantly, in particular when the thickness of the surface layer is comparable to the 

interparticle distance of interest. By taking this effect into account, the general ex- 

pression for calculating the exact dispersion forces becomes extremely complicated and 
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its application in practice is rather limited. It has been found that if there is a surface 

layer, the dispersion forces will no longer follow a simple power law. Israelachvili (48) 

has shown theoretically that in the presence of an adsorbed surface layer, the dispersion 

forces may be repulsive at a small interparticle separation and attractive at a larger 

interparticle separation which is still within the nonretarded region. As a result, the 

Hamaker constant is no longer a constant but a function of interparticle separations. 

For practical purposes, however, it is usually possible to obtain a useful approx- 

imation from the analysis of special situations (36, 49). For example, if the thickness 

of a surface layer is greater than the interparticle distance, the characteristics of the 

surface layer will dominate the dispersion forces. In this case, the dispersion forces can 

be approximated by considering the interactions between two macroscopic objects of the 

same material as those of the surface layers separated by the medium. In the region 

where the interparticle distance is greater than the surface layer thickness, the bulk 

properties of the interacting particles dominate. Therefore, the effect of the presence of 

a surface layer may be neglected. As an approximation, the following equation has been 

commonly used in the literature (2, 50) for calculating the effective Hamaker constant 

of two particles of material 1 with a surface layer of material 2 embedded in a medium, 

3: 

2A 123 Ayn 
(1+ D/a (1+ 2D/d)’ 
  A gy = Aa32 — [2.53] 

where D is the thickness of the surface layer. It can be seen from Equation [2.53] that 

Ay, approximates A,, when the thickness of the surface layers, D, is much greater than 

the interparticle distance, d, indicating that the surface layers dominate the dispersion 

forces between the particles at small separation distances. 
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2.2.6 Implications from the Theories of Dispersion Forces 

A few important features of dispersion forces, which can be inferred from the 

above discussions, are worth pointing out. Equation [2.26] implies that the dispersion 

forces are always attractive for two macroscopic objects of the same material, regardless 

of the nature of the medium separating them. However, the dispersion forces between 

two objects of different materials separated by a third medium can be attractive or 

repulsive, depending on the relative magnitude of the dielectric constants of each phase. 

In most cases, the comparison can be made based on the magnitude of «(/¢) at a single 

wavelength, at which it gives the largest contribution to the integral of Equation [2.26]. 

The attractive force is expected if the dielectric constants of these two objects are either 

greater or less than that of the medium, otherwise the repulsive dispersion forces are 

obtained when the dielectric constant of the medium is greater than that of one object 

but less than that of the other object. 

Although the acceptance of the concept of repulsive dispersion forces came far 

later than that of attractive dispersion forces (51-52), they have played an important role 

in many technologies and natural processes such as flotation, detergency, wetting, and 

spreading, where wetting films have been involved (53). In an asymmetric system of 

solid/water/air bubble, as encountered in flotation, where ¢,>«,>¢,(=1), negative 

dispersion forces may largely hinder the air bubble from adhering to the solid, which is 

crucial for the success of the process. The repulsive dispersion forces have been exper- 

imentally deduced from the study of the coagulation behavior of PTFE and graphite 

aqueous suspensions (51), in which no mutual coagulation has been detected. For such 

a system, a negative Hamaker constant has been predicted, indicating that the PTFE and 

graphite particles repel each other, which explains the observed coagulation behavior. 

Negative Hamaker constants have been calculated for n-hexane and n-heptane films on 
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water in conformity with experimentally observed lense formation of these liquids on 

water (54-55). Other experimental evidence of repulsive dispersion forces has been given, 

among others, by Oss et al. (52). 

The concept of repulsive dispersion forces has been proven to be useful in 

understanding the mechanisms of a few old separation technologies, such as those in- 

volved in hydrophobic chromatography and affinity chromatography (52). By using the 

concept of repulsive dispersion forces, a new method has been developed for measuring 

the surface tensions of particles, cells and polymers (56). 

It is also interesting to note that nonretarded and retarded dispersion forces are 

not necessarily of the same sign. As can be seen from Equation [2.26], the function un- 

der the integral may change the sign if high-frequency contributions to ¢,(ig), ¢,(ié), and 

£,(i£) become progressively damped out with increasing interparticle distance, d. Asa 

result, the overall integration may change sign at some value of d. Therefore, using the 

exact solution of dispersion forces, as given by Equation [2.26], becomes necessary when 

dealing with the interparticle forces over a wide range of separations. The application 

of the microscopic approach of dispersion forces to such systems may give misleading 

results because this theory does not predict the possibility of changing the sign of the 

dispersion forces as the interparticle distance changes. 

Equation [2.26] can be used to predict the behavior of uncharged particle | at the 

interface of two immiscible dielectric liquids 2 and 3. It can be seen that if the dielectric 

constant of particle 1 is intermediate between that of liquids 2 and 3, the particle will 

be attracted toward the boundary from either side of the liquid phase and remain there 

upon reaching the boundary. However, if the dielectric constant of particle 1 is greater 

or less than that of liquids 2 and 3, the particle will be repelled from the boundary, 

staying in the liquid phase whose dielectric constant differs less significantly from that 

of the particle. In this case, if the particle is originally in the liquid phase, whose 
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dielectric constant differs most significantly from that of the particle, the particle will be 

attracted toward the boundary and will be repelled away from the boundary on the other 

side provided that the particle is allowed to cross the boundary. Qualitatively, it is more 

favorable for the particle to be driven toward the part of the system where the dielectric 

behavior is closest to its own, i.e., where it is least “visible”. If the retardation effect, 

which may cause the dispersion forces to change sign from repulsive to attractive at a 

certain separation, is taken into account, the particle may approach this separation and 

remain there. These phenomena are of particular importance to mineralized froths in 

flotation systems and to solid-containing emulsion systems as well. 

2.2.7 Experimental Measurement of Dispersion Forces 

It is instructive to show some experimental approaches to studying the dispersion 

forces. The most satisfactory and commonly used approach would be the direct meas- 

urement of dispersion forces as a function of distance between macroscopic objects. The 

first attempts to measure the dispersion forces have been made by Derjaguin and 

Abrikossova (57-59) in Russia, using negative feedback in a balance. Similar measure- 

ments have been conducted by Kitchener and Prosser (60) in Britain and by Sparnaay 

(61) in Holland. In these early measurements, the force has been measured by the 

microbalance or the flexing of an elastic spring which is very susceptible, while the dis- 

tance has been determined by the optical technique, i.e., measuring the diameter of the 

interface rings or the intensity of light reflected from the specimen. Due to the nature 

of these methods, the accuracy of measuring the distance was rather low, about 2 to 20 

nm, while the sensitivity of the force measurement was insufficient, no better than 10-? 

to 10-* dyne. In addition, investigations in these early stages of surface force measure- 

ments have been restricted to the system of a silica plate and a lens interacting across a 
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vacuum or air since the knowledge about these samples is well established and the sam- 

ple preparation is relatively simple. 

Nevertheless, a number of important results have been obtained from these 

measurements. These early measurements have shown that the force of interaction be- 

tween plane and lens is inversely proportional to the third power of the distance over the 

separation range of 0.1 to 0.5 um, which agrees with what has been predicted from a 

theoretical treatment of retarded dispersion forces. However, the magnitude of 

dispersion forces measured as such is smaller than that calculated using Hamaker’s the- 

ory. The discrepancy between these early theories of dispersion forces and experimental 

results stimulated the development of Lifshitz’s macroscopic theory of dispersion forces 

(29). The prediction using the macroscopic approach proposed by Lifshitz has shown 

remarkable agreement with the measured force over the electromagnetic retardation re- 

gion for the systems of silica interacting through a vacuum. However, the comparison 

between theoretical predictions and experimental results over the nonretardation region 

has not been feasible from these early investigations since the force measurements at 

such a small separation have been made difficult by the roughness of the sample sur- 

faces. 

In order to measure the dispersion forces between two opaque macroscopic ob- 

jects, Derjaguin et al. (62) have designed a new set-up in which the distance between two 

interacting objects is pre-set by a negative feedback circuit. With this improved device, 

the dispersion forces between two gold spheres and between two quartz filaments inter- 

acting across air have been measured. The measured force is in satisfactory agreement 

with the theoretical predictions for both gold and quartz samples over the separation 

range of 10 to 100 nm. The values of the retarded Hamaker constant, B,,, obtained by 

fitting the experimental data to the theoretical expression of dispersion forces, are in 

good agreement with those obtained from Lifshitz theory using optical data. 
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Many other measurements of dispersion forces conducted during the 1950’s and 

1960’s are of this type with small modifications on the methods of determining the dis- 

tance or force to improve the accuracy of the measurement (63-66). These early meas- 

urements collectively show that over the retarded region, the measured force is in good 

agreement with that predicted from Lifshitz’ theory. The Hamaker constants, B,,, ob- 

tained by fitting the experimental data into Equation [2.21], lie in the range of B,, as 

obtained from Lifshitz’s calculations using optical data for the various systems investi- 

gated. However, as the separation decreases down to the nonretarded region, 1.e., about 

50 to 80 nm, the deviations between the experimental results and those predicted from 

the theory become substantial. This deviation has been mostly attributed to the effect 

of surface roughness on the experimental measurement. 

In order to eliminate the effect of surface roughness on the measurement of sur- 

face force over the nonretarded region, muscovite mica has been used, for the first time, 

by Tabor and Winterton (38). The molecular smoothness of the mica surface allows the 

measurement to be conducted down to 5 nm with an accuracy of about 0.3 nm. In their 

measurements, the dispersion forces have been determined using the “jump method” as 

proposed initially by Overbeek and Sparnaay (67). Their experimental results clearly 

show a transition at a separation of 10 nm. When the separation 1s less than 10 nm, the 

measured force is inversely proportional to the second power of the separation distance, 

corresponding to nonretarded behavior. However, when the separation is greater than 

10 nm, the measured force becomes inversely proportional to the third power of the 

separation distance, which shows the retarded behavior. It has also been found that the 

transition between nonretarded behavior and retarded behavior occurs fairly abruptly, 

within 10 nm. The values of two Hamaker constants, 4,, and B,,, obtained by fitting the 

experimental data into Equations [2.13] and [2.21], corresponding to nonretarded and 
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retarded regions, respectively, are equal to the values calculated from Lifshitz theory 

using optical data. 

It has been realized that the “jump method” for determining the force becomes 

less accurate when the separation distance is greater than 20 nm due to the increased 

influence of vibration as the rigidity of the spring decreases. In an attempt to improve 

the accurancy of the force measurement over a wide range of separations, Israelachvili 

and Tabor (49) have developed a new apparatus in which a new resonance method has 

been used. With this apparatus, the force measurement can be conducted down to a 

separation of 1.5 nm with a distance resolution of 0.1 nm. (68). Recently, this new 

appratus has been commercialized by Anutech Pty. Ltd., Australia. In this surface force 

apparatus, a double-cantilever spring has been used by which the stiffness of the spring 

can be changed during experiments by simply adjusting the spring length through the 

change of the attachment point. With this apparatus, the dispersion forces between two 

mica surfaces coated with monolayers of stearic acid by the Langmuir-Boldgett method 

have been measured. The thickness of this adsorption layer has been estimated to be 

2.5 nm. The experimental results show that the influence of surface monolayers begins 

only at a separation distance less than 3 nm, which is comparable with the thickness of 

the adsorption surface layer. The Hamaker constant, obtained by fitting the data for the 

separations greater than 5 nm, is the same as that of bulk mica, as calculated from 

Lifshitz theory using optical data. However, the data fitting for separations less than 3 

nm yields an effective Hamaker constant of I x 10-" erg, compared to the Hamaker 

constant of 0.9 x 10-" erg as obtained again from Lifshitz theory for the material of 

surface monolayers. This finding suggests that the interaction at a smaller separation 

appears to be dominated by the properties of the surface monolayer. These results 

support the previous discussions as to the theory of dispersion forces in the presence of 

a surface adsorption monolayer. 
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The above discussions clearly show that with the advent of this apparatus, we 

are now at a stage where accurate surface force measurement can be conducted down 

to a close proximity of 0.15 nm. Although the measurement can only be conducted for 

the mica system, important information concerning other materials can be obtained by 

depositing the material cf interest onto the mica surface and measuring the dispersion 

. forces over a separation range smaller than the thickness of this deposition layer. In this 

region, the surface layer dominates the measured force behavior, as discussed previously. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that the observed force law reflects the dispersion 

interaction between the two macroscopic objects of this deposited material instead of the 

mica substrate itself. 

It has been shown that almost all the force measurements of two macroscopic 

objects conducted in air or vacuum are in agreement with Lifshitz theory over the sep- 

aration distance range of 1.5 to 1000 nm, which indicates indirectly that for the 

dispersion interactions in air or vacuum, the theory holds down to molecular contact (2, 

69). However, an accurate measurement of dispersion forces conducted in liquids ap- 

pears to be considerably complicated. This can be attributed to the simultaneous pres- 

ence of other forces, such as electrostatic and solvation forces. The viscosity of a fluid 

may also complicate the measurements and the interpretation of the results obtained. 

Therefore, the dispersion forces can only be obtained by conducting a series of meas- 

urements under different solution conditions and then substracting other known forces 

or extrapolating to the limit condition at which other forces are absent. Other factors, 

such as contamination of the surface by traces of impurities present in the liquid, may 

completely change the qualitative nature of the dispersion forces. For these reasons, a 

comparison between experimentally measured dispersion forces and those predicted from 

theory is less straightforward in a liquid medium than in air or a vacuum. 
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Recently, Marra (70) has measured dispersion forces between L-a-dipalmitoyl- 

phosphatidyl-choline (DPPC) bilayers and digalactosyl-diglyceride (DGDG) bilayers 

deposited on a monolayer of L-a-dipalmitoyl-phosphatidyl-ethanolamine (DPPE) which 

has been previously deposited on molecularly smooth mica. The measurements have 

been made in conductive water and 0.3 M NaCl aqueous solution using the apparatus 

developed by Israelachvili. The experimental results obtained using DGDG bilayers 

have shown that the dependence of dispersion forces on the bilayer separation follows 

the Hamaker equation. The Hamaker constant obtained from long range force meas- 

urements is in good agreement with that obtained from adhesion force measurements. 

The “screened” dispersion forces have been determined in 0.2 M NaCl aqueous solution. 

The Hamaker constant calculated from these latter measurements has been considered 

to be a pure dispersion component. Therefore, the difference between the Hamaker 

constant obtained in conductive water and that in 0.2 M NaCl solution has been na- 

turally considered as the temperature dependent or zero frequency component of the 

total Hamaker constant. The value obtained agrees reasonably well with that calculated 

using the simplified Lifshitz theory (47) and indicates that the contribution of the 

temperature-dependent interaction is equally as important as that of dispersion inter- 

action to the total van der Waals interaction between DGDG bilayers in pure water. 

However, the Hamaker constant obtained from the long range force measure- 

ments has been found to be lower than that obtained from the adhesion force measure- 

ments when the force has been measured between DPPC bilayers. This finding suggests 

that independent measurements of long range attractive and short range adhesive forces 

are necessary for one to study dispersion interactions by excluding other interactions, 

such as electrostatic double layer and hydration interactions. 
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2.3 Electrical Double Layer Forces 

According to the theory of dispersion forces discussed in the previous section of 

this chapter, small particles of the same material will always coagulate regardless of the 

solution conditions in which they are embedded since the dispersion forces are always 

attractive between similar particles in a medium. This is of course contrary to what 

usually happens in the nature. The observed dispersion of similar particles in a third 

medium indicates the existence of other repulsive forces which dominate the net inter- 

action under these conditions. In most cases, the repulsive forces are due to the inter- 

action of electrical double layers formed around each particle. Electrostatic interaction 

between charged surfaces plays an important role in a number of processes (71), such 

as homo- and hetero-coagulation, flocculation, nonspecific ion adsorption, ion ex- 

change, electrode process rate, configuration of macromolecules, swelling of clay min- 

erals, fibrous material wetting (dyeing and detergency), mineral flotation, electrocapillary 

emulsification, dispersion as in cosmetics, papermaking, painting, biological cell inter- 

actions, and so on. In order to have a better understanding of the electrical repulsive 

forces, it is helpful to consider first the origin of the surface charge and, hence, the cause 

of an electrical double layer. 

2.3.1 Origins of Surface Charge 

It is well known that most substances carry an electric charge when brought into 

contact with a polar medium such as electrolyte aqueous solutions. The existence of 

surface electric charge can be easily demonstrated by applying an external electrical field 

to quiescent fine particle suspensions. It is conceivable that the charged particles move 

in the external electrical field due to electrostatic forces. The nature of an electrode to- 
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ward which a particle moves determines the sign of the average surface charge carried 

by this particle. If a particle moves toward a positive electrode, this particle must carry 

a negative charge, and vice versa. The transport velocity, called electrical mobility, at a 

given electrical field stength determines the magnitude of the surface charge. 

The origin of the interface charge is somewhat complex. In general, the interface 

can be charged through one or more of the charge mechanisms. The most commonly 

encountered charge mechanisms include unequal distribution of lattice-forming ions at 

the surface, dissociation of surface groups, preferential adsorption, and non- 

stoichiometric substitution of crystal ions. In some cases, the surface may also carry the 

charge by the orientation of dipoles at the interface, by the tempering of solids, or by 

surface polarization. 

The surface charge of AgI particles in water is an example of a charge mechanism 

with unequal distribution of lattice-forming ions at the surface. In this particular case, 

the unequal distribution of lattice-forming ions on the interface is due to asymmetrical 

dissolution of the solid. Although the solid AglI particle is electrically neutral, when 

brought into pure water, it becomes negatively charged due to the existence of excess 

surface /-. This may be attributed to the stronger hydration of Agt than J-, which results 

in a low activity of Ag* in the solution phase. By increasing the concentration of Agt 

above 10-56 M, the Agl surface becomes positively charged because of the excess Ag* 

on the surface. Agt and /- are referred to as potential- determining ions, pdi, with re- 

spect to AgI suspensions. Most inorganic solids suspended in a third medium such as 

aqueous solutions, in which they have some solubility, are charged according to this 

charging mechanism. More examples include CaF,, BaSO,, PbSO,, CaW0O,, etc. 

It is well known that natural silica particles are negatively charged in pure water, 

which can be attributed to the surface hydrolysis followed by the pH dependent 

dissociation of surface hydroxyl groups. When the silica matrix is broken in air, the 
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surface concentrations of SiO- and Si*+ are the same for the requirement of electrical 

neutrality of a particle. When the fractured surface is brought into contact with water, 

these charged sites, called unsaturated sites, are readily hydrolyzed to form neutral sur- 

face species of SiOH, releasing either OH- or H+. By adjusting the pH, i.e. changing 

H+ and OH- concentrations, the neutral surface species will dissociate, giving rise to a 

net surface charge. In this case, H* and OH- are the potential-determining ions and the 

PH at which the surface is neutral is called the point of zero charge, pzc. Negative surface 

charge is created by an acidic dissociation of surface hydroxyl groups, which occurs 

when the pH is above the pzc, while positive surface charge results from proton addition 

to the surface as in the case of pH value below the pzc. For most oxides, the surface 

charge originates from this mechanism. It is well documented (72) that the surface 

charge of low-rank coal and oxidized high-rank coal comes from the hydrolysis of sur- 

face oxygen-containing groups followed by the dissociation of these weakly acidic spe- 

cies of hydration, such as phenolic OH and COOH groups. The surface charge may also 

be created by direct dissociation of the surface groups. Surfaces containing the groups 

such as sulfates, carboxyl, hydroxyl, oxides, and/or sulfonates are readily charged when 

the free energy of the system favors their dissociation (73). 

In some cases, the adsorption of specifically adsorbing ions, such as Ca*+ and 

Mg*+, is responsible for the surface charge of a previously uncharged surface. The pos- 

itive surface charge of lipid bilayer surfaces of zwitterionic head groups in the presence 

of Ca?* is due to the adsorption of Ca*+ on -COO- sites vacated by H* or Nat* (5). Ob- 

viously, the surface charge due to this mechanism requires the existence of specifically 

adsorbing ions in the aqueous solution. Therefore, this charge mechanism can be easily 

tested. 

It is interesting to note that the adsorption of specifically adsorbing ions not only 

makes certain neutral surfaces charged, but also changes the sign of the surface charge 
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for some previously charged surfaces. It is well known, for example, that in the absence 

of specifically adsorbing tons, hematite acquires a negative surface charge by surface 

hydrolysis followed by dissociation of hydroxyl surface species provided that the pH of 

the solution is above its pzc. However, the presence of Ca?+, which adsorbs specifically 

onto the negatively-charged hematite surface, renders negatively charged hematite posi- 

tive as long as the concentration of Ca** is high enough. In this case, Ca, H+, and 

OH are all potential-determining ions. The charge mechanism of some salt-type min- 

erals, such as calcite and apatite, is a combination of surface hydrolysis followed by 

preferential dissolution and adsorption of specifically adsorbing ions since these ions are 

always present due to the relatively high solubilities of these minerals. The preferential 

adsorption of simple charged ions is, in some cases, responsible for surface charge. The 

surface charges at air/water and hydrocarbon/water interfaces in the presence of simple 

electrolytes have been attributed to the preferential adsorption of anions at these inter- 

faces (74-76). 

The surface charge of clay particles is an example of a charging mechanism of 

non-stoichiometric substitution of crystal ions. To illustrate this, let us take the charging 

process of mica as an example. Mica is a layer-structured mineral, in which about 25% 

Si are substituted by A/*+, resulting in a positive charge deficiency. The excess nega- 

tive charge in a mineral matrix is compensated by the interstitial cations, such as K+ or 

Na*, in order to keep the mineral electrically neutral. These interstitial ions are usually 

small in size, less bonded to the matrix and easy to move. When mica is placed in water, 

the interstitial ions within the surface regions transfer into water, leaving a negative 

charge on its basal planes, which is independent of pH (77). However, the hydrolysis of 

unsaturated bonds, such as broken Si-O and Al-O bonds on the edges, followed by the 

dissociation of hydrated species creates a pH-dependent surface charge. Therefore, H+ 

and OH- may also act as potential-determining ions. It is worth mentioning that the 
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surface charge density cannot be reduced to zero in such a system. Both the basal faces 

and the edges may still carry charges of different signs although the overall effect shows 

a point of zero charge. It is because of this interesting characteristic of surface charge 

that clay minerals show peculiar coagulation properties, forming a so-called card -house 

Structure under appropriate solution conditions due to the face-to-edge attachment (78). 

For hydrophobic surfaces, the surface may be charged by preferential orientation 

of dipoles at the water/hydrophobic interface (79-80). Surface charge mechanisms of 

this kind are mostly deduced from the low sensitivity of the surface charge to the sol- 

ution conditions, such as pH and simple electrolyte concentration, as observed exper- 

imentally. Therefore, the details of this charge mechanism are not clear in most cases. 

The negative surface charge of high-rank coal in the neutral pH range may be considered 

due to the preferential orientation of dipoles under the influence of the electrical field 

of water (80). The surface may also be charged by the tempering of solids (81). It is 

noted that high temperatures are favorable for the formation of crystal defects. Since 

the free energy associated with the formation of defects at a surface is different from that 

at the interior of the crystal, it is expected that the concentration of defects varies from 

surface to bulk. As the crystal is cooled rapidly, the defect distribution is frozen in, 

giving rise to a certain amount of surface charge. The surface charge formed as such is 

less sensitive to the solution conditions in the absence of specific adsorbing ions. 

The surface can also be charged through electrical polarization. This charge 

mechanism is not as common as the charge mechanisms discussed previously in the 

practice of colloid chemistry, but it provides an important means to study properties of 

charged surfaces since the surface charge density can be controlled easily without 

changing the solution chemistry. For example, the well-known electrocapillary curves 

have been generated by polarizing mercury/electrolyte aqueous interfaces with a differ- 

ent electrode potential, from which the Lippmann equation has been derived to explain 
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the experimentally observed phenomena. By using a mercury electrode polarized with 

varying potential, Usui et al. have studied attachment between mercury and glass foil 

(82), argon bubbles (83), and hydrogen bubbles (84) in aqueous solutions, from which 

the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions have been assessed, respectively. This 

sort of charge mechanism also plays an important role in the electrode rate process (85). 

2.3.2 Surface Electrical Potential 

As discussed previously, different surfaces may be charged by different. charging 

mechanisms when brought into contact with aqueous solutions. Regardless of the 

charge mechanism, the final surface charge will be balanced by an atomsphere of equal 

amounts of charges opposite in sign to preserve the electrical neutrality. This atmos- 

phere, called electrical double layer, is rich in counter ions which act as balance charges 

and extend into the solution. The thickness of the electrical double layer is determined 

solely by the conditions of the electrolyte solutions and is independent of the nature of 

the surface charge, as will be illustrated later. A simplified structure of electrical double 

layer is schematically shown in Figure 2.1. One of the important parameters describing 

electrical double layer is surface potential, y,. This is the electrical potential of the 

solid/water interface with respect to the bulk solution where the electrical potential is 

customarily considered to be zero. Apparently, the surface potential is determined by 

the surface concentration of potential-determining ions if the surface is charged by 

preferential dissolution, preferential dissociation and/or preferential adsorption. The 

magnitude of the surface potential can be readily obtained from the equilibrium condi- 

tion of equal electrical chemical potentials of pdi in solid phase and in aqueous phase 

(53, 79, 86-88). Mathematically, it can be expressed as: 
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u,(pdi) + zed, = yw, (pdi) + zed, , [2.54] 

where yu is the chemical potential of pdi, @ is the electrical potential of the bulk phase, 

z is the valence of pdi and the subscripts s and a refer to surface and aqueous phases, 

respectively. The chemical potential in Equation [2.54] is given by: 

By = uy (pdi) + kT Infalpdi)] , [2.55] 

where a{pdt) is the activity of pdi in phase 1, and y° is the reference chemical potential 

of pdi. It has been realized that the electrical potential of the bulk solid, @, in Equation 

[2.54], can be expressed as (79): 

,=x+ Wo, [2.56] 

where y is the potential drop across the solid surface layer mainly due to the dipole ori- 

entation effect. By choosing the bulk aqueous phase as a reference, i.e., ¢,=0 in 

Equation [2.54], inserting Equations [2.55] and [2.56] into Equation [2.54] and rearrang- 

ing the resultant equation yield: 

  

a,(pdi 
Wo= + Sto — pe(pdi) + kT In ae = —y. [2.57] 

Assuming that the surface potential becomes zero at a certain pdi concentration 

called point of zero charge (pzc), Equation [2.57] can be rewritten as: 

l O==> ste — u2(pdi) + kT In 
ti 

aa Pa) pc |- x- [2.58] 
a,(pdi)y2¢ 

By substracting Equation [2.58] from Equation [2.57] to eliminate quantities y, 

u(pdi) and p(pdi), one readily obtains: 
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_ k T ] a,{pdi) a,(pdi) 57 

Yo= ze" Aq(Ddi) p2¢ a,(pdi) 

[2.59] 

2.303kT a,(pdi) 
= IZC— di _ lo Seo, ° ze [ plpdi] — log a,(pdipa, | 

where p[pdi] is the negative logarithm of the activity of pdi in solution and pzc is that 

at the point of zero charge. Since the quantities a,(pdi) and a,(pdi),,, are not available in 

most cases, the direct application of Equation [2.59] in practice is restricted. However, 

the solid surface contains, in general, a larger number of potential-determining ions even 

at its pzc. A few extra ions which adsorb onto the surface in order to establish the po- 

tential, y,, are not likely to affect the activity of those surface ions. It is, therefore, 

reasonable to assume that a,(pdi) = a,(pdi),,, in Equation [2.59]. Under this assumption, 

Equation [2.59] becomes: 

_ kT, edi) —_—-2.303kT 
Yo= ze l Aq( Pal) p2¢ ~ ze (pze — p[pai]) : [2.60] 

Equation [2.60] provides a simple but important means to calculate the surface 

potential from the activity of pdi in solution and the known value of pzc which can be 

readily calculated theoretically and/or determined experimentally with great accuracy 

(89-91). However, for the systems in which only a few potential-determining ions are 

present on the surface at its pzc, the additional pdi required for establishing surface po- 

tential wy, may change the activity of pdi substantially. The assumption that a,(pdi) = 

a,pdi),,. may not hold for these systems. Therefore, Equation [2.60] needs to be modified 

to obtain more accurate values of surface potential. 

Hunter and Wright (92), Levine and Smith (93), and Yates et al. (94) have pro- 

posed a site-dissociation model from which a series of relationships between surface po- 
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Figure 2.1. Electrical Double Layer Structure and Distributions of Electrical Po- 

tential and [on Species 
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a. Double Layer Structure b. Potential Distribution c. Ion Distribution 
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tential and pdi concentration have been derived for a number of different systems. Since 

the knowledge of the surface number density of functional groups, surface dissociation 

constant of these functional groups and the structure of resultant double layer are re- 

quired in their models, the application of these relationships is rather limited in practice. 

Instead, Equation [2.60] has been used frequently. 

2.3.3 Electrical Double Layer Theories 

Under the influence of the electrical field of the charged surface, counter ions will 

be attracted toward the surface, forming a distribution of ions determined by the balance 

of the electrical forces of the surface charge and the diffusive forces induced by chemical 

potential gradient. These distributed ions and surface charges, together, form an elec- 

trical double layer. The simplest model for this double layer has been proposed by 

Perrin (95) as a molecular condenser, in which the counter ions are assumed to be dis- 

tributed at a plane parallel to a solid surface for completely balancing the surface 

charges. According to this model, known as the Helmholtz-Perrin model, the basic 

electrostatic theory of capacitors has been used to derive an equation relating the po- 

tential of a double layer to the surface charge as given by (96): | 

=e day , [2.61] dE   

where 6 is the distance separating two electrical layers, ¢ is the dielectric constant of the 

material between the layers, and g, is the charge density of each layer. Inserting this 

equation into the Lippmann equation and integrating the resultant equation yield: 

  Ym t constant = -- 20 Gu» [2.62] 
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where y, represents the surface tension of liquid mercury. Equation [2.62] indicates that 

the surface tension reaches its maximum when the surface carries no net charge, 1.e., at 

the pzc. This finding phenomenologically agrees with the experimentally observed 

electrocapillary phenomenon. 

However, the asymmetry of electrocapillary curves and the dependence of ca- 

pacity upon potential as observed experimentally cannot be predicted from the 

Helmholtz-Perrin model. This indicates that the Helmholtz-Perrin condenser model 

needs to be modified. The assumption that all counter ions are accumulated at one fixed 

plane has long been recognized as an inadequate representation of the actual situation. 

By considering that the counter ions are distributed in a liquid phase because of the 

competition of electrical forces with diffusive forces, a theory of diffuse double layer was 

first developed independently by Gouy (96) in 1910 and by Chapman (97) in 1913. In 

their treatment (98), a flat solid surface of infinite size with surface potential, y,, has 

been considered. The counter ions have been assumed to be point charges immersed in 

a continuous dielectric medium. By applying the fundamental law of electrostatics to a 

general relation between the electrostatic field strength and the electrical potential of one 

dimension, a general one-dimensional Poisson equation, which relates the charge density 

of the element to its potential, has been derived as given by: 

2 

av An [2.63] 
dx? EPs 

where p is the volume density of charge and the coordinate system is shown in Figure 

2.1 (c). During the derivation, the permittivity of liquid has been assumed to be inde- 

pendent of position, which is questionable since the electrical fields generated in the 

interfacial region may be high enough to modify solvent structure, as illustrated in Fig- 

ure 2.1 (a). 
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To obtain a relation of volume charge density as a function of x, the driving force 

for the transportation of ions has been considered. At equilibrium, the electrical force 

exerted on the ions must be balanced by the diffusive force, i.e., 

ayy dy at gg 64 
dx 70 dx’ [2.64] 

where y, is the chemical potential and z, is the valence of ions of type i. Inserting the 

chemical potential equation as given by Equation [2.55] into Equation [2.64] and inte- 

grating the resultant equation from a point in the solution, where wy = 0 and n,= MM, to 

an arbitrary position, x, lead to the well-known Boltzmann equation as given by: 

ze 

nN; = Nig exp( — , [2.65] 

Equation [2.65] determines the distribution of each type of ions in the double 

layer. As schematically shown in Figure 2.1 (c), the concentration of counter ions de- 

creases while that of co-ions increases with distance away from the surface. Both of 

them reach their bulk concentration at a certain distance. 

The charge density of a thin element, as shown in Equation [2.63], can then be 

expressed in terms of ion distribution as: 

zew 
p= > onze = > moze exp( — VT: [2.66] 

i i 

Inserting Equation [2.66] into Equation [2.63] to eliminate the volume charge 

density yields: 
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a’ zjew 8nzme . zew = EY nose exe SE) = AE sins (EE) [2.67] 
x i 

The second equal sign of Equation [2.67] has been obtained by expanding the 

exponential terms and retaining only the linear terms for the case of small electrical po- 

tential and one type of symmetric electrolytes in solution. Equation [2.67] is known as 

a complete one-dimensional Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation. Together with the 

boundary conditions defined by the mechanism of charge build-up at the interface, 

Equation [2.67] completely determines the potential distributions in the solution adjacent 

to the interface. Integrating this equation once gives: 

  

dy 2kT (+) = SEE YY nol exp( — 2e/kT) — 1) « [2.68] 

The general analytical solution of Equation [2.68] is impossible to obtain. 

However, for a system where only one kind of symmetric electrolyte is present, Equation 

[2.68] has been solved analytically to give (89): 

  

2kT I + y exp( — xx) 
y= nf Ty exp(— xx) , [2.69] 

where y is defined by: 

_ &xP( = zeo/kT)— 1 [2.70] 
exp( — zeo/kT) + 1 
  

The quantity x in Equation [2.69] is known as the Debye reciprocal thickness or 

screening length of the double layer, and given by: 
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1/2 1/2 
_ 8ne*nyz” ) _ 8ncN ,e°2" | 2.71] 

\ ekT of ekT 

where c is the concentration of electrolyte. In the derivation of Equation [2.69], the 

boundary conditions that wy = , at x =0, and ¥ =0 and (dy/dx) =0 , at x-r00, have 

been used. In the case of xx > 1, Equation [2.69] can be approximated by: 

4 
y= 2kE In[l + 2y exp( — xx)] = aE y exp( — Kx) . [2.72]     

An analytical solution of the complete PB equation for the systems where 

asymmetric electrolytes are present can be obtained under the assumption of small po- 

tential everywhere in the double layer. By assuming that zew< AT, known as the 

Debye-Hiickel approximation, the exponential terms in Equation [2.68] can be expanded 

to a Maclaurin series. Retaining the linear terms of the expanded series in Equation 

[2.68] yields: 

  PY 48 (Seng — eno IKT) - (2.73) 
dx? 

The first term in the parentheses of the above equation must be zero to preserve 

the electroneutrality of the bulk electrolyte solution. Thus, Equation [2.73] can be sim- 

plified to: 

=K’yp , [2.74]   

dx? 

where the quantity «x takes a more general form of: 
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ekT 

dne?) p27 1/2 

x=( a |) [2.75] 

This simple form of Equation [2.74] is particularly useful when dealing with the 

problems of spherical shape because of the mathematical difficulty involved in the direct 

application of Equation [2.67]. Using the boundary conditions as given previously, 

Equation [2.74] can be readily integrated to give: 

W = Wo exp( — Kx) [2.76] 

Equations [2.71] and [2.75] show that increasing the electrolyte concentration 

causes an increase in x, which in turn makes the potential fall off more rapidly with 

distance, as indicated in Equation [2.76]. This is a well-known double layer compression 

phenomenon. 

From the potential functions, the surface charge density, o, can be obtained by 

considering that this surface charge must be balanced by charge accumulation of counter 

ions in the double layer. Mathematically, 

[oe] 

o=—| pax . [2.77] 
0 

Inserting the Poisson equation as given by Equation [2.63] into Equation [2.77] 

to eliminate the volume charge density of solution leads to: 

ody dy 
ame] Fe re Eg . [2.78] 
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A general equation relating the surface charge density to the surface potential 

can, then, be obtained by substituting Equation [2.68] into Equation [2.78] as given by: 

1/2 
o= | 2ekT> ‘rol exp( — zeWolkT) — 13 . [2.79] 

With the assumption of small potentials, Equation [2.79] becomes: 

o= = Wo - [2.80] 

So far, the considerations have been restricted to flat interfaces by virture of 

mathematical simplicity. The conclusions obtained are, however, applicable to curved 

surfaces, provided that the radius of curvature is large compared to the distance of in- 

terest. In general, the flat double layer model will be a good approximation for a 

spherical particle of radius a as long as ka > 10 (99). Unfortunately, this will not always 

be the case to be investigated. It is, therefore, useful to discuss briefly curved double 

layers. 

Theoretically, the procedures used in treating flat double layers can be adopted 

for the treatment of curved double layers. However, in a spherical coordinate system, 

an analytical solution to the general PB equation satisfying the boundary conditions of 

Wl. = Wo, (dp/dr)|_.. = -- 4zo/e, and w(r)|,.., =0 has never been exhibited, although 

various numerical solutions have been given for a limited number of conditions (100). 

Because of the inconvenience of using these tables for general purposes, the Debye- 

Htickel approximation of small surface potential has been used to obtain an analytical 

solution to the PB equation in the spherical coordinate system (101). It remains 

doubtful whether the extension of the theory to the case of larger surface potential on 

spherical double layers, which is very difficult to deal with mathematically, is worth the 
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trouble (87). Nevertheless, a few different approaches based on Perturbation schemes 

(102-107) or the variational principle (108) have been applied to the treatment of 

spherical double layers (105), to extend the applicable range of the surface electrical 

potential equation by improving the accuracy of the approximation. 

Perturbation schemes for solving the spherical PB equation are based on the re- 

placement of the nonlinear term by its value in some solvable zeroth order approxi- 

mation as a function of the independent variable. It appears that the solutions of high 

surface potential can be improved substantially by using a perturbation scheme in which 

only the solution of the planar PB equation needs to be used as a zeroth order solution 

(103). This approach can be easily extended to any high order solution by succeeding 

substitution of a lower order solution starting with a zeroth order solution. Electrostatic 

potential as a power series of xa has been involved in this early perturbation scheme. 

An alternative approach of the perturbation scheme is to attempt a solution of the 

linearized PB equation satisfying the given boundary conditions as a zeroth order ap- 

proximation (101, 103). As a general rule, approximate theories starting with the planar 

result are restricted to the large xa regime, while those starting with a linearized solution 

are limited to the small xa regime (104). By realizing that for any sphere of radius a, a 

general perturbation solution should be simplified to the solution of the planar PB 

equation at a sufficiently small value of r, and to the solution of the linearized spherical 

PB equation over a sufficiently large value of r, White (104) has constructed a simple 

function which follows these two limiting forms and developed a novel perturbation 

scheme suitable for xa values from I to 15, where the Debye-Htickel linearized solution 

or the planar solution does not provide good approximations. Recently, Ohshima et al. 

(106) have proposed a different perturbation scheme in which the nonlinear term has 

been approximated by a function of the dependent variable. Approximate expressions 
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derived as such have been shown to be excellent approximations of the exact numerical 

values over a wide range of values of xa for all surface potentials studied (106-107). 

Variational approach as applied to the electrostatic double layer theory provides 

an important means to find an accurate yet simple closed form for the electrostatic po- 

tential surrounding a spherical colloid particle. Brenner and Roberts (108) have pro- 

posed a potential function containing a single parameter which has been determined by 

a variational principle associated with the free energy. Specifically, an arbitary function, 

with a variational parameter being included, has been constructed to be a surface po- 

tential function which has been used in calculating the free energy function of a spherical 

double layer. The arbitrary function has, then, been optimized by determining the value 

of the parameter which gives a minimal value of the free energy function. The optimized 

function has been considered as the best representation of potential function. It is ob- 

vious that many different functional forms need to be optimized in order to come up 

with a reasonable representation of the potential function. Because of the nature of this 

approach, it lacks the physical background and the clarity of a single function for the 

potential curve. Nevertheless, the expression derived by Brenner and Roberts does give 

an excellent approximation to the exact numerical solution of the PB equation of 

spherical electrical double layers. 

A number of factors neglected in the previous theoretical treatments are impor- 

tant in determing the structure of a diffuse ion layer (53, 110), including image forces 

(111-112), finite volume of ions (112-115), dielectric saturation (114-115), and the hy- 

dration of ions. Using statistical theory, Martynov (111) has found that the effect of 

image forces becomes increasingly significant with the increase in the valence of 

electrolyte present in aqueous solution. A reduced error has been observed between the 

measured capacity of the electrical double layer and that predicted theoretically when 

image forces are taken into account in Gouy-Chapman theory. 
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It has been shown (79, 110, 116), by the calculation using the Boltzmann 

equation, that the surface concentration of counter ions is as high as 160 mole/liter for 

a 1:1 electrolyte in the concentration of 1 x 10-3 mole/liter at a surface potential of 300 

mV. This anomalously high value, in view of the finite dimension of the ions, has been 

attributed to the assumption of an ion as a point charge which can approach the surface 

without any limit. The hydration of counter ions may compound this effect due to the 

existence of a hydration sheath. It is understandable that the hydration of counter ions 

will create a geometrical limitation which reduces the concentration of counter ions ad- 

jacent to the solid surface. In order to overcome these difficulties, several ion distrib- 

utions in which a volurne correction has been introduced have been used in the 

subsquent modifications of double layer theory (110, 117-119). These distributions have 

been derived using the method of local thermodynamic balance. A more rigorous ap- 

proach of classical statistical mechanics (120) has shown that the linear PB theory holds 

fairly well at low electrolyte concentrations. It predicts, however, that the average space 

charge tends to alternate in sign due to an ionic ordering effect when electrolyte con- 

centration is higher than 0.5 mole/liter. Under these conditions, the finite volume of ions 

results in the occurrence of a local lattice-like structure with alternative layers of positive 

and negative charges. 

It has been assumed, in the Gouy-Chapman double layer theory, that the 

dielectric constant of the aqueous phase is the same everywhere. The actual situation 

is, however, that the dielectric constant decreases as the electrical field strength increases, 

which is known as dielectric saturation. Since the liquid adjacent to the charged surface 

is exposed to a substantial electrical field, the dielectric constant is much lower in this 

region than in bulk, as shown in Figure 2.1 (a), and the use of the dielectric constant at 

zero electrical field strength in PB equation will surely introduce some errors. The cal- 

culation (121) has shown that the predicted differential capacity of a diffuse double layer 
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is very sensitive to the functional form of dielectric saturation. However, the effect of 

dielectric saturation on the relation between the surface charge density and surface po- 

tential has been found to be less sensitive. On the other hand, the dielectric constant 

of an aqueous solution varies with electrolyte concentration (122). It becomes obvious 

that the accumulation of counter ions inside a double layer will have a significant effect 

on the dielectric constant and hence, the characterictics of the double layer. As ex- | 

pected, the effect of dielectric saturation has been found to be small at low surface 

charge density and low electrolyte concentration. Therefore, the dielectric saturation is 

unlikely to be important in experimental investigations of diffuse double layers if only 

pure water is involved. Of course, the complete picture of a double layer theory should 

take the dielectric saturation effect as a function of the position in the double layer into 

account since the electrical field strength decreases as the distance away from the 

charged surface increases. This will definitely introduce mathematical difficulty, and 

only the numerical solutions are possible. 

Other factors such as ion polarization, the self-atmosphere effect of the counter 

ions, and electrostriction have also been found to be the possible reasons for the devi- 

ation of the Gouy-Chapman theory from the experimental results (110). It is expected 

that the polarization of the ion transferred from the bulk into the double layer region 

will contribute an extra energy term to the Boltzmann equation (118-119). When an ion 

gets into the double layer, the ionic atmosphere around it will be broken. Accompanied 

with this is an energy change which is not considered in the normal Boltzmann equation. 

It has been found (120) that this correction reduces the potential and becomes less im- 

portant at high electrolyte concentration or in the region far away from the solid surface. 

When counter ions enter into the double layer, the electrical field of these ions is capable 

of wrenching solvent molecules to envelope the ions with a solvent sheath, and in turn 

to compress the solvent. Associated with this process is the additional work due to 
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electrostriction, which will affect the ion distribution and hence the double layer struc- 

ture. 

The above Gouy-Chapman double layer theory has been tested experimentally 

by measuring the impedance of an electrode system under a small a.c. signal to deter- 

mine the differential capacitance or by measuring interfacial tension variations with 

electrode potential. In general, the differential capacitance calculated based on the 

Gouy-Chapman model has been found to be far greater than that experimentally meas- 

ured (123). Also found is a disagreement between the interfacial tensions measured un- 

der various electrode potentials with that predicted from the theory (124). These 

discrepancies indicate that the original Gouy-Chapman theory is not satisfactory. 

To alleviate the discrepancies between theory and practice, Stern (117) proposed 

a more elaborate model by combining Helmholtz-Perrin and Gouy-Chapman models. 

In this model, the space charges have been divided into two regions, a compact region 

next to the solid surface where adsorbed counter ions are allowed to interact specifically 

with the surface, and a diffuse region where remaining excess counter ions are distributed 

according to the Boltzmann distribution. The compact region can be considered to be 

a Helmholtz-Perrin condenser. Due to the geometrical restriction of hydrated ions or 

molecules, there is a charge-free thin layer defined by an inner Helmholtz plane as shown 

in Figure 2.1 (a) provided that there is no specific adsorption. Beyond this plane, the 

charge density decreases linearly as x increases until it reaches the boundary of a com- 

pact region and diffuse region. The slope of this decrease is determined by the 

adsorption density of counter ions which can be calculated from the Langmuir isotherm 

(125). Therefore, the surface potential appearing in the Gouy-Chapman equation is not 

equal to the wall potential but to the potential in the plane of closest approach of the 

counter ions to the wall. In the diffuse region, however, the Gouy-Chapman theory can 

be applied with some modifications. Instead of using the Boltzmann equation, Stern 
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(117) has constructed an ion distribution function in which the volume correction of ions 

has been introduced. For the compact region, the charge density has been derived from 

the adsorption density of specific adsorbing ions, which is given by the Stern-Grahame 

equation (88). 

The contributions from Helmholtz-Perrin, Gouy-Chapman and Stern-Grahame 

form the basis of modern double layer theory. According to the Stern-Grahame model, 

the total condenser of a double layer is equivalent to two individual condensers in series, 

one representing the compact region and the other representing the diffuse region. The 

overall capacity of a double layer is, therefore, given by: 

1 1 ] 
= + . 2.81 

Coverall Cinner Caifuse t ] 

  

Equation [2.81] indicates that introducing the compact layer virtually decreases 

the overall capacity of the interfacial region. Since the capacity of a diffuse region can 

be readily calculated using the Gouy-Chapman theory and the overall capacity can be 

measured experimentally for simple systems, the capacity of the compact region can, 

then, be evaluated from Equation [2.81]. Therefore, this relationship provides an im- 

portant means for one to study the features of an electrical double layer and to test the 

validity of various theories. 

The experimental results and calculations conducted for the systems of silver 

halide (126) and mercury (127) aqueous solutions of different electrolytes collectively 

show that at low potentials, a diffuse layer predominates and the Gouy-Chapman theory 

holds fairly well. Also found from these measurements and calculations is that the in- 

fluence of co-ions is apparently negligible. It has been suggested that the Stern- 

Grahame model is important only when the specific adsorption of counter ions is 

involved. A number of other models have been developed on the basis of the Stern- 
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Grahame model for some particular systems as reviewed by Usui (99) and Hunter (86). 

Since the general form derived from the Stern-Grahame model is complicated and some 

quantities involved in this theory are inaccessible, the Gouy-Chapman theory with the 

Debye-Hiickel approximation is commonly used in discussing the electrical double layer 

interactions as long as there exist no specific adsorbing ions in the aqueous phase. 

2.3.4 Electrostatic Interaction between Electrical Double Layers 

It is obvious that an electrostatic force will arise when two charged particles 

embedded in electrolyte solution are brought close to each other where partial double 

layers around each particle overlap. The magnitude of the force is determined collec- 

tively by the distribution of the space charge, the electrical potential between colloidal 

particles, the electrostatic boundary conditions at their surfaces, and the distance be- 

tween two interacting particles. Qualitatively, with larger surface potential and lower 

ionic strength of solution, the interaction will be stronger and will extend over a longer 

range. Electrostatic double layer force becomes increasingly significant as the double 

layers around two interacting particles overlap more. 

The electrostatic boundary conditions, i.e., charging mechanisms, are also an 

important parameter in determining the electrostatic potential energy of interaction. In 

general, two distinct boundary conditions are encountered (128-129). If electrochemical 

equilibrium between the surface and the bulk solution is maintained during the ap- 

proach, such as the interactions between mineral oxides and insoluble inorganic salts, 

the electrical potential at the solid/liquid interface is assumed to be constant during the 

process of overlap of the double layers (130). Lack of adsorption equilibrium or short- 

age of potential-determining ions usually causes the surface charge density to be con- 

stant upon overlap of double layers (78). The electrostatic interactions between bubbles, 
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oil droplets in the presence of surfactant, and faces of clay particles are usually consid- 

ered to be of constant surface charge density. Obviously, there are some systems in 

which one type of particles is of a constant surface potential and the other is of a con- 

stant surface charge density, during double layer interaction. Such systems include 

dispersions of clay particles; complex dispersions of clay and oxide, silicate or inorganic 

salt minerals; flotation systems involving air bubbles and oxide, silicate, or inorganic salt 

mineral particles in the presence of ionic surfactants; and oil flotation and industrial 

emulsion systems involving oil/aqueous emulsion and oxide, silicates, or inorganic salt 

mineral particles. In each of these systems, the interaction can be considered to be 

intermediate between constant surface potential and constant surface charge density, 

termed mixed interaction model. It has been found that interaction energy is independent 

of the choice of constant surface potential or constant surface charge density at large 

separations, but a stronger repulsion is predicted from the model of constant surface 

charge density than that predicted from the model of constant surface potential at small 

separations (131). 

The electrostatic interaction potential has been formulated via either the force 

method or the free energy method (99). For the purpose of illustration, the interaction 

energy between electrical double layes of flat surfaces will be derived for a constant sur- 

face potential model using these two methods, respectively. The formula for the inter- 

action of other geometric objects of different double layer boundary conditions can be 

obtained by either extending the solution of a flat double layer under constant surface 

potential conditions or by using similar procedures directly. 

A typical electrical potential profile between two flat double layers of surface 

potential, y,, at a separation of 2d is schematically shown in Figure 2.2 (a). The dashed 

lines in Figure 2.2 (a) represent the potential profile of each plate without the influnece 

of a second plate, which is given by Equation [2.76] corresponding to the Gouy- 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic Representation of Electrical Potential between Two Charged 
Surfaces 

a. Two Charged Surfaces of Same Potential 

b. Two Charged Surfaces of Different Electrical Potentials of Same Sign 
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Chapman double layer model with the Debye-Htickel approximation also involved, while 

the solid line is the summation of two single potential profiles. For convenience, a thin 

liquid element parallel to a solid surface is considered, on which two distinct forces are 

exerting, one due to the electrostatic force of a solid and the other due to the osmotic 

pressure of accumulation of ions in the diffuse layers. According to the electrostatic 

theory, the electrostatic force per unit volume, F,, is given by the product of the charge 

density and the electrical field strength, 1.e., 

ay 
Fy = i [2.82] 

The force acting on the volume element due to the osmotic pressure is given by: 

dp 
| i [2.83] 

At equilibrium, these two forces must balance with each other, i.e., 

d d 
Foe Fy= et pte ao. [2.84] 

dx ax 

Inserting Equation [2.63] into Equation [2.84] to eliminate the volume charge 

density leads to: 

dp. dh dw 
dx 4x gy? dx =O. [2.85] 

By using the identity that 

  

2 ' ay H-12(Z) . [2.86] 
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Equation [2.85] can be readily written as: 

d E a \>. 
£| -¢-(4}]-0 [2.87] 

Equation [2.87] indicates that two influences of pressure and electrical field op- 

erating within the solution have a net effect that remains constant at any point between 

flat plates. This finding provide a convenient way to relate the interaction force of two 

flat double layers with the surface potential. To do this, a situation of two plates with 

the same surface potential, as shown in Figure 2.2, becomes helpful since y goes through 

a minimum at the middle between two plates where (dw/dx)=0. Inserting Equation 

[2.66] for the case of z:z electrolyte into Equation [2.84] and integrating the resultant 

equation with respect to x from x = oo, where y = 0 and p= p,, to x =d, where y= y, 

and p = p,, yield: 

  

Pa Wa 
| dp =| -zen exo( | - exe( ae ) few . [2.88] 

Po 

Equation [2.88] can be explicitly expressed as: 

  

zewWy 
Pa Po = 2kTno| cosh kT —l|=Fp, [2.89] 

where F, represents the osmotic force per unit area due to the excess pressure (p, — pp) 

at x = d, with which the plates are driven close. This force can be reasonably assumed 

to be balanced by the electrostatic double layer force to maintain two flat double layers 

to equilibrate at a separation of 2d. 
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In the case of weak interactions, Equation [2.72] can be used as the potential of 

each approaching surface, and the potential at the midpoint can be expressed, as an 

approximation, by: 

4KT; Va= Vy + a= 2( Gee ) exp(— Kd) « [2.90]   

According to this approximation, the electrostatic double layer force as given by 

Equation [2.89] can be simplified, by expanding cosh(zew,/AT) as a power series with 

only the leading term being retained, to: 

Fp~64nykTy’ exp( — 2kd) . [2.91] 

With the obtained expression of electrostatic double layer force, an interaction 

energy can be readily obtained since the energy simply equals the force times the dis- 

tance through which it operates, as given by: 

dV p = — Frd(2d) , [2.92] 

where a minus sign appears because the potential energy decreases with increasing sep- 

aration distance. Inserting Equation [2.91] into Equation [2.92] and integrating the re- 

sultant equation from 2d = oo, where V, = 0, to a given separation of 2d lead to: 

6AngkTy* 
Vp =———— exp — 2kd) . [2.93] 

Alternatively, Equation [2.93] can be derived from the free energy change of a 

double layer formation. The free energy of a double layer per unit area formed at con- 

stant surface potential is customarily expressed as (99): 
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Ga = Gen + Ge = — OW +] y'ydo’ , [2.94] 
0 

where w’, and o’ are surface potential and surface charge density, respectively, at each 

stage of establishing a double layer. G,, in Equation [2.94] represents the chemical con- 

tribution of double layer formation free energy associated with the adsorption of 

potential-determing ions to aquire surface charge, while G,, represents the electrical 

contribution associated with the formation of a diffuse region due to the electrical work. 

In general, G,, is negative because of the significant contribution of a chemical term 

(G, =— oy), which is negative in sign, indicating that double layer formation is a 

spontaneous process. Integrating Equation [2.94] by parts yields: 

Wo 
Gua =- | a'diy'y . [2.95] 

0 

Under the assumption of small surface potential, Equation [2.80] can be inserted 

into Equation [2.95] to give: 

Gy=- + Wy - [2.96] 

The potential energy of interaction between two flat double layers, V, , equals 

the free energy change associated with bringing them from infinity to a separation of 

H = 2d, 1.e., 

Vp = AGy = 2Gi — 26% . [2.97] 
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By assuming that the surface potential remains constant when two plates ap- 

proach closer, only the surface charge density at a plate separation of 2d needs to be 

known to calculate the potential energy using Equation [2.97]. In order to obtain sur- 

face charge density using Equation [2.78], the gradient of potential distribution between 

two flat surfaces immersed in an electrolyte solution as a function of separation distance, 

2d, needs to be known. Since the potential distribution between two flat double layers 

of the Gouy-Chapman type can still be described by a one-dimensional PB equation as 

given by Equation [2.67], the only difference from the case of single double layer has 

been found in the boundary conditions. For the convenience of the derivation, the 

substitutions of y= zewp/kT and € = xx can be introduced into equation [2.67], where x 

has been given by Equation [2.71] or [2.75]. As a result, Equation [2.67] for a system 

containing ions of one valency is simplified to: 

dy. 
we sinh y , [2.98] 

with boundary conditions being transferred to be y|,_,=u=zew,/kT and (dy/dé)|,_, 

=(Q. After integrating Equation [2.98] once, one obtains: 

  

G77 /2cosh y—2cosh u . [2.99] 

Equation [2.99] can be rewritten in integral form as: 

= v J 2( cosh y— cosh u) 
  

  

xd 
--| dé =—kd , [2.100] 

0 

where v is given by y atx =O as v=zew,/kT. At small values of vy and u, expanding ex- 

ponential terms and retaining the linear portions give an approximate substitution of: 
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2 
2cosh v—2cosh wav ar(1 -) . [2.101] 

v 

Inserting Equation [2.101] into Equation [2.100] yields: 

[’ dy 
Kd = 

u ./2cosh y—2cosh u 

[2.102] 
-|" dy ah yt fe —w? |. 

Y fy _ a? u 

Rearranging Equation [2.102] to express v/u explicitly in terms of xd leads to (116, 132): 

  

  

== cosh xd . [2.103] 

By inserting equations [2.71], [2.101] and [2.103] into Equation [2.102] and trans- 

ferring dy/dé back to dw/dx, one readily obtains: 

, 1 
(= J = — (Sankt Jv tanh Kd. [2.104] 

Thus, the surface charge density at a separation of 2d between two flat double 

layers can be obtained as: 

dy kT __ _ £K a An ( = Gaze tanh xd 

[2.105] 

— KK =. Wo tanh kd. 

Substituting o in Equation [2.96] with Equation [2.105] leads to: 
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G4 = — = w2tanh Kd [2.106] 

and Gz=-—— vi , [2.107] 

Equation [2.107] in the above has been obtained from Equation [2.106] in which 

tanh kd=1 as 2doo. By inserting equations [2.106] and [2.107] into Equation [2.97], 

one obtains 

Ve= ~ wa(l — tanh xd) 

2.108 
_ QmokT [2.108] 
=— 2 (1 —tanh xd).   

For the weak interaction, the approximate relationships of 1 — tanh(xd) = 

2 exp( — 2xd) and v = 4y can be used to obtain: 

y _ 642 kT 2 . 

R= YY «exp( — 2d) , [2.109]   

which 1s identical to Equation [2.93]. This is the direct result of the circumstance that 

both force and free energy methods are based on a double layer theory involving the 

equilibrium between the electrical and osmotic forces acting on the ions in the solution 

(116, 132). 

It is obvious that the electrostatic double layer interaction potential illustrated 

in the preceding derivation for two flat solid surfaces of infinite size, at constant surface 

potential of equal value, only accounts for very limited situations in practice. The as- 

sumption of weak interaction used in the derivation to obtain a simple analytical ex- 

pression further restricts the direct applications of the solution. Nevertheless, the 

procedures used in the above derivations can be applied to more complicated systems, 

such as the interactions between two spheric or a spheric and a flat double layers under 
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different interaction models, constant surface potential model, constant surface charge 

density model, mixed interaction model, or regulation model. 

The electrostatic interaction potential for two flat surfaces of infinite size with 

different constant surface potentials has been derived by Derjaguin (133-134) using the 

force method. The same system has been analysized by Hogg et al. (135) using the 

Verwey-Overbeek method of calculating the free energy change associated with double 

layer overlap in which the Debye-Hiickel approximation has been assumed. In this 

treatment, the PB equation has been solved by using the boundary conditions of 

w=y, atx=0 and p=wW, at x = 2d, where wy, and y, are the surface potential of flat 

surfaces | and 2, respectively. The interaction potential derived as such is given by: 

Vp= — [2W,w cosech 2xd + (Wi + W3)(1 — coth 2xa)] . [2.110] 

By letting ¥, = ¥, = ¥, Equation [2.110] can be readily simplified to Equation [2.109], 

which accounts for the interaction between two similar flat double layers. 

It is understandable that the force of interaction between two similar double 

layers is always repulsive at any separation. According to the constant surface potential 

interaction model, however, the force of interaction between two dissimilar double layers 

of the same sign changes from a repulsion to an attraction after passing through the 

maximum, as analyzed theoretically by Usui (134). This phenomenon has been attri- 

buted to the sign reversal of the surface charge on a surface of low surface potential 

when the two plates approach closely. It has been found that the separation at which 

the maximum occurs depends upon the ratio of two potentials, while the value of the 

energy barrier is determined solely by the value of low surface potential. This is because 

at this location, the double layer with higher surface potential becomes the same as in 

the initial state, which results in the cancellation of the G24 and G3, terms in the energy 
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change equation. Also found in this analysis is that the larger the ratio, the greater the 

distance of separation at which V, shows a maximum. 

The interaction energy on the basis of the constant surface charge density model 

has been derived by Frens and Overbeek (131, 136) for two similar flat double layers. 

In their derivation using the energy method, the charge density obtained by solving the 

one-dimensional PB equation using the Gouy-Chapman double layer model has been 

assumed to be a constant regardless of the separation between two interacting double 

layers. Since the interaction at a constant surface charge density is not accompanied by 

the adsorption of potential-determining ions, only the change associated with the 

electrostatic terms needs to be considered. Bell and Peterson (137) have analyzed the 

interactions between two dissimilar double layers using Derjaguin’s force method. From 

their studies, it has been found that based on the model of constant surface charge 

density, the interaction between two dissimilar double layers of the same sign is always 

repulsive in contrast to the model of constant surface potential, which predicts an at- 

tractive interaction at a small separation. Surprisingly, the interaction between two 

double layers of surface electrical potentials different in magnitude and opposite in sign 

becomes repulsive when they approach in close proximity according to the model of 

constant surface charge density, in contrast to the model of constant surface potential, 

from which the interaction has been predicted to be always attractive. 

Interactions between a double layer of constant surface potential and a double 

layer of constant surface charge density, known as the mixed interaction model, has been 

studied by Kar et al. (138). The linear one-dimensional PB equation of the Gouy- 

Chapman’s electrical double layer model has been solved using the boundary conditions 

that y= yp, at x =0 and (dW/dx) = 4z0,/e at x = 2d in their study. Then, the energy 

approach developed by Verwey and Overbeek has been adopted to derive a relation for 

the potential energy of interaction. The comparison has been made by calculating the 
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potential energy at given surface potentials using theories corresponding to three differ- 

ent interaction models. It has been shown that the potential energy calculated using the 

theory of a mixed interaction model lies between those calculated using the theories of 

constant surface potential and constant surface charge density for all separation dis- 

tances studied. Like the case of constant surface potential, the mixed interaction model 

shows a continuous readjustment of the charge density at the solid/aqueous interface of 

constant surface potential during the interaction. As a consequence, an electrostatic 

potential energy barrier and an attractive interaction region at small separation have 

been predicted from the mixed interaction model, even though the surface potentials are 

of the same sign but have different magnitudes. 

The constant surface potential, constant surface charge density and mixed inter- 

action models only represent idealized situations. The real conditions are much more 

complicated. Frens, Engel, and Overbeek (139) have analyzed the Brownian motion in 

colloidal dispersions and found that average collision time is about 10-7 sec. Within such 

a short period, the distored double layers at each stage of approach are unlikely to be 

restored in order to maintain electrochemical equilibrium, which takes about | sec. This 

finding suggests that the constant surface potential model is unrealistic for describing the 

electrostatic double layer interactions between colloidal particles. According to the 

constant surface charge density model, however, the surface potential approaches infin- 

ity as the distance between two surfaces becomes very small (140), which is unrealistic 

also. These unrealities provided the impetus for developing a regulation model 

(141-143). 

Using the concept of surface site dissociation equilibrium, Ninham and Parsegian 

(141) have derived a set of transcendental equations for self-consistent values of surface 

charge density and surface potential at all separations for any given set of bulk param- 

eters. Since similar planar double layers of the Gouy-Chapman model with finite size 
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have been dealt with, the one-dimensional PB equation has been solved with two 

Gaussian boundary conditions of (dw/dx),_,=0 and (dy/dx),_, = — 4a0/e = 4nea/eS, 

where « is the degree of dissociation and S is the surface area per ionizable group. From 

the potential distribution expressed explicitly in terms of elliptic functions, the 

electrostatic interaction force of double layers has been obtained using Verwey and 

Overbeek’s approach (116). 

Numerical solutions to the problem have shown that significant deviations from 

bulk electrolyte concentrations occur within a few multiples of I/x. The surface con- 

centration of divalent ions has been found to be practically the same as that of univalent 

ions even though the ratio of their bulk concentrations is as low as 0.025. As a conse- 

quence, the electrostatic force is reduced by more than 25%, presumably explaining the 

observed sensitivity of colloidal dispersions to the concentrations of divalent and 

trivalent ions. The surface pdi concentration has also been found to decrease as two 

double layers approach closer, indicating a decrease in surface charge density. This de- 

crease is indirect evidence for the changes in surface potential as indicated in the 

Boltzmann distribution equation (Eq. (2.65]). This further suggests the importance of 

using the regulation model. 

Chan et al. (142-143) have extended Ninham and Parsegian’s method to a general 

amphoteric surface involving surface site equilibria. The equilibria have been assumed 

to be maintained by equal chemical potential of the pdi at any stage of interaction. 

Therefore, the regulation model is sometimes called the constant chemical potential 

model. From the numerical calculation, they have suggested that if the conditions limit 

the regulation of surface potential and surface charge density, both surface potential and 

surface charge density will change significantly during the interaction; otherwise, the 

conditions which are favorable for regulation will minimize the changes in surface po- 

tential and surface charge density during the interaction. They have ascribed the regu- 
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lation to a feedback phenomenon that as the double layers approach each other, the 

potential begins to rise, thereby decreasing the surface concentration of pdi. As a result, 

the surface dissociation occurs to maintain equilibrium so that the surface charge density 

decreases and, in turn, the surface potential decreases. The feedback mechanism works 

because of the buffer capacity of the surface, and regulation will minimize the surface 

potential changes at the expense of the surface charge. According to the regulation 

model, the surface charge reaches zero when two surfaces come in contact. They have 

also found that when the system can be regulated, the surface potential is kept remark- 

ably constant during the approach compared with the interaction at constant surface 

charge density, and have suggested that the constant surface potential model is a case 

of perfect regulation, while the constant surface charge density model is a case of poor 

regulation. 

The electrostatic interaction between two dissimilar flat double layers has also 

been investigated using the regulation model by Chan et al. (143). The boundary con- 

ditions of (dy/dx),_, = — 4zo,/e and (dy) /dx),-24 = 4za,/e have been used in this case. The 

complex potential and, hence, the interaction behavior has been predicted from this 

model. Since the interaction potential of double layer overlap predicted from the regu- 

lation model always lies between those predicted from the constant surface potential and 

the constant surface charge density models, respectively, the interaction potential curve 

for two dissimilar double layers of the same sign may show multiple energy barriers or 

may not show any energy barrier, depending upon the regularity of the surface charge 

density, the surface potential and the solution conditions, according to the regulation 

model. A complete solution to this problem requires three types of elliptical functions 

for different separation ranges. The details of the arguments and the solutions can be 

found in the authors’ original paper (143). The complexity of this approach materially 

restricts the application of this model to practical problems. 
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Theoretically, the interaction potential between two spherical double layers can 

be obtained using either the force method or the energy method in which approximate 

analytical solutions of the PB equation under proper boundary conditions are required 

(116). The solutions for the problem, however, are not in a simple analytical form and 

the application of this method is limited because of the complexity and mathematical 

difficulty. Instead, Derjaguin’s approximate method (144) has been commonly used for 

practical purposes due to its simplicity and reasonable accuracy. This method is appli- 

cable as long as the range of the interaction is small compared with the radii of the 

interacting particles. Because the interaction between spherical double layers is en- 

countered in practice for various areas of interest, the derivation of interaction potential 

using Derjaguin’s method for two dissimilar spherical particles of different radii, as pro- 

posed by Hogg et al. (135), is given in the following as an example. 

In this approach, the surfaces of the spheres are divided into a series of 

infinitesimally small ring elements with their centers on the axis of symmetry, as shown 

schematically in Figure 2.3. The interaction between double layers around two spheres 

may be considered to be made up of contributions from each pair of rings cut out of two 

spheres. Under the assumption of small separation, any pair of rings can be reasonably 

assumed to be parallel flat plates. According to the geometry shown in Figure 2.3, the 

contribution of interaction from each pair of rings is given by: 

OVp = 2nh(Gi + Gi, — Go — G33)6h , [2.111] 

where H is the distance between two rings and hf is the radius of each ring, with sub- 

scripts 1 and 2 representing the double layers around particles 1 and 2, respectively. It 

can be readily shown from Figure 2.3 that: 

H-2Wd=a+a—J/a@—-h —- Jah . [2.112] 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic Illustration Showing the Extension of Flat Double Layer 
Interaction to Spherical One 
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Differentiating both sides of Equation [2.112] leads to: 

hdh , [2.113]   

_ l l 

an-( Sat — he ° Jah’ 

which, under the assumption of small separation, is simplified to: 

hdh=( <2 \aH [2.114] ~\Fra . 

Inserting Equation [2.114] into Equation [2.111] and summing up all pairs of 

rings yield an expression for calculating the total electrostatic potential between two 

double layers around two spheres, as given by: 

  Ve= > oV_= ae [a + Gi, — G2 — G2)dH . [2.115] 

The use of Equation [2.115] implicitly assumes that the interaction of each pair 

of rings is not influenced by the adjacent elements. This argument is equivalent to re- 

cognizing that the lines of force remain parallel to the axis connecting the centers of two 

spheres. In order to get a simple expression, the upper limit of integration is set to in- 

finity although the highest value of the upper limit having any physical sense should be 

(a, + a,— Ja — at + 2d). The error introduced from this assumption is under 1% since 

the pairs of rings making important contributions should be practically parallel and the 

contributions from the rings far from the axis are negligible. 

Equation [2.115] is a general relation for calculating the electrostatic interaction 

potential between two double layers around two spheres from known functions of 

electrostatic interaction potential between two flat double layers of different interaction 

models. In the case of the constant surface potential interaction model, Equation [2.110] 
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can be inserted into Equation [2.115], and the resultant equation can be integrated to 

obtain (135): 

2 2 
£4, A,(Wo, + Wor) 

  

Re Aa, + @) 
[2.116] 

“oi¥oa nf + exp — 2x4) + In{1 — exp( — 4xd)] 
(W2, +02) \ 1—exp(— 2xd) P , 

It has been suggested that Equation [2.116] is a good approximation for magni- 

tudes of y, and w,, less than 60 mV (135) and a product of xa greater than 10 (116), 

which are usually satisfied in systems of mineral dispersions. It is interesting to note that 

for two similar spheres of radius, a, and surface potential, ~,, Equation [2.116] is reduced 

to: 

eawe 
V_=—z— In + exp( — 2xd)] , [2.117]   

which 1s identical to that derived by Derjaguin (144). The expression for the electrostatic 

interaction potential between flat and spherical double layers can be readily obtained 

from Equation [2.116] by letting a, or 2,00. The electrostatic interaction potential be- 

tween two double layers around two spheres, or between one sphere and one plate, un- 

der a constant surface charge density model (145) or a mixed model (138) has been 

derived in a similar way by choosing proper functions for the interactions between flat 

double layers. However, there is no corresponding expression for the case of the regu- 

lation model because one cannot find a simple relation describing the interaction be- 

tween flat double layers as required when using Derjaguin’s integration procedures. 

In recent studies, an improvement (109) has been made by including higher order 

terms in the Debye-Hiickel linear approximation, which involves an increasingly com- 
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plicated mathematical treatment. The significant increase in the complexity of the 

mathematics, compared with the limited improvement that can be achieved, has brought 

researchers back to the use of a simple approximate expression. 

It has been realized that the results predicted based on these electrostatic models 

are, at most, as good as the assumptions made in solving the PB equation to obtain 

potential distributions. Other than the imperfections inherent in the Gouy-Chapman 

theory as discussed earlier, two additional drawbacks are worthy of mention. One comes 

from the assumption that the distribution of ions in diffuse double layers 1s determined 

solely by their valency and not by their volume, shape, and polarizability. As a conse- 

quence, the theory is unable to discern among Li*, Na*, and K+. In other words, the 

theory is nonspecific. However, it has been found that the coagulation ability of these 

ions to As,S, -sol increases in the order of Lit, Nat, and K+ with the corresponding crit- 

ical coagulation concentrations being 58, 51, and 49.5 mM, respectively (146). 

The other drawback is due to the assumption that the surface charges on the 

particle and the space charges in the solution are smeared out. Israelachvili (5) has 

shown from a simplified model that near the surface, the effect of the discrete ion on the 

overall electrostatic interaction is substantial. Fortunately, the excess field induced by 

the discrete ion effect decays extremely rapidly with a decay length of y/2z, where y is 

the distance between discrete charges on the order of 2 nm. It is for this reason that the 

smeared-out approximation works so well in considering the electrostatic interaction 

between charged surfaces. A more rigorous treatment as to the discrete ion effect has 

been given by Levine and Bell (147-148). In their treatment, two types of discrete ion 

effects relating to the adsorbed counter ions have been considered, one being the entropy 

correlation due to the ion size and the other being the difference between the actual 

electrical potential at an adsorbed counter ion and the average potential on the 

adsorption plane. By taking this effect, known as the discreteness-of-charge effect, into 
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account, a new negative term proportional to the density of the adsorbed counter ion 

has been added to the adsorption energy. This theory predicts that the critical coag- 

ulation concentration increases as the electrical surface potential increases when it is 

small, but then reaches a maximum and decreases as the potential increases further. 

This phenomenon is particularly important in the presence of polyvalent coagulating 

ions and is a consequence of the maximum in the potential at the OHP. Therefore, this 

phenomenon will not be observed if the discrete ion effect is ignored. This treatment 

has led to the conclusion that the Schultz-Hardy rule must describe a range of ratior of 

coagulating concentrations dependent on the specific adsorption characteristics of the 

counter ions. 

2.3.5 Experimental Approach to Electrostatic Double Layer Interactions 

Surprisingly, the first evidence for the correctness of the double layer theory was 

found by Derjaguin and Kussakov (53) from equilibrium wetting film measurements in 

1936 when the theory had not been developed yet. Following up Derjaguin and 

Kussakov’s work, Read and Kitchener (149), among others (150-151), have measured 

the thickness of equilibrium wetting films of dilute aqueous solutions of KCI, LiCl, 

BaCl,, and LaCl, on polished silica. The film thickness was measured under a given 

hydrostatic pressure as a function of electrolyte concentration. The experimental results 

show that the film thickness decreases with increasing salt concentration and valence of 

the cation under constant hydrostatic pressure. The repulsive pressure between plates 

at various separation distances has been calculated using a numerical solution of the 

nonlinear PB equation for the interaction of flat double layers (152). The calculated 

thickness- concentration lines agree broadly with that measured experimentally, con- 
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firming that the fundamental origin of the phenomenon is the diffuse electrical double 

layer. 

The variation of double layer repulsion with the distance between the monolayers 

formed within a ring of porous porcelain in the presence of sodium dodecyl or tetradecyl 

sulfate has been studied experimentally by Mysels and Jones (153) from film pressure 

and thickness measurements. It has been found that at low ionic strength and surface 

potentials, the pressure measured follows that predicted from the theory of constant 

surface potential model under the Debye-Hiickel approximation. Barclay and Ottewill 

(154) have measured the pressure of an assembly of sodium montmorillonite plates as a 

function of the separation distance between the plates down to | nm. The results ob- 

tained in the presence of 10 M NaCl show that the measured force is greater than that 

predicted using either the constant surface potential or the constant surface charge 

density model at separation distances less than 15 nm. With separation distances greater 

than 15 nm, the measured force is less than predicted. The discrepancy has been attri- 

buted to the assumption of the Debye-Hiickel approximation used in developing the 

theory of electrostatic double layer force, which gives an inaccurate screening length, 

x-!, It seems that the fit between the experimental results and theory can be improved 

by adjusting the value of the screening length. The repulsive force exerted by diffuse 

electrical double layers on a glass and a rubber surface as a function of their separation 

distance has been measured by Roberts and Tabor (155). In their work, the compression 

phenomenon of a double layer by indifferent electrolytes has been directly observed ex- 

perimentally. 

The validity of the theory of electrostatic repulsion has been verified by more 

accurate direct force measurements (68, 156-161). It has been found (68) that in the 

presence of supporting electrolytes over the concentration range from 10~ to 10-' M, 

the measured double layer repulsive forces between two mica surfaces are well described 
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by non-linear (exact) solution of the PB equation for two double layers interacting at 

constant surface potential. The effective surface potentials have been found to be con- 

stant as the surfaces approach each other and as the concentration of the electrolyte 

changes. However, at electrolyte concentrations higher than 10-? M, a higher value of 

screening length than that theoretically calculated needs to be used to fit the exper- 

imental results into the theory. The effect of ionic valence on the force law has also been 

studied in Israechvili and Adams’ work (68). As expected, the measured double layer 

forces are reduced significantly in the presence of Ca(NO,), or BaCi, than those measured 

in the presence of KNO, of the same concentration. The agreement between theory and 

experimental results becomes poorer in the presence of higher valency ions. The 

screening length has been found to be much lower than predicted from the theory, even 

in dilute solutions, and interactions appear to be intermediate between constant surface 

charge density and constant surface potential (156). By fitting the experimental results 

into the theoretical curve, Israechvili found that the surface potential is smaller than that 

obtained in a 1:1 electrolyte solution of the same concentration, indicating the occur- 

rence of specific adsorption of these ions on the surface. One of the striking findings 

from these measurements (156) is that the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP), as shown in 

Figure 2.1, may be as far as 2.5 nm beyond the solid surface, which implies the existence 

of a structured aqueous region. As the surfaces approach closer than 5 nm, these 

structure layers break down, giving rise to an anomalous repulsive force known as the 

hydration force. Beyond OHP, the diffuse double layer theory holds well and the be- 

havior of 1:1 electrolytes is well described by the PB equation, although that of 2:1 

electrolytes is not. 

The electrostatic repulsive forces between crossed glass filaments interacting in 

KCI solution have been measured by Rabinovich et al. (158). In an electrolyte concen- 

tration range of 10-° to 10-3 M, the measured forces over separation distances greater 
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than 5 nm, where the van der Waals forces are negligible, decrease exponentially as the 

distance increases, with a logarithmic decrement equal to the theoretically predicted 

screening length. However, the screening length has been found to be greater than that 

predicted theoretically when the electrolyte concentration is higher than 10-? M. It is 

interesting to note that all of the forces measured lie between those predicted from the 

models of constant surface potential and constant surface charge density, suggesting that 

a proper regulation model may need to be used to obtain the best fit with the exper- 

imental results, in particular at small separation distances. 

Recently, Ducker and Pashley (159) have measured the interaction forces be- 

tween two mica surfaces embedded in aqueous solutions of different electrolytes. Their 

measurements show that the forces measured lie close to that predicted from the 

electrostatic interaction theory of constant surface charge density. To explain the 

measured force behavior, a mass action model (160), in which the size of the hydration 

sheath is considered, has been developed. By incorporating a mass action model into the 

PB equation, a regulation model (161) has been developed with the dissociation constant 

and the hydrated ion area being determined from the analysis of the electrical potential 

results. With this model, an excellent fit has been found between experimental results 

and theoretical predictions (159-161). 

Experimental studies on the electrostatic interaction between two electrical dou- 

ble layers collectively show that the PB equation is a good representation of the elec- 

trical double layer. The constant surface potential model and constant surface charge 

density model represent two ideal conditions and the regulation model can be considered 

to represent the real situations. Nevertheless, the constant surface potential model and 

constant surface charge density model can be a good approximation under particular 

conditions. The direct surface force measurement provides a good means for studying 

and testing the electrical double layer theory. 
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2.4 Structural Forces 

2.4.1 Classical DLVO Theory 

It has long been considered that the stability of lyophobic colloid particles in 

aqueous media depends on the nature of the total interaction energy between interacting 

particles. By lyophobic particles, it is meant that these particles interact weakly with the 

molecules of the dispersion medium. On the basis of van der Waals attractive forces and 

electrostatic double layer repulsive forces, a stability theory called DLVO theory has 

been developed to explain quantitatively the stability of lyophobic colloids and the role 

of simple electrolytes in destabilization (132). This theory is nowadays almost generally 

accepted as the basis of colloidal stability because it is theoretically sound and appears 

to be in general agreement with many experimental facts. 

According to the classical DLVO theory, the total interaction energy between 

two particles embedded in a third liquid medium consists of two components, i.e., 

Vr=V,tVp, [2.118] 

where V, and V, are the attractive van der Waals and repulsive electrostatic double layer 

interaction energies. In the classical DLVO theory, the dispersing liquid has been as- 

sumed to be a structureless medium defined solely by its bulk dielectric permittivity. 

As discussed in the preceeding two sections, the van der Waals attractive interaction 

energy decays with H-', while the electrostatic double layer repulsive interaction energy 

decays with + In[1 + exp! — xH)] for two similar spherical particles, where H represents 

the face-to-face separation between two interacting particles, with the plus sign corre- 

sponding to the interaction under constant surface potential and the minus sign corre- 

sponding to that under constant surface charge density. From these characters, it is 
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Figure 2.4. A Profile of Potential Energy versus Separation between Particles as 
Calculated Using the Classical DLVO Theory 

Coal sample oxidized at 140 °C with yz = —5 mV, «= 10 nm and Aj3, = 

8.0 x 10-2, corresponding to a critical coagulation condition of the sample 
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expected that at both large and very short distances of separation, the attractive energy 

exceeds the repulsive one. Therefore, the total interaction energy vs separation distance 

curve shows a minimum at a large separation, called the secondary minimum, and a 

maximum at an intermediate separation, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. By taking the Born 

repulsion into account, another minimum is expected at close proximity, which is not 

shown in Figure 2.4. The height of the maximum, called the energy barrier, has been 

customarily used as a criterion for the stability of lyophobic colloidal suspensions. If 

no barrier is present or the height of the barrier is negligible compared with the thermal 

energy, the net force of attraction will pull the particles toward each other and result in 

coagulation. The dispersion is, thus, considered to be unstable. However, if the height 

of the barrier is appreciable and the depth of the secondary minimum is small compared 

with the thermal energy, the particles will repel each other and the dispersion will be 

stable against coagulation. It is possible for particles to maintain at a separation dis- 

tance where the secondary minimum is located if the depth of the minimum exceeds the 

thermal energy. 

One of the successful applications of the classical DLVO theory is to explain the 

effect of supporting electrolyte concentrations on the stability of a colloidal dispersion 

as observed experimentally. It has been found experimentally (162-163) that the transi- 

tion between dispersion and coagulation occurs at a certain value of supporting 

electrolyte concentration, termed the critical coagulation concentration (ccc), which is 

strongly dependent on the valence of the counter ions. Known as the Schulze-Hardy 

rule, the ccc’s of mono-, di- and trivalent coagulating ions have been found to be in the 

ratio of 1 to x to x? where x is about 1/30 to 1/40. This has been attributed to the fact 

that increasing the concentration and/or the charge number of the counter ions shortens 

the range of electric double layer repulsion, as reflected by a decrease in screening length. 

Therefore, the particles can approach each other very closely before repulsion is felt. 
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At such a close proximity, the significantly increased van der Waals forces materially 

decrease the height of the energy barrier. With a further decrease in screening length, 

the energy barrier will eventually disappear, resulting in coagulation. The strong influ- 

ence of ionic valence, z, on the value of the Boltzmann term, exp( — zew,/kT), makes 

ccc sensitive to the valence of counter ions, as shown in Schulze-Hardy behavior. The 

ccc can, in principle, be found from the conditions of critical coagulation, as given by 

V,=(dV,/dH) = 0 (99, 164-165). From these two conditions, the ccc has been found to 

be inversely proportional to z§. However, at low surface potential approximations, 

solving the equations corresponding to critical coagulation condition leads to ccc oc 273. 

It 1s interesting to note that the ratio of ccc’s for mono-, di- and trivalent ions, calculated 

from the classical DLVO theory, is in good agreement with that expected from the 

Schulze-Hardy rule. The ccc has been found to be rather sharp since a small change in 

supporting electrolyte concentration near its ccc easily changes the potential barrier by 

a few times AT (146). 

Although coagulation is obviously a rate process with stability of the suspension 

being ascribed to virtually zero rate of coagulation, the classical DLVO theory focuses 

its attention more on the thermodynamics behind the rate process than on the rate 

processes themselves (129). The thermodynamics and kinetics of coagulation have been 

linked together by a stability ratio as proposed, by Fuchs (166). As pointed out in a 

monograph by Israelachvili and Adams (68), the DLVO theory has been extensively 

tested and viewed. Applications of this theory to aqueous dispersions have been con- 

firmed by many experimental studies (167). An attempt to apply the classical DLVO 

theory to nonaqueous dispersions has been made by several investigators and it has been 

found that there are a number of systems in which experimental results can be explained 

by the theory (168-170). Recently, the theory has made inroads into biocolloidal phe- 

nomena (171) and successfully highlighted the forces involved in intercell and inter- 
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membrane interactions (172-173). Therefore, it is fair to say that the classical DLVO 

theory has withstood the test of time and endured as an unchanged pillar of colloid sci- 

ence (174). Most theoretical developments after the DLVO theory have served to im- 

prove and refine our understanding of the theory. 

24.2 Experimental Evidence of Non-DLVO Forces 

The success achieved by the classical DLVO theory based on the consideration 

of electrostatic double layer repulsion and van der Waals attraction only has detracted 

attention from the effects of liquid structure adjacent to the solid surfaces.: Experimental 

evidence of non-DLVO forces has been reported for a number of systems, including thin 

liquid layers confined between hydrophilic or strongly hydrophobic surfaces (175-177). 

These additional forces could be attractive or repulsive and their nature is more or less 

related to the structure of the liquid boundary layers. Therefore, this type of force may 

be called the structural component of surface forces, or solvation forces, which appear 

to be the commonly accepted terminology (175). Since solvation forces can be predicted 

by exact thermodynamic arguments (176), the focus should not be on their existence but, 

rather, on their form and magnitude and the way they are affected by the particle sur- 

faces and the solvent. :An addition of simple electrolyte ions may weaken or enhance the 

solvation forces, depending upon how these ions affect the structure of the liquid. } It has 

been well documented that hydrophobic attraction is exhibited between the strongly 

hydrophobic surfaces, with the water advancing contact angle, @,, being greater than 

64°, while hydrophilic repulsion becomes noticeable between hydrophilic surfaces with 

8, < 15° (178). Therefore, the classical DLVO theory is applicable only to the systems 

in which the solid surfaces are partially wetted by the liquid phase. 
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Although the non-DLVO surface forces existing in a nonaqueous system are 

important in a number of areas (179), such as metal ore and coal particle extraction, 

water in oil microemulsions and surface forces in thin film lubrication, these applications 

are beyond the scope of the present work. A detailed review of the subject has been 

given by Christenson (175) and the present overview of non-DLVO forces is concen- 

trated on aqueous systems. 

The first recognition of this type of force may be attributed to Langmuir 

(180-181) who envisaged the measured repulsive force as being either electrostatic in 

origin or arising from a propagation of ordered water layers away from an interface, 

these essentially being due to short range forces passed on from molecule to molecule. 

At almost the same time, Derjaguin and Zorin (182) experimentally obtained the 

isotherms of the structural component of the socalled disjoining pressure. However, in- 

tensive investigations of the importance of structural forces did not start until after a 

fairly lengthy period of doubt as to their existence had been experienced (183). 

Derjaguin and Zorin’s work was followed up by Pashley and Kitchener (184) who 

measured the polymolecular adsorption of water vapor on quartz. It was found from 

their studies that the range over which structural forces operate increases with the in- 

creased hydrophilicity of the solid substrate. 

The additional non-DLVO forces have been found to play an important role in 

the stabilization of colloidal dispersions (185-187). When studying the stability of 

colloidal silica sols, Allen and Matijevic found (185) that the Schultz-Hardy rule is not ~ 

applicable to silica sols and the stabilization of dispersions has been observed even at the 

pH value near their pzc where the classical DLVO theory predicts coagulation instead 

of dispersion due to van der Waals attraction predominating over the minimized 

electrostatic double layer repulsion. This remarkably high stability has been considered 

to originate from the water structure adjacent to the silica surface, which is not ac- 
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counted for in the classical DLVO theory. Similar behavior was observed by Depasse 

and Watillon (186) who studied the stability of amorphous colloidal silica and by Hard- 

ing (187) who investigated the coagulation behavior of fumed silica. These studies 

showed that colloidal silica behaves as a lyophilic colloid under conditions where the 

silanolic surface is relatively undissociated, i.e., in acidic aqueous solutions. It was found 

(187) that although an untreated silica dispersion is stable over a pH range from 2.0 to 

9.0, when the silica is methylated, converting the lyophilic surface to a lyophobic surface, 

a coagulated sediment appears at a suspension pf below 5. Since the measured electrical 

mobilities of treated and untreated silica samples are identical over a wide range of pH, 

the electrostatic repulsion for these two different samples is essentially the same. The 

different coagulation behavior for these two samples suggests that the additional 

repulsive forces operating between untreated silica particles is reduced by the sheltering 

of surface hydrophilic groups. The existence of additional repulsive interaction has also 

been inferred from the stability study of arachidic acid sols in which a stable dispersion 

has been observed even when colloids are of zero zeta potential (188). 

From studying the stability of polyvinyl acetate colloidal dispersions of mono 

size as a function of temperature, Johnson et al. (189) found that the activation energy 

governing the coagulation process changes at higher temperatures for dispersions of 

larger sizes. This finding Suggests that the additional energy barrier associated with 

water structure starts to break down at a higher temperature for larger particles, indi- 

cating that the magnitude and distance over which the repulsive potential due to water 

structure extends are greater for larger particles. 

The existence of non-DLVO forces has also been demonstrated when studying 

the stability of air bubbles in aqueous solutions of various electrolyte concentrations 

(190). It has been found experimentally that air bubbles formed by passing gas through 

a fine sinter will coalesce to form larger bubbles as they ascend through a column of 
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water, and the addition of acids hardly affects the coalescence. However, the addition 

of simple electrolytes to a certain concentration prevents the bubbles from coalescing. 

The transition from coalescence to stablization occurs within a narrow concentration 

range of electrolytes. Since this stabilization phenomenon of bubbles by simple 

electrolytes cannot be explained using the classical DLVO theory, it has been ascribed 

to the very strong repulsive force arising from the induced water structure of alkali or 

earth alkali metal ions adsorbed at an air/water interface (191). The concentration at 

which the transition occurs differs from one type of ions to another and may be collec- 

tively determined by their hydration degrees and adsorption densities. 

The exponentially decaying repulsive forces have been obtained between lecithin 

bilayers from measuring the equilibrium osmotic pressure as a function of the lattice 

spacing detected by X-ray diffraction, as reported by LeNeveu et al. (192). Because they 

are independent of salt concentration, the measured forces are difficult to understand in 

terms of the classical DLVO theory. A similar behavior has been observed when meas- 

uring the swelling pressure of lamellar clay particles (193). However, the most straight- 

forward evidence of non-DLVO forces stems from direct measurement of the total 

interaction forces between two macroscopic objects and subsequent comparison of the 

same forces calculated from the theory. Additional repulsive forces have been observed 

between hydrophilic surfaces embedded in aqueous solutions with face-to-face sepa- 

rations less than 10 times the molecular dimensions (158). The presence of hydrated ions 

on the solid/water interface has been found to enhance this additional repulsive force 

(118, 159, 194-196). This type of repulsive non-DLVO force has been recognized as a 

hydration force since it is measurable only when there exists a certain amount of hy- 

drated ions on the solid surfaces. The repulsive hydration force has been considered as 

a result of the dehydration of hydrated cations during the approach of two surfaces. 
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The results reported by Rabinovich et al. (158) show that over a separation range 

less than 3 nm, the repulsive structural component of the interaction force between two 

glass filaments falls on one curve for all concentrations of simple electrolytes studied. 

The curve is of the exponential type with a decay length of 0.85 nm. At a separation 

greater than 3 nm, the structural component decreases as the electrolyte concentration 

increases, which has been ascribed to the destruction of the specific structure of bound- 

ary layer water under the influence of increasing concentration of electrolyte. 

A similar result has been reported independently by Peschel et al. (197). In their 

measurements, the exponential decay length of additional non-DLVO forces has been 

found to be independent of simple electrolyte concentration but appears to increase in 

the order of Lit < Na*+ < K+ in accordance with the lyotropic series (198). Their results 

suggest that the range of additional repulsive forces is controlled by both the structure 

of the bulk phase and the particular structure of the solid surface, including the pattern 

of adsorbed ions as proposed by Lyklema (199). A hydration layer of about 2.5 nm per 

surface can be inferred if the surface ordered water is considered to be formally com- 

posed of adsorbed and slightly immobilized clusters, each consisting of 240 water mole- 

cules (198). This layer thickness is in an excellent agreement with an experimentally 

observed separation range below which strong hydration forces are present. 

More elegant force measurements have shown that this additional repulsive force 

oscillates around a mean profile which decays exponentially with the separation (1). The 

decay length is about 1.0+0.2 nm (118, 183) and the amplitude of the oscillation de- 

creases significantly as two surfaces are taken apart, with a periodicity being equal to the 

mean diameter of the liquid molecules. The nature of the exponential decay of repulsive 

non-DLVO forces has been ascribed to the hydration state of the surface hydrophilic 

groups or adsorbed cations, while the molecular origin of the oscillating forces may be 

attributed to the finite size of the solvent molecules (181). It has been found that the 
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maximum corresponds to a separation at which the lowest liquid density occurs within 

the gap, while the minimum corresponds to a separation at which the highest liquid 

density is retained within the gap. The decrease in oscillating amplitude with increasing 

separation indicates a more flexible or less layered structure of the liquid as it becomes 

more bulk-like. However, the oscillations can be smeared out if the liquid molecules are 

of irregular shape, which are unable to be packed into ordered layers, or when the sur- 

faces are rough even at the simple molecular dimensions (200-201). 

Systematic studies on the hydration forces (118, 159, 179, 194-196, 202) have 

been conducted by measuring the surface forces between mica surfaces in the presence 

of various types of electrolytes at different concentrations. The experimental results 

show that the strength of the repulsive non-DLVO forces depends on both the surface 

concentration of the hydrated ions and the hydration energy of the electrolytes, and is 

largely independent of ionic strength (156). For the surfaces on which no hydration 

species exists originally, a certain value of electrolyte concentration, termed the 

threshold concentration, 1s required to induce a substantial repulsive hydration force, 

which is specific for each type of cation. The value of the threshold concentration de- 

creases as the free energy, associated with an ion exchange process between surface 

species and hydrated cations, decreases (194). In general, the threshold concentration 

is higher for divalent cations than for monovalent cations in the case of the 

mica/aqueous system. This is because the hydrated divalent cations are less tightly 

bound to the surfaces compared with hydrated monovalent cations. Consequently, 

when two surfaces approach each other, instead of dehydration of the hydrated divalent 

cations occurring on the surfaces, the cations are more readily removed from the sur- 

faces, showing a less significant repulsive hydration force. 

Other than repulsive hydration forces, attractive non-DLVO forces have been 

observed when measuring the interaction forces between two strongly hydrophobic sur- 
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faces (175, 177, 203). This attractive force is customarily termed hydrophobic force be- 

cause its existence and behavior are closely related to the surface hydrophobicity. Since 

Pashley and Israelachvili published the direct evidence for the presence of a strong, 

long-range interaction between hydrophobic surfaces in 1981 (204-205), a great number 

of measurements of the force between various hydrophobic surfaces have been conduced 

(206-213). Systems investigated include methylated silica surfaces and mica surfaces 

deposited with a monolayer of cetyltrimethylammonium ions (CTA*), dihexadecyl- 

dimethylammonium acetate (DHDA4A), dimethyldioctadecylammonium ion (DDOA?*), 

N -(a-trimethylammonioacetyl)O, O’ -bis(1H, 1H, 2H, 2H, -perfluorodecyl)L -glutamate 

chloride (TMAAPFDG), and N-methyl-N -(B-hydroxyethyl)-N, N -didodecylammo- 

nium bromide (HEMDAB). All the experiments collectively show that there exists an 

attractive non-DLVO force which decays exponentially as the distance separating the 

two interacting surfaces increases. This additional attraction is measurable to a sepa- 

ration of 90 nm (210, 213) and its strength exceeds the usual van der Waals forces by 

one to two orders of magnitude. The strength of the additional attraction increases with 

increasing surface hydrophobicity as determined by water contact angle (203). Early 

measurements with mica surfaces of less hydrophobicity showed that the measured at- 

tractive non-DLVO force can be reasonably described by an exponential function with 

only one decay length (205-207). However, in the case of more strongly hydrophobic 

surfaces, the measured attractive non-DLVO force shows a weaker tail. To fully de- 

scribe the observed force behavior, an exponential function with two decay lengths needs 

to be used. One decay length is on the order of | to 3 nm for describing stronger, short 

range attractions and giving rise to the adhesion forces at zero separation, while the 

other is of greater value, varying significantly from one system to another, and describes 

essentially the weak tail behavior. Extrapolation of the exponential force Jaw down to 

molecular contact predicts an adhesion force in good agreement with the measured ad- 
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hesion force and a solid/liquid interfacial tension consistent with that obtained from 

contact angle measurements (206, 208). The thickness of the monolayer has also been 

found not to affect the hydrophobic attraction dramatically (206), suggesting that the 

hydrophobic interaction does not require a thick hydrocarbon layer and the surface 

CH, and CH, groups are similarly hydrophobic. 

It is interesting to note that the monolayer prepared with different methods may 

show different ranges over which attractive non-DLVO forces operate, with the deposi- 

tion method giving the largest value (213). For example, the attractive non-DLVO force 

has been measured at a separation of 90 nm for mica deposited with a monolayer of 

TMAAPFDG in contrast to a reduced separation of 60 nm for mica adsorbed with a 

monolayer of TMAAPFDG. The reduction in the range of interaction has been attri- 

buted to an incomplete adsorption or additional adsorption of surfactant on the 

hydrophobic monolayer. A similar phenomenon has been observed for the mica surface 

covered with a monolayer of CTA* (203). Only under optimal conditions may adsorbed 

monolayers give attractions of similar range. However, both types of surfaces exhibit 

the same interaction behavior at a separation shorter than 15 nm, where the measured 

adhesion force 1s the same. 

Unlike the repulsive non-DLVO forces, the decay length claimed for attractive 

non-DLVO forces varies from 1 nm for mica with an adsorbed monolayer of CTA* 

(204-205) to 15 nm for mica deposited with a monolayer of TMAAPFDG (210). Even 

though it appears that the decay length increases with the surface hydrophobicity, as 

indicated by a higher value of 6, (178), a detailed survey shows a rather bewildering 

picture (175, 210). It has been found that the attraction is of a similar range and mag- 

nitude for mica surfaces deposited with a monolayer of TMAAPFDG and DDOA , re- 

spectively, although the advancing contact angles are quite different for these two types 

of monolayers, 113° and 93°, respectively (210). For the mica surface deposited with a 
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monolayer of DHDAA, a decay length of 1.4 nm (207) has been obtained as opposed to 

a longer decay length of 13 nm for the mica surface deposited with a monolayer of 

DDOA, although both types of surfaces give a similar advancing contact angle, as 

measured to be 94° and 93°, respectively. These results seem to indicate that there is 

no simple relation between surface hydrophobicity as measured by advancing contact 

angle and the range of hydrophobic attraction. But detailed analysis does show that the 

hydrophobic surfaces giving the most long-range attraction either are almost uncharged 

or carry only a very slight surface charge, giving negligible double layer repulsion. For 

surfaces prepared under similar conditions with 9, > 90°, the range and the magnitude 

of the hydrophobic attraction are rather insensitive to the exact value of the contact 

angle. 

Although it is believed that the net hydrophobic interaction is only marginally 

reduced with increasing electrolyte concentration (203), recent measurements (213) have 

shown that the simple electrolyte concentration affects the hydrophobic interaction sig- 

nificantly. Systematic investigations have demonstrated that as indifferent electrolyte 

concentration increases, the range of hydrophobic interaction decreases significantly 

while the preexponential factor increases substantially. For mica surfaces coated with 

a monolayer of TMAAPFDG, the decay length decreases from 16 nm to 1.5 nm and the 

preexponential factor increases from 2.2 mN/m to 60 mN/m continuously when the sol- 

ution concentration of tetrapentylammonium bromide (Pe,NBr) increases from 0 to 

I x 10-2 M. Similar behavior has been observed between DDOA*-covered mica surfaces 

embedded in different KBr solutions (208). However, over the short range regime, the 

hydrophobic interaction is much less sensitive to the electrolyte concentration as indi- 

cated by slight changes in the adhesion energy (213). The decreased range of 

hydrophobic interaction by increasing the electrolyte concentration has been attributed 

to the adsorption or exchange of ions onto hydrophobized surfaces, as indicated by an 
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increase in surface charge density. As a consequence, the surface hydrophobicity is re- 

duced (213). However, it is questionable as to why reduced surface hydrophobicity 

shows a less pronouced effect on the hydrophobic interaction of shorter separation re- 

gime. It is possible that the presence of electrolyte ions between two hydrophobic sur- 

faces will adjust and/or break the structure of a thin liquid layer and result in a less 

structured interlayer, giving rise to a reduced range of interaction. It remains unclear 

why the reduced surface hydrophobicity gives a higher value for the preexponential fac- 

tor. 

Since attractive hydrophobic forces and repulsive hydration forces arise from a 

changed state of water structure around hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups, it 1s not 

expected that these two types of forces are additive. Instead, it appears that when the 

local structure of water molecules is dominated by their interaction with the hydrophilic 

groups, the hydrophobic interaction is neutralized (206), a phenomenon having been 

experimentally proven. Investigations have shown that no hydrophobic attraction acts 

between surfaces composed of mixtures of hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups, such 

as the surfaces of ethylene oxide groups (214) or with adsorbed tertraalkylammonium 

ions (215). This indicates that a long-range hydrophobic attraction exists only between 

homogeneous hydrophobic areas larger than some critical size. Also interesting is that 

the non-DLVO force is less significant between a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic surfaces 

(216). The force measurement conducted between a negatively-charged hydrophilic mica 

surface and a positively-charged hydrophobic mica surface shows that attractive 

hydrophobic force is reduced significantly compared to that observed between two 

hydrophobic surfaces, if there is any (216). This agrees with what happens in flotation 

processes in which surface forces between two dissimilar surfaces play a crucial role. 

The air bubbles are believed to be inherently hydrophobic with an interfacial tension of 

72 mJ/m? (203). Therefore, it is only when bubbles interact with hydrophobic mineral 
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particles that the hydrophobic attraction becomes dominant, resulting in hetero- 

agregation and, hence, flotation. The hydrophobic interaction between air bubbles and 

hydrophilic particles is unlikely great enough to overcome repulsive dispersion and 

electrostatic double layer forces to form stable bubble/particle agreegates. Apparently, 

the hydrophobic attraction is the driving force for flotation and seems to be a most im- 

portant factor in determinig the selectivity of the flotation process. 

2.4.3 The Structural Force Law 

In the preceding section, it has been shown that the non-DLVO forces can be 

repulsive or attractive and the strength of these forces decreases exponentially as the 

interlayer thickness increases, regardless of the nature of them. In general, the inter- 

action energy due to structural forces can be expressed by (205): 

V(H) = R(K, Dye! + KyDoge ft) , [2.119] 

where D,, and D,, are the two different decay lengths describing the decaying behavior 

of structural forces of short and long separation regimes, respectively, and K, and K, are 

the corresponding preexponential factors describing the magnitude of the forces. In 

some cases, such as most hydrophilic surfaces and relatively weak hydrophobic surfaces 

in aqueous solutions, one of the K, value equals zero, indicating that the structural forces 

can be described properly by an exponential function with single decay length. The K, 

values can be positive or negative but must be of the same sign. The positive K, values 

indicate a repulsive structural force while, the negative values represent an attractive 

structural force. The value of K, corresponding to a shorter decay length can be ap- 

proximated to be twice the solid-liquid interfacial energy (203) or evaluated from the 

measured adhesion energy (206). The magnitude of the K; values has been found to be 
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related to the ordering state of liquid adjacent to the solid surfaces. The greater the 

value, the more ordered the liquid, and the stronger the structural forces. Therefore, the 

non-structural liquids or the liquids which exhibit no preferential ordering under the in- 

fluence of surfaces will give zero K, values. In these cases, the classical DLVO theory is 

perfectly applicable. 

It is interesting to note that an experimentally observed force law of the expo- 

nential type has been derived from a variational mean-field theory based upon the idea 

that the interaction forces of this kind are mediated by structural changes in the thin 

water film separating the two surfaces (217-218). According to this theory, the value of 

the constant K, is related to the ordering state of the dipole molecules of the liquid and 

the value of the constant J, to the corresponding correlation length. 

In an early treatment proposed by Marcelja and Radic (217), the Landau ex- 

pansion of free energy density function was expressed in terms of an order parameter 

n(x) which has been defined by: 

nx) =3 B< cos’v(x)> — 1] , [2.120] 

where v(x) refers to the angle confined between the long axis of the molecule and the 

normal to the solid surface, while the angular brackets indicate that the quantity inside 

them Is a statistical mean value. n(.c) is equal to zero for isotropic liquids or for surfaces 

without any ordering effect, which gives a zero structural component of free energy. In 

this particular case, the free energy density function inside a thin liquid layer, as given 

by Equation [2.121] (217), is identical to that of the bulk liquid: 

Z=By tan’(x) + bn (x) +... + cLOn(x)/OxP +... , [2.121] 
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where g, is the free energy density of bulk liquid. For anisotropic liquids or surfaces of 

preferential ordering effect, 4(x) can be positive or negative, depending on the dipole 

orientation. The value of the order parameter can be obtained by minimizing the free 

energy density function under given boundary conditions, 1.e., the values of the order 

parameter at two interacting solid/liquid interfaces, 7,s, which are accessible either from 

experimental measurements or from direct molecular simulation with assumed intermo- 

lecular potentials. For the hydrophilic surfaces, identical in the sense of order capability, 

n(d) = — n( —ad) =n, , where d is one half of the distance between two surfaces. This 

treatment results in a value of K proportional to 43. However, using a fixed value of 

surface order parameter at the surface as a free parameter makes this approach valid at 

large interfacial separations only. At small separations, using a fixed value of 7( + a) as 

a parameter becomes inadequate since it does not account for the mutual disturbance 

of the surface water structure caused by the approaching interfaces, leading to the non- 

physical singularity of the structural component of interaction free energy. As a conse- 

quence, the concept proposed by Marcelja and Radic has been extended by using the 

surface orienting field density instead of the surface order parameter (219). Since the 

orienting field density can be used down to small interfacial separations, the modified 

theory shows good agreement between both the microscopic and macroscopic exper- 

imental data and the theory, provided that the interfacial orienting fields are taken to 

be surface distributed. 

As can be seen, this kind of theoretical approach involves only short-range con- 

tact forces which are propagated by structural and bonding effects. It does not require 

invoking any long-range forces, more or less evasive in nature, acting across the entire 

width of the liquid film. More recently, the mean-field theory has been recaptured in 

an attempt to modify this theory in order to also cover explicitly the case of the attrac- 

tive structural force (21&). Instead of using the order parameter n(x), the parameter 
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s(x) has been used to account for the local orientation of water molecules in this recent 

treatment. Although the quantity s(x) has been considered as a relative increase of the 

average number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule in the film as compared with bulk 

water (218), it is more convenient to interpret it to be a measure of orientional order. 

The excess free energy per unit area due to the ordering of water molecules in a thin film 

can be expressed by: 

Gof 24) = (5) + | [erse) + eats? + 4 cshdslaylae? Jae [2.122] 

which is known as a mean-field gradient approximation. In Equation [2.122], g(s,) cor- 

responds to the contributions of free energy arising from the orientation of contact be- 

tween water molecules and surfaces. The function in the integral is a variation of 

Landau expansion (217, 220). Since s(x) under the integral in Equation [2.122] is an 

unknown function, the problem can only be tackled by using the variational method. 

Therefore, the equilibrium condition requiring G,,{2d) to be minimal leads to the Euler- 

Lagrange equation: 

d’s(x) 2c, Cy 
eG SMA . [2.123] 

Equation [2.123] should be solved using the boundary condition of 

s(d@)=+s5(—d) =s,, with a plus sign corresponding to the interaction between two 

hydrophobic surfaces and a minus sign, to that between two hydrophilic surfaces. The 

minus sign indicates that the mean orientation at the two hydrophilic surfaces is in op- 

posite directions. The solution of Equation [2.123], satisfying the boundary conditions 

of hydrophobic surfaces, 1s: 
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Cy cosh(bx) 
Fe, * % Cosh(bd) , [2.124] s(x) = — 

in which b = ./2c,/c,. Following that s(x) goes to zero at x = 0 at a large value of sur- 

face separation, c, must be zero. To avoid oscillating behavior of s(x), c, and c, must be 

of the same sign. From these arguments, Equation [2.124] is readily simplified to: 

cosh(bx) 
S(X) = Sy cosh(bd) . {2.125] 

Inserting Equation [2.125] into Equation [2.122] and integrating the resulting 

equation yield: 

Grol 2d) = (5p) + €y52b tanh(bd) . [2.126] 

In order to find the value of s,, it is necessary to define a function describing the 

contact free energy response to the excess number of hydrogen bonds of a water mole- 

cule s As a first approximation, a linear function has been used in Eriksson’s work 

(218), as given by: 

(Sp) = — 5p , [2.127] 

where a is a positive constant. This relation implies that the contact free energy de- 

creases with an increase in the excess number of hydrogen bonds. It also requires 

G,,{2d) to be minimal with respect to varying s, at equilibrium. This yields, by inserting 

the linear response of g(s,) to s, into Equation [2.126] and then differentiating the re- 

sultant equation, the following: 

—a + 2c359b tanh(ba) =0 , [2.128] 
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which in turn gives: 

  5o= ( Ye, ; ) coho , [2.129] 

Equation [2.129] indicates that as two interacting surfaces approach each other, 

the water molecules on each surface become more ordered, giving rise to a high level of 

contact excess free energy. Inserting Equation [2.129] into Equation [2.125] to eliminate 

S, results in: 

  

_ a cosh(bx) 

s(x) -( 2eb ) Sinh(bd) [2.130] 

The use of Equation [2.130] with Equation [2.126] and successive substitutions 

of s, in Equation [2.127] with Equation [2.129] and g(s,) in Equation [2.126] with 

Equation [2.127] finally lead to the expression for the total free energy of hydrophobic 

attraction, as given by: 

2 

—~_({ G;o{2d) = ( 2e.b Jeo . [2.131] 

At infinitely large separations, Equation [2.131] reduces to: 

a’ 

G,,{oo) = — (5) , [2.132] 

Equation [2.132] implies that a?/8c,b is the reduction of surface free energy be- 

tween water and the hydrophobic surface caused by the imposed ordering effect of the 

surface. The interaction energy of structural forces as a function of separation distance, 

2d, is therefore obtained as: 
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2 

V (2d) = G,,{2d) — G,.fo0) = — ( re ; Jeo ~1]. [2.133]   

Since the value of the hyperbolic cotangent function is always greater than one 

when its argument is positive, Equation [2.133] predicts a negative value of V;, which 

implies an attractive structural interaction between two hydrophobic surfaces. For suf- 

ficiently large values of d, Equation [2.133] can be approximated by: 

V.(2d) = — aa" _ \ 20d [2.134] 
s 2c35 ’ " 

which is identical to Equation [2.119] in the form of a single decay length, with D, being 

b-' and K being a?/2c, . 

Similarily, solving Equation [2.123] with boundary conditions corresponding to 

hydrophilic surfaces leads to: 

sinh(bx) 

  

S(X) = Sp sinh(bd) [2.135] 

Inserting this equation into Equation [2.122] and integrating it yield: 

2,59 
GsoX4) = — aSy +° coth(bd) . [2.136] 

b 

By minimizing G,,{2d) with respect to 5, s) in Equation [2.136] can be found to be: 

ab d) 7 So = Ge, tanh y [2.137] 

Inserting Equation [2.137] into Equation [2.136] to eliminate s, gives: 
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  G,,{2d) = — 15 tanh(bd) , [2.138] 

  

@ 

and G,,{oo) = — Acb [2.139] 

Correspondingly, the structural component of the interaction potential between 

two hydrophilic surfaces becomes: 

2 
Qa 

V5(2d) = G,o42d) - Gsooo) = — 4c3b [ tanh(d@) — 1] . [2.140] 
  

Because the value of the hyperbolic tangent function is always less than 1, 

Equation [2.140] gives a positive value of V, for all positive values of d, which represents 

a repulsive structural component of interaction between two hydrophilic surfaces. 

Likewise, Equation [2.140] can be approximated for the case of sufficiently large surface 

separations by: 

2, 
Vs(2d) = Ze, re, [2.141]   

which is, again, identical to Equation [2.119] in the form of a single exponential term, 

with K and D, being a?/2c, and b-', respectively. 

According to the nature of the hyperbolic tangent and cotangent functions, 

Equations [2.133] and [2.140] predict, respectively, a more rapid decay than do Equations 

[2.134] and [2.141] within a small separation regime, which is accounted for by a second 

exponential term with a shorter decay length in Equation [2.119]. It appears that a 

hyperbolic tangent or cotangent function, rather than an exponential function of two 

different decay lengths, can be used to describe the repulsive or attractive structural 

forces over a wide range of surface separations. 
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A comparison of the experimentally determined structural component of inter- 

action energy with that predicted from the above phenomenological theory based on a 

mean-field gradient apprcximation (218) shows a remarkable agreement for surface 

separations greater than 5 nm. It also shows that an improved agreement with the ex- 

perimental data can be obtained by including a quadratic term in the contact free energy 

contribution, supporting the fact that the structural component of surface forces is of a 

cooperative nature. 

The corresponding constant in Equations [2.133] and [2.140] can be obtained by 

fitting experimental results to the theoretical curve. However, it is instructive to analyze 

the feature of the constants involved in this theory (218). Since the strength of the 

structural component of surface forces is determined by the constant K (cc @/,/c,¢; ), 

with larger value corresponding to stronger structural forces, the structural forces will 

be enhanced by a strong free energy response to s,, as indicated by a large value of a in 

Equation [2.127]. But the attenuated structural forces are expected for a system with a 

strong response to ordering as suggested by a large value of constant c, and/or with 

strong decoupling effects in the core of the film as indicated by an increased value of 

constant c,. As to the decay length, 5-', determined by Jesley , a longer-ranged structural 

force will be originated for a system with a weak free energy response of liquid to in- 

creasing order parameter s(x) as implied by a small value of constant c, and a strong 

tendency to avoid s(x)-gradients as indicated by a large value of c,. According to this 

theory, thus, the decay length 5-' should be the same for all surfaces under identical 

solution conditions while the strength of structural forces should increase with the degree 

of hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of the surfaces. 

It is interesting to notice how this theory can be applied to practical problems. 

It has been documented (213) that the presence of simple electrolyte ions in solution 

results in increased strength of the structural forces but over a reduced range. It is well 
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known that the existence of these ions disturbs the water structure which causes c, to 

diminish but c, to remain unchanged. This behavior of ions will result in a decreased 

b-' value but an increased K value, which in turn predicts a force behavior as observed 

in the experiments (213). Also the phenomenon that the hydrophobic surfaces prepared 

by surfactant deposition give stronger hydrophobic interaction than those prepared by 

surfactant adsorption (210) can be reasonably explained. It is believed that the surfaces 

prepared by surfactant deposition give a smooth and chemically homogeneous 

hydrophobic surface which promotes the formation of the first contact layer of water 

molecules, giving rise to a comparatively large value of the constant a and, hence, the 

constant K. 

Apparently, the theory represents a distinct conceptual advance and captures the 

idea of propagation of force from molecule to molecule. Like many other theories, this 

theory bears some limitations. The Landau expansion as the basis of the theory is de- 

rived rigorously from statistical mechanics but holds strictly only for the limit of infinite 

correlation length. Therefore, extrapolating the Landau theory down to separations of 

molecular dimension may cause a misleading solution to the problem. Although the 

measured structural force oscillates at short surface separations, the theory predicts a 

monotonic force behavior, whether attractive or repulsive, corresponding to similar or 

dissimilar order at respective surfaces. This is a direct result of applying continuum 

theory to a separation distance of several molecular diameters where the discrete nature 

of liquids becomes important. As can be seen, the association of the order parameter 

with polarization is arbitrary and the boundary condition is not well defined in this the- 

ory. Nevertheless, the simplicity with its validity over a large surface separation regime 

makes this theory attractive. 
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2.4.4 Statistical Mechanics Approach to Structural Forces 

The structural component of surface forces has been studied by using statistical 

mechanics. Two different types of methodologies have been adopted in these studies, 

including Monte Carlo simulation (221-226) and molecular dynamics simulation 

(227-229). Both methods presume a knowledge of potential energy function between | 

molecules. 

In the Monte Carlo method, a system of N molecules and/or particles interacting 

through some known potentials is assigned a set of arbitrarily chosen initial coordinates, 

and the total free energy of the ensemble corresponding to this initial configuration is 

calculated. The molecules and/or particles are then subjected to changes by successive 

random displacements and rotations to form a new configuration, and the corresponding 

system free energy is calculated. Based on the free energies of two corresponding con- 

figurations, the decision whether to accept or reject this new configuration is made in 

such a way as to ensure that the configuration space is sampled according to the equi- 

librium probability density appropriate to a chosen ensemble. The procedures of new 

configuration construction and decision making are repeated until the desired convergent 

criterion is satisfied. The ensemble average of a function of the molecule and/or particle 

coordinates, such as the potential energy and radial distribution, is then obtained as an 

unweighted average over the accepted set of configurations while sidestepping the eval- 

uation of the partition function. Since a probabilistic element is an essential part of the 

Monte Carlo calculation, a tremendous amount of samples need to be taken, resulting 

in the consumption of great amounts of computational time, typically hours on large, 

modern machines. 

The Monte Carlo method has been used in a canonical ensemble (NVT) by van 

Megen and Snook (221) to determine the structure of dense Lennard-Jones fluids and 
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the solvation forces between rigid Lennard-Jones solid surfaces separated by the fluids. 

In this treatment, the number of solvent molecules has been fixed at 216 and the solid 

has been assumed to be a closely-packed, face-centered cubic structure. The interaction 

between liquid molecules is described by the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential while the 

interaction between a liquid molecule and a solid surface is represented by a summation 

of the interaction potential between the molecule and the lattice site over 100 continuous 

lattice planes. The solvation forces have been calculated using the Barker approach, as 

given by: 

d oo 

fd = 4) ["Erocer - | Foon | [2.142] 
0 0 

where A is the surface area considered in the simulation, p(x) is the density of fluid, and 

F(x) is the force between one Jiquid molecule and a solid surface, which can be obtained 

by differentiating the interaction potential with respect to x. 

With these arguments, the solvation forces have been simulated as a function of 

surface separation distance d for different values of bulk fluid density. The results show 

that the force oscillates between attraction and repulsion and the range over which it is 

significant is about six molecules in diameter. Its strength is much stronger than that 

of van der Waals force and increases with increasing bulk density of the fluid. This be- 

havior is similar to that experimentally observed when measuring the surface forces be- 

tween mica surfaces interacting in an apolar simple liquid (230-231). Similar behavior 

of solvation forces has been obtained from the simulations conducted for a grand 

canonical ensemble in which V, T and yp are constant (232-233). 

The solvation force between neutral surfaces in water has been studied by Luzar 

et al. (234) using the grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations. The system studied 
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contains up to 100 water-like particles between parallel smooth plates immersed in fluid. 

The intermolecular potential used in this study consists of hard sphere potential, dipole 

potential, and orientation-dependent sticky potential (234), while the fluid-wall inter- 

action is assumed to be a hard core one. The solvation force in this simulation has been 

determined from the contact wall-fluid densities, as given by: 

Ss = LOin(C) — Poudc)IAT , [2.143] 

which has been derived from thermodynamics. In Equation [2.143], p,(c) and p,,,(c) are 

the inside and outside wall-fluid contact number densities, respectively. It can be seen 

from Equation [2.143] that the interaction is attractive when p,,(c) < p,,,(c), and vice 

versa. Simple theoretical considerations (235) also suggest that a repulsive force will 

arise if the density of water between two surfaces increases as the surfaces approach each 

other, whereas an attractive interaction will arise if the density decreases, corresponding 

to a depletion of water between strongly hydrophobic surfaces. The simulation results 

show that parallel alignments of the water dipoles nearest to the interface are preferred, 

as indicated by a low value of order parameter s(@). An oscillation of p,(c) with a period 

equal to the molecular diameter results in an oscillating solvation force. The simulation 

also predicts the evaporation of water in the squeeze limit, a phenomenon similar to 

cavitation formation as observed experimentally (212, 235-237). 

Jonsson (238) has performed the Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical en- 

semble to study the structure of liquid water bounded by two parallel hard walls. The 

potential between the water molecules used in these simulations has been derived by 

Matsouka et al. (239) using a configurational method based on a configuration state 

function. The interaction between water molecule and wall is assumed to be infinitely 

repulsive if any atom of water molecules is outside the wall, otherwise zero. The number 

of water molecules simulated is 40, 80 or 150. A less strongly damped oscillatory be- 
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havior of density profile has been observed as compared with that observed by Snook 

and van Megen (222) who used different water/wall potential. The interesting finding 

from this study is that the number of hydrogen bonds is higher in a thin layer (2.2 A) 

of water close to the wall than it is for bulk water. A relatively slow decay of the 

orientational order found in this investigation is an indication of a long-range effect of 

surface, which is consistent with an experimentally observed long range attraction be- 

tween strongly hydrophobic surfaces embedded in water (210). A similar simulation on 

an extended system consisting of 216 water molecules between two structureless walls 

has been conducted by Christou et al. (240). A potential of the 9-3 form has been used 

to describe the interaction between each water molecule and a wall, while the potential 

describing the interaction between water molecules is the same as proposed by 

Rowlinson (241). * 

The water structure between two paraffin walls has been studied recently by 

Wallqvist and Berne (226) using Monte Carlo simulation. The interaction potentials 

between water and wall as proposed by Lee et al. (242) and between water molecules as 

developed by Watts et al. (243) have been used, and the results show that the water 

dipoles tend to orient approximately parallel to the surfaces with a slight preference of 

pointing slightly outward from the liquid. This is an indication of a rather ordered 

interface in such a way that the first layer of water molecules adjacent to the walls orient 

themselves to develop a maximum number of hydrogen bonds with water molecules of 

the next layer. 

A more recent Monte Carlo simulation has been conduced by I!’in et al. to study 

the structure and average intermolecular interaction energy (U,) of water molecules ad- 

jacent to a surface of varying surface hydrophilicities, as discussed in reference 178. In 

their investigation, the oxygen atom has been considered as a hydrophilic active center. 

The surface hydrophilicity is controlled by changing the number of active centers per 
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unit surface area, N. A strongly hydrophobic surface, such as paraffin, is characterized 

by a zero number of active centers, i.e. N=0O. The Rowlinson potential (241) has been 

used as the intermolecular interaction potential. The order parameter as defined by 

Equation [2.120] and the intermolecular interaction energy have been calculated as a 

function of N. The simulation results show that near a surface with N =0, order pa- 

rameter is minimal, representing a parallel orientation of dipoles of water molecules to 

the surface. An increase in N leads to a gradual increase in the order parameter. At 

N = 16, the order parameter reaches zero, corresponding to a structure similar to bulk 

water. A further increase of N results in a wall normal preference of orientation. It 1S 

interesting to note that the surface is water-like when N = 16, with the mean distance 

between the active centers on the surface being equal to that between bulk water mole- 

cules. When adjacent to a hydrophilic surface with N > 16, water molecules are strongly 

associated, as indicated by an increased magnitude of U,, while they are weakly associ- 

ated, as reflected by a reduced magnitude of U,, when adjacent to a hydrophobic surface 

with N < 16. For the water molecules next to the surface with N = 16, U, has been found 

to be the same as for bulk water molecules, representing a system in which the structural 

force is negligible. These simulation results indicate that an increase of N may give two 

different contributions to the potential of mean force between surfaces. For the surfaces 

with N < 16, the water in the thin layer is in a state of higher energy than the bulk water, 

representing an unfavorable state. Therefore, the exclusion of water during the ap- 

proach of two very strong hydrophobic surfaces leads to a decrease in free energy, giving 

rise tO an attractive contribution to the total interaction forces between the surfaces. 

On the contrary, a repulsive contribution is expected when two surfaces are hydrophilic 

with N > 16, since the free energy of water confined between them is in a state of lower 

energy, corresponding to a favorable state. These phenomena are the same as those 

experimentally observed non-DLVO forces. 
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On the other hand, in a conventional molecular dynamics simulation, a system 

of N molecules is confined in a cell of fixed volume. A set of velocities is assigned, 

usually drawn from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution appropriate to the temperature 

of interest and selected in such a way as to make the net linear momentum equal to zero. 

The subsequent trajectories of the particles are then calculated by integration of the 

differential equation of motion. The particles are assumed to interact through some 

prescribed force law and the motion of each particle is governed by the net force vector. 

Based on the principle of statistical mechanics, the mechanical properties of the system 

are obtained as a time average over the dynamical history of the system. Since the en- 

ergy, volume, and number of particles are fixed, molecular dynamics operates in a 

microcanonical ensemble. 

Marchesi (227) has performed molecular dynamics simulation on a system of 150 

ST2 water molecules between two quasi-hard repulsive walls to study the structure of 

water molecules near hydrophobic surfaces. In his investigation, the interaction poten- 

tial between ST2 water molecules is based on a rigid four-point-charge model as given 

by Stillinger and Rahman (244), while the interaction between water molecule and wall 

is described by a purely repulsive potential acting on both oxygen and hydrogen atoms. 

The simulation shows a strong repulsive behavior of water molecules by walls. The 

density profiles of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms are quite different from those ob- 

tained by Jonsson (238) who studied a similar system using Monte Carlo simulation. 

The discrepancies have been attributed to the use of different interaction potentials be- 

tween water molecules since the density profiles have been found to be substantially 

unaffected by using different water-wall potentials. However, the angular probability 

distribution functions obtained from these two simulations are simular, showing a pref- 

erence for water dipole orientation parallel to the walls. The water self-diffusion coeffi- 

cient, which is defined as a function of the limiting slope of the molecular center of mass 
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mean-square displacement (244), has been found to be about half in the wall-normal 

direction than that in the wall-parallel direction for water molecules adjacent to the 

walls. The different diffusion behaviors have been attributed to the preferentional ori- 

entation of water molecules, which leads to a smaller interaction energy in the wall- 

normal direction compared with those in wall-parallel directions. 

Sonnenschein and Heinzinger (245) have extended Marchesi’s simulation to a 

system including 216 ST2 water molecules confined between 12-6 Lennard-Jones walls. 

Besides the general agreement with those obtained by Marchesi (227), this investigation 

also shows that although significantly decreased, the preferential orientation of water 

dipoles parallel to the walls persists into the central region and thus indicates an 

orientional correlation extending beyond a distance of 10 A. Molecular dynamics sim- 

ulation using the Boltzmann averaged potential as the wall-water interaction potential 

has been conducted by Barabino et al. (228) on a system of 150 water molecules. The 

same potential for water-water interaction as used by Jonsson (238) in Monte Carlo 

simulation has been used. It has been found from their simulation that there are no 

substantial differences with respect to a simulation using a simple hard wall, and the 

water structure not very close to the wall is unchanged by the presence of a different 

potential. The results obtained lead to the conclusion that water properties near a wall 

are determined more by the changes in the geometric structure of water induced due to 

the presence of the wall rather than by the direct influence of the wall potential on the 

water molecules. Their simulation also predicts the effects of a given wall potential on 

water as a complex combination of the wall influence and the changes in water structure. 

The structure of liquid water confined between two extended hydrophobic sur- 

faces has been studied by Lee et al. (242) using molecular dynamics simulation. 216 ST2 

water molecules have been included in this simulation and the water-wall interaction is 

described by a 9-3 type potential appropriate for a molecule interacting with the homo- 
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geneous solid surfaces. The coefficients of the 9-3 type potential have been chosen to 

represent the interaction of ST2 water with a material like paraffin. The simulation re- 

sults show that the hydrephobic walls produce density oscillations propagated to the 

center of two walls, indicating that the water structure near either wall is possibly per- 

turbed due to the presence of the opposite wall. Compared with the results obtained by 

using the simple Lennard-Jones liquid, the paraffin-like surface shows the lake of wetting 

by ST2 water as reflected from the small amplitude and a slight shift away from the wall 

of the first peak in the density profile. The presence of the wall reduces the number of 

hydrogen bonds per water molecule as getting close to the wall simply for geometrical 

reasons. However, the decrease is only about 25% instead of 50%, as expected if the 

bulk liquid structure continued up to the surface, indicating a structural rearrangement 

at the surface without changing the molecular packing. This is possible because the 

molecular electronic density is nearly spherical in liquid water (238). As to the orien-_ 

tation of the dipole moment of water molecules, a general agreement with other simu- 

lations, i.e., a wall-parallel preference, has been observed in the simulation. This 

orientation gives an avoidance of surface electrostatic polarization. The simulation leads 

to a structure of nearly planar layers of bounded molecules, which is a result of compe- 

tition between packing forces and the tendency of maintaining a maximal number of 

hydrogen bonds. The orientational preference induced in the first layer propagates into 

the fluid, manifested in the form of successive layers of alternating water orientations. 

Although the structure of water near hydrophobic surfaces has been extensively 

studied through molecular dynamics simulations, the study of the interfacial behavior 

of polar systems is still in its infancy. A molecular dynamics simulation of water be- 

tween uncharged silicate surfaces has been conducted by Low et al. (246) to understand, 

on a molecular basis, the structural and dynamical properties of vicinal water. The sys- 

tem investigated consists of 256 ST2 water molecules located between two parallel planes 
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of uncharged oxygen atoms, each representing a surface of uncharged silicate mineral. 

Only the Lennard-Jones part of the ST2 potential is included in the interaction between 

water molecules and surface oxygens. Due to the nature of the water-wall interaction 

potential used in their simulation, the results obtained here are in general agreement with 

those obtained for water molecules confined between structureless walls. In addition, 

this simulation shows that the surfaces induce a substantial hindrance in the rotational 

motion of water molecules located as far as 10 A from the surfaces. 

A more representative simulation of water structure near a polar surface has been 

conducted by Kjellander and Marcelja (229). The ST2 water molecules are allowed to 

interact with a replica of a mica surface via electrostatic and Lennard-Jones potentials. 

A significant increase in the number density of water molecules in the vicinity of the 

surfaces (247) has been observed in their simulation. However, the number of hydrogen 

bonds has been found to decrease substantially in this region. The decrease is restricted 

to a thin layer, indicating clearly a short-range effect of surfaces in contrast to a long- 

range effect of strongly hydrophobic surfaces. This result is in good agreement with 

experimentally observed short-range repulsive hydration forces as opposed to long-range 

hydrophobic forces. The decrease in the number of hydrogen bonds in the vicinity of a 

polar surface has been ascribed to the orientation of water molecules in the electrical 

field of the discrete surface charges. In contrast to hydrophobic surfaces, the major force 

acting on water molecules near a polar surface is from an electrostatic field associated 

with discrete surface charges. The orientation of the molecules in this field takes pre- 

cedence over the formation of a hydrogen bond network. For reasons of molecular ge- 

ometry, it is impossible to align the water molecules according to the requirement of the 

surface electrical fields and at the same time form a normal hydrogen bond network. 

As a consequence, the open structure of bulk water is partially broken down. This 

agrees with an increase in the average density and in the number of neighbors for each 
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water molecule in this region, as observed in the simulation. It is clear that the approach 

of two hydrophilic surfaces makes the environment of the remaining water molecules 

even more restrictive, which may contribute to the hydration forces. Therefore, the 

repulsion is due to the entropy lost as the surfaces approach, there being fewer config- 

urations which are able to satisfy the boundary conditions without breaking the bond 

network of the fluid phase (248). The repulsive hydration forces are also expected from 

the increased density of the liquid in the vicinity of the inward surfaces, as indicated in 

Equation [2.143]. 

Although the solvation forces and the structure of water near solid surfaces have 

been studied extensively by molecular simulations, the systems studied would never be 

a replica of an actual situation encountered in colloid science since it is only possible to 

investigate limited sizes of the system using these methods due to the tremendous 

amount of computation time required. The use of a cut-off radius when calculating the 

interaction may also impose significant uncertainty on the simulation results. Never- 

theless, the molecular simulation does provide a useful starting point for further theore- 

tical work. Molecular simulation will not only be able to generate the boundary 

conditions of the order parameter, which is essential for deriving the force law using the 

mean-field gradient theory, as discussed in the previous section, but can also provide 

some important information as to the oscillation behavior which may be crucial in de- | 

terming the stability of colloidal dispersions. For example, if an oscillation generates a 

local repulsion greater than the activation energy of a system, each pair of particles will 

be equilibrated at this solvent separated state, even though the average potential profile 

predicted from phenomenlogical mean-field gradient theory shows a net attraction at all 

separations. Therefore, it is important to study the structural forces by using a molec- 

ular simulation approach and the mean-field gradient theory in combination, the former 

providing the boundary conditions required for the latter. A complete picture of the 
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structural force can be obtained by superimposing the oscillation component of the 

structural force due to the molecular packing limitation on the force law derived from 

the mean-field gradient theory. 

2.4.4 Proposed Mechanisms of Structural Forces 

Experimental studies have clearly shown the existence of non-DLVO forces and 

molecular simulations have illustrated the preferential orientation of water molecules 

near the surfaces. However, the nature of the perturbation has proven to be a difficult 

subject to study. To understand the origin of these non-DLVO forces, a number of 

mechanisms have been proposed. 

The image-charge mechanism has been considered as a possible source of the 

repulsive non-DLVO force. This mechanism was first proposed by Jonsson and 

Wennerstrom (249) and improved by Kjellander (250). In this mechanism, the repulsive 

non-DLVO force has been considered as a result of a creation of image charge due to 

the dielectric discontinuity across the interface. The physical effect of the exclusion of 

some polarized water by an approaching surface is equivalent mathematically to the 

creation of image charges there. The interaction per primary charge site on the surface 

consists of two parts, one between a primary charge and its own images and the other 

between its images and other charge sites on the surfaces. Theoretically, the observed 

total non-DLVO force between two surfaces across a liquid of different dielectric con- 

stants is the summation of this type of forces over all possible pairs of image charges and 

charged sites on the surfaces. However, their treatment has led to the conclusion that 

the interaction is generally dominated, for large separation distances, by the interaction 

of primary charge sites with their own images (250). According to an image-charge 

model, the non-DLVO forces are essentially electrostatic in nature. Although this model 
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explains reasonably the repulsive non-DLVO forces between lecithin lamellae separated 

by water if suitable parameters are chosen, the general exponential force law as observed 

experimentally can only be fitted by using very special, unrealistic orientations and dis- 

tributions of surface charge sites. The calculated force has been found to vary signif- 

icantly or even to change the sign with the parameters chosen. A question may also 

arise when this mechanism is used to explain the absence of a monotonic non-DLVO 

force in some systems, such as mica plates interacting through pure water, as studied by 

Israelachvili and Adams (70), or mica plates interacting through isotropic liquids (251). 

The polarization of water molecules near the surface by an electrical field of sol- 

ids has been proposed as one of the possible mechanisms for repulsive non-DLVO forces 

(252-253). It has been found that the polarization normal to the surface will be con- 

served until a defect such as Bjerrum defects which are much more numerous than ionic 

defects, is encountered. Therefore, the polarization profile will be associated with a 

density profile of Bjerrum defects. Since the polarizations on the normal direction from 

both surfaces are opposite, a repulsive force is expected as a result of the competing 

demands on water polarization by the two surfaces, which increases as two such surfaces 

approach closer to each other. The problem becomes analogous to the Gouy- 

Chapman theory of double layer interaction, with the electrical field and ions being 

replaced by polarization and Bjerrum defects, respectively. The presence of electrolyte 

ions will significantly increase the density of the defects, resulting in a substantially de- 

creased decay length as observed experimentally. By realizing that the polarization will 

vanish within the first few layers of liquid molecules adjacent to the surface-if this surface 

induces the dipoles of liquid parallel to the surface, as in the case of a hydrophobic sur- 

face, it is difficult to account for the long-range attractive non-DLVO forces, as observed 

experimentally between two strongly hydrophobic surfaces, according to this mech- 
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anism. Therefore, the polarization mechanism can hardly be extended to account for 

generally observed non-DI.VO forces, whether they are repulsive or attractive. 

It has been suggested that the very long range attraction between strongly 

hydrophobic surfaces embedded in water could be due to the induced electrostatic fluc- 

tuations between neutral bodies (254), the same origin as the classical van der Waals 

forces. It is the anomalous electrostatic respanse of water molecules adjacent to strongly 

hydrophobic surfaces that gives rise to the remarkable attractions measurable at large 

separation distances when the surfaces are coupled via bulk water and electrolyte. The 

substantial density fluctuation is expected near hydrophobic surfaces since water mole- 

cules there are thermodynamically metastable, as reflected by the spontaneous cavitation 

upon the contact between surfaces. These density fluctuations may give an enhanced 

electrostatic response. The theoretical treatment leads to an attraction which decays 

exponentially as the distance between two surfaces increases. The decay length has been 

found to be one half of the Debye screening length as defined by Equation [2.75]. This 

finding is qualitatively consistent with the experimentally observed salt- dependence of 

decay length (213) and with the conclusion that the decay length is determined solely 

by the solution conditions, as drawn from the mean-field gradient approach. Since 

electrostatic fluctuation starts at one surface and induces a response at the other surface, 

which returns and then interacts with the original fluctuation, the distance travelled is 

actually twice the separation. This explains why this type of fluctuation force decays 

twice as fast as the usual mean-field double layer repulsion. However, the theory based 

on the electrostatic fluctuation mechanism predicts a force too weak to account for the 

experimentally observed hydrophobic attraction. This theory is also unable to explain 

the repulsive non-DLVO forces. 

oe “The most satisfatory explanation can be obtained by considering the origin of 

non-DLVO forces, attractive or repulsive, as the structuring of liquid molecules under 
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the influence of the surfaces. Due to the geometrical restriction, the hydrogen bond 

network existing in bulk water has to be broken. In order to minimize the loss of hy- 

drogen bonds, only a limited number of configurations is possible, depending on the 

nature of the surfaces. The effect is exacerbated at smaller separations, resulting in a 

steep increase in the non-DLVO forces. However, it is important to distinguish the 

language of structure used here from that used in thermodynamics. In thermodynamics, 

the structure indicates a decrease in the degree of molecular freedom or the number of 

configurations of molecules, which results in an increase in free energy. According to 

thermodynamics, the removal of the structured water molecules from the vicinity of the 

surfaces to the less structured bulk phase will give a decreased free energy, corresponding 

to a more favorable state. Therefore, it becomes confusing that both hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic surfaces make water molecules more ordered in the vicinities of the surfaces, 

but hydrophobic surfaces induce the attractive hydrophobic force while hydrophilic 

surfaces induce the repulsive hydration force. Based on the thermodynamics, both cases 

will give an increased entropy when structured water is released from the interlayer re- 

{
 gion to the bulk, resulting in a negative component of the free energy change. 

In order to understand this phenomenon physically, Isearalachvili (1, 252) has 

presented a schematic digram as replicated in Figure 2.5, demonstrating how the differ- 

ent orientations of water molecules near hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces could 

give attractive and repulsive structural forces, respectively. Figure 2.5 (a) shows a wall- 

parallel orientation of water molecules near two hydrophobic surfaces as found in mo- 

lecular simulations. The structural change from bulk water to this type of orientation 

is entropically very unfavorable. During the approach of these two surfaces, the water 

molecules in this region are able to rearrange themselves due to their spherical geometry 

of electronic distribution. This rearrangement will give a configuration of cooperative 

alignment which also satisfies the required wall-parallel orientation as shown in Figure 
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Figure 2.5. 
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Schematic Illustration of Water Structure Confined between Two Sur- 

a. A Paratlel Orientation to the Strongly Hydrophobic Surfaces 

b. A Perpendicular Oritation to the hydrophilic Surfaces 
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2.5 (a), resulting in a net attractive solvation force. The water molecules around a 

charged hydrophilic surface, on the other hand, are of a wall-normal orientation as also 

recognized in the molecular simulation. When two hydrophilic surfaces approach each 

other, the water molecules are unable to adjust themselves due to the strong influence 

of the surface electrical field. As a consequence, antiparallel orientation of water mole- 

cules in the middle of the interlayer, as illustrated in Figure 2.5 (b), leads to repulsive 

solvation forces. | _s 

It is clear that, experimentally, the structural forces represent everything that 

cannot be understood and, theoretically, they are everything that goes beyond the 

DLVO theory. Therefore, the issue is not properly formulated and controversial argu- 

ments are still under dispute. The structural component of surface forces can possibly 

be described quantatively only through defining a quantity that reflects the statistically 

averaged ordering of liquid (253). This quantity, called the ordering parameter, is ac- 

cessible through computer simulations, such as the Monte Carlo simulation or the mo- 

lecular dynamics simulation. Combined with this quantity, the mean-field gradient 

theory is able to give a satisfactory explanation of non-DLVO forces, attractive and 

repulsive, as has been discussed in Section 2.5.3. 

It is worth mentioning at the end of this chapter, that the materials presented in 

this review only reflect the limited knowledge and availability of material to the author. 

Surface forces are such a broad subject and involve such a wide range of areas that it is 

difficult, if not impossible, to cover every important detail in a review of limited size. 

A multidisciplinary knowledge is called for in order to have a better understanding and 

a more complete picture of this subject. The interest in the topic is still growing rapidly 

over a wide range of areas. 

Since the importance of van der Waals attraction and electrostatic repulsion is 

well-known and the theorv of these two interactions has been fairly well established, in 
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the subsequent two chapters, the focus will be on the role of the third interaction, in 

particular, the hydrophobic interaction. As far as the classical DLVO theory is con- 

cerned, only very brief descriptions are given in these two chapters simply because de- 

tailed imformation has been included in this review. For more details, it would be 

helpful to come back to this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTION IN COAGULATION 

3.1 Introduction 

As has been discussed in Chapter 2, the classical DLVO theory of colloid stability 

has been successfully applied to many aqueous colloidal systems, particularly, to those 

in which only attractive dispersion and repulsive electrostatic interactions are operating 

between particles. However, some colloidal systems exhibit unusually strong interaction 

forces other than those considered in the DLVO theory (1). The additional forces may 

be repulsive or attractive, depending on the nature of the system (2). 

The steric repulsion between adsorbed polymer layers (3-5) and repulsive hy- 

dration forces (1-2, 6-10) are well known. It is also well documented that for very 

hydrophobic substances, the attractive forces predicted by the DLVO theory are far 

weaker than those which can actually be measured in experiments (1, 11-18). These 

unexpectedly large attractive forces have been observed for hydrophobized mica and 

methylated silica using the apparatus developed by Israelachvili (1, 7, 11-14) or by 

Derjaguin (15-16) and are generally referred to as the hydrophobic effect. 

Even though the hydrophobic interaction has been intensively studied as a func- 

tion of distance (17-25), it is still an open question as to how hydrophobic interaction 

is related to the hydrophobicity of surfaces (25). It is of more practical importance to 
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quantitatively describe the role of hydrophobic interaction in a coagulation/dispersion 

process. The purpose of this chapter is to study the magnitude of hydrophobic inter- 

action as a function of the surface hydrophobicity by means of examing the coagulation 

behavior of hydrophobic colloid systems. 

In this chapter, a series of coagulation experiments has been carried out using 

coal samples oxidized to different extents and silica samples with and without 

methylation. The hydrophobic effects observed in these experiments have been 

quantitatively evaluated so that the DLVO theory can be extended to describe the sta- 

bility of very hydrophobic particle suspensions as well. 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Sample Preparation 

A run-of mine coal (1.4% ash) from the Lower Cedar Grove seam, Virginia, was 

the primary coal sample used in this study. For contact angle measurements, chunky 

specimens were cut by a diamond saw and wet polished successively using 6-, 3-, and 

1/4-um diamond pastes on a Texmet-covered disk. The final polishing was made with 

0.05-um alumina powder cn a microcloth-covered disk to obtain a mirror-like, smooth 

surface. 

The rest of the run-of-mine sample was crushed to -6 mm using a laboratory 

hammer mill. The crushed coal was then split into representative lots of approximately 

500 gram each, placed in air-tight containers, and stored in a freezer at -20 °C to mini- 

mize unintentional oxidation. Prior to the experiments, the crushed coal samples were 

dry-pulverized in a bench-scale hammer mill and the products were dry-screened. The 

-400 mesh fraction with an average particle size of 5 wm was used for the coagulation 
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experiments, and -210 + 125-ym fraction was saved for heat of wetting and heat of dis- 

placement measurements. Some of the coal samples were artificially oxidized for 24 

hours at elevated temperatures in an air convection oven. 

A -10-ym silica sample with an average diameter of 3.2 wm was obtained from the 

Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp. A portion of the silica sample was methylated using a 

procedure similar to those described by Laskowski and Kitchener (26) and by Blake and 

Ralston (27). A 100-gram silica sample preheated at 75 °C in an air convection oven for 

24 hours was contacted with 450 ml of trimethylchlorosiliane (TMCS) solution (20% 

by volume) prepared in cyclohexane. The initial contact was made in an ultrasonic bath 

for 10 minutes, and then the mixture was left to stand in an ambient environment for 

15 hours to complete the reaction. The methylated silica was separated from the sol- 

ution by filtering and washing with pure cyclohexane and dried at 75 °C for 24 hours. 

For the contact angle measurements, fused silica plates were methylated in a similar 

manner. All the liquid chemicals used in this study are of spectral-grade. They were 

used without any further purification except dehydration with molecular sieves. 

3.2.2 Coagulation Tests 

A 10-gram coal sample (-400 mesh) suspended in a 500-ml KCL solution of 

10-3 M concentration and given pH was agitated for 5 minutes at 1000 rpm. The mixing 

tank is schematically shown in Appendix I as Figure I.1. It was made of a 

3%-in.-diameter Plexiglas cylinder and equipped with four baffles and a variable-speed 

impeller of 1% inch diameter. After the agitation, the suspension was allowed to settle 

for 3 minutes and then 300 ml of the supernatant was removed by siphoning. The solids 

in the supernatant were weighed after filtration and drying. The coagulation efficiency 

(E,) was calculated as: 
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W, x 100 , [3.1] E,= 

in which W, refers to the initial weight of solids in a given volume (300 ml) of the sus- 

pension before coagulation, and W, refers to that in the supernatant after coagulation. 

For the coagulation of silica, a 5-gram sample was used in each experiment. The 

suspension was agitated at 500 rpm, and a | minute settling time was employed. 

3.2.3 Contact Angle Measurements 

Contact angles were measured at 25+2°C using a contact angle gomiometer 

(Rame-Hart). The sessile drop technique was employed inside a closed container in or- 

der to take the measurements at equilibrium vapor pressure. The drops were formed by 

introducing roughly 1 microliter liquid onto the plates with the help of a microliter 

syringe. At least 20 equilibrium contact angles were measured at different sites and 

specimens and averaged. The technique was checked by measuring the contact angles 

of water droplets on a paraffin-covered glass plate. The average value of 107.3° with a 

standard deviation of 2.1° was in good agreement with the published value of 110° (28). 

3.2.4 Heat of Wetting and Heat of Displacement Measurements 

Approximately 0.1 grams of coal sample (-210 +125 wm) were placed inside a 

Microscal flow microcalorimeter, evacuated at 10 Torr and room temperature for 

about 5 hours, and then contacted by heptane while monitoring the heat of wetting. 

After the sample was completely wetted as indicated by a steady state base line, 

double-distilled water was introduced into the cell at a flow rate of 3.3 ml/hr using a 
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microsyringe pump. The heat measured as such represents the enthalpy change in the 

displacement of heptane by water primarily from the polar sites of the sample. 

3.2.5 Electrokinetic Studies 

Zeta potentials were measured using a Pen Kem Model 501 lazer zee meter. The 

sample suspension was prepared by dispersing 0.02 grams of the -5 wm sample in 500 

ml of 10-3 M KCI solution. At a given experimental condition, at least three (-poten- 

tial readings of different runs were taken and averaged. 

3.3. Experimental Results 

33.1 Coagulation and Electrokinetic Studies 

Figure 3.1 shows the coagulation and ¢-potential data obtained as a function of 

pH on both fresh and oxidized (140 °C) coal samples. The fresh coal is shown to coag- 

ulate over a wide range of pH values, from 3.8 to 8.9. The dotted lines in Figure 3.1 

show how the upper critical coagulation pH limit and the corresponding ¢-potential are 

determined. The low pH limit and the corresponding ¢-potential can be determined 

likewise. It is interesting to note that at the upper and lower critical coagulation pH 

limits, the ¢-potentials, i.e., 42 and -43 mV, respectively, are of approximately the same 

magnitude. The fact that the fresh coal can coagulate at such high ¢-potentials suggests 

that there exists a highly attractive force which can overcome the strong electrostatic 

repulsive force. As will be evident later in this chapter, the attractive force is much larger 

than the dispersion forces considered in the DLVO theory. This excess attractive force 

may be referred to as the hydrophobic interaction force. 
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Figure 3.1. Coagulation and ¢-potential Measurements on Fresh and Oxidized (140 
°C) Coal Samples as a Function of pH 
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Figure 3.1 also shows that the oxidation of the coal samples at 140 °C did not 

change the ¢-potential values appreciably, while the effective pH range for coagulation 

was reduced significantly. The upper critical coagulation pH limit, which will be desig- 

nated as pH, was lowered to 7.3, at which point the corresponding ¢-potential value 

(f.) was only -23 mV. The fact that no coagulation is possible at higher ¢-potentials 

suggests that oxidation significantly reduced the hydrophobic interaction force. It ap- 

pears that only some phenol surface groups, which are not very sensitive surface poten- 

tial determining groups, were generated by the mild oxidation at 140 °C. However, these 

phenol groups may reduce the surface hydrophobicity slightly, resulting in a significant 

reduction in the hydrophobic interaction force as observed experimentally. 

The results obtained with coal samples oxidized at higher temperatures, 1.e., 170 

and 200 °C, are shown in Figure 3.2. One can see that after such a severe oxidation, the 

hydrophobic interaction force was further reduced, so that coagulation could occur only 

at pH near the i.e.p. of the coal sample. The ¢-potential values at pH,’s were less than 5 

mV in magnitude. At these low ¢-potentials, the dispersion forces would be sufficient to 

overcome the electrostatic repulsive force, in which case the DLVO theory may be per- 

fectly applicable. It is possible that the hydrophobic force is still operating in these 

systems, but its magnitude must be smaller than that of the dispersion and electrostatic 

forces. 

The results of the coagulation experiments conducted with natural and 

methylated silica samples are shown in Figure 3.3 along with their €-potential data. It 

shows that natural silica did not coagulate at any pH, even at its i.e.p., which is difficult 

to explain on the basis of the DLVO theory. Other investigators (29-31) reported similar 

results, which Churaev and Derjaguin (2) attributed to the repulsive hydration (or 

structural) force. On the contrary, with the methylated silica, the coagulation occurred 

over a wide pH range extending up to pH 10.7, which is well above its i.e.p.. At this 
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Figure 3.2. Coagulation and ¢-potential Measurements on Coal Samples Oxidized 
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pH., the C-potential was as high as -51 mV. As proposed (32), the surface methylation 

of silica samples occurs in terms of the following reaction: 

—Si— OH + CISi(CH;),;— —Si— O — Si(CH3),+ HCl, 

which forms hydrocarbon groups on the surface and reduces surface concentration of 

OH groups. As a result, the surface hydrophobicity of silica samples increases signi- 

ficantly upon methylation. This finding suggests that a strong attractive interaction 

force, which has not been considered in the classical DLVO theory, is induced due to the 

increased hydrophobicity of the solid surface. 

Table 3.1. Critical pH and ¢-Potential Values Obtained Experimentally for Coag- 
ulation of Coal and Silica Samples 

  

  

    

  

COAL 

Parameters Oxidation Temperature (°C) Silica 

25 140 170 200 Methy. Natural 

pH, 8.9 7.3 3.8 1.5 10.7 --- 

¢. (mV) -43.0 -22.0 -5.0 -5.0 -51.0 --- 

  

Table 3.1 summarizes the results presented in Figures 3.1-3.3. It shows that very 

hydrophobic solids, such as fresh coal and methylated silica, can coagulate at pH values 

far above their i.e.p.’s, where the €-potential values are in excess of -40 mV. This was 

possible most likely because of the presence of a large hydrophobic interaction force. 

As the coal was oxidized, however, the hydrophobic interaction force was reduced and, 
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Figure 3.3. Coagulation and ¢-potential Measurements on Silica Samples with and 
without Methylation as a Function of pH 
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as a result, the coagulation occurred at pH values close to its i.e.p., Where the 

¢-potential was low. 

3.3.2 Characterizations of Surface Forces 

In order to have a better understanding of the surface forces operating during 

coagulation, a series of methylene iodide and water contact angle measurements were 

carried out. Since the nondispersion component of surface free energy (y"“) of methylene 

iodide is negligible (2.3 erg/cm’) (33), it is possible to determine the dispersion compo- 

nent of the surface free energy of a solid (y¢) using the equation (33): 

2 
d (1 + cos 6,,)y, 

yy = he ’ 

in which 9, is the contact angle of methylene iodide on solid, y,, (= 50.8 erg/cm?) is the 

[3.2] 

surface free energy of methylene iodide, and y4 (= 48.5 erg/cm?) is its dispersion compo- 

nent. The methylene iodide was chosen as a reference liquid also because of its high 

boiling point (180 °C), low viscosity and relatively high surface free energy. 

The experimental contact angles and the calculated y? values for the coal and 

silica samples used in the present work are given in Table 3.2. It is shown that y? value 

increases slightly as the coal becomes severely oxidized at higher temperatures. This can 

be attributed to the increased concentration of oxygen-containing functional groups 

such as carbonyl, carboxyl, and hydroxyl groups that are more polarizable than the 

hydrocarbon groups of the unoxidized coal surface. According to these results, the 

dispersion interaction energy should increase with increasing oxidation, which in turn 

suggests, based on the DLVO theory, that coagulation should be favored with an in- 

creasing degree of oxidation. Of course, this is contrary to what has been observed in 
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experiments as shown in Table 3.1 and Figures 1-3. Similary, the results obtained with 

methylated silica show that y¢ value decreased substantially after methylation, yet the 

methylated silica coagulated more readily while natural silica did not. These findings 

further substantiate the presence of a hydrophobic interaction force. 

Table 3.2. Dispersion Component of Surface Free Energies of Coal and Silica Sam- 
ples as Calculated from Methylene Iodide Contact Angles 

  

  

    

  

COAL 

Parameters Oxidation Temperature (°C) Silica 

25 75 140 170 200 Methy. Natural 

@,, (degree) 38.8 35.0 32.2 26.6 23.3 60.0 0.0 

y? (erg/cm?) 42.1 44.0 45.2 47.7 49.0 29.9 76.08 

  

Since y? fails to adequately describe the coagulation behavior of hydrophobic 

solids, the nondispersion component of work of adhesion (W24) of water on solids was 

determined from the contact angle measurements using the relationship: 

Wr4 = y (1 + cos Oy) — 2/ yay4_, [3.3] 

in which 6, is the water contact angle, y, is the surface free energy of liquid water and 

yZ is its dispersion component. The first term on the right hand side of Equation [3.3] 

represents the work of adhesion (W,) of water on a solid, and the second term represents 

its dispersion component (W%). Equation [3.3] can be derived as follows. The work of 

adhesion is related to the surface and interfacial tensions by Equation [3.4], 
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W.= st Yw— Vw = Wat We" , [3.4] 

in which y,, is the solid/water interfacial tension. The second equal sign follows that the 

work of adhesion can be decomposed into two major components, i.e., dispersion and 

nondispersion components. Rearranging the equation expressed by the second equal 

sign of Equation [3.4] results in: 

Wi = rst Iw Vw — We - 3.5] 

By introducing Young’s equation into Equation [3.5], Equation [3.6] is readily 

obtained: 

wr4 —y (1+cos6,)— We . [3.6] 

Expressing V4 explicitly in Equation [3.6] by Equation [3.7] (34) yields the above 

Equation [3.3] for calculating the values of W24 from the contact angle data. 

Weaver. (3.7] 

The values of experimentally measured contact angles of water on the solids are 

given in Table 3.3. From these measured contact angles, the nondispersion component 

of work of adhesion (W*) is calculated using Equation [3.3] and the results are given in 

Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4. Also shown in Figure 3.4 is the dispersion component of work 

of adhesion (W) of water on solids as a function of oxidation temperature. 

As shown, W4 is much more sensitive to changes in surface chemistry due to 

oxidation than W4, particularly when the exposure temperature is higher than approxi- 

mately 140 °C. Since the samples oxidized at the temperature above 140 °C were coag- 

ulated only when the ¢-potentials were low, as shown in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1, which 
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is in accordance with the DLVO theory, one can see that hydrophobic interaction force 

becomes insignificant after a high temperature oxidation. Similarly, there was a signif- 

icant reduction in W4 due to the methylation, which induced a strong hydrophobic 

interaction that cannot be described by the DLVO theory. Therefore, W:4 may be a 

useful parameter in relating the hydrophobic interaction energy to changes in surface 

chemistry. 

Table 3.3. W Values for Coal and Silica Samples Calculated from the Water Con- 
tact Angles 

  

  

    

  

COAL 

Parameters Oxidation Temperature (°C) Silica 

25 75 140 170 200 Methy. Natural 

@, (degree) 73.5 70.3 66.7 50.6 39.2 92.6 0.0 

Wet (erg/cm?) 32.9 35.1 38.5 52.9 63.6 18.4 >63.8 

  

Figure 3.5 shows the heats of wetting of coal by heptane and the heats of heptane 

displacement by water from the coal surface. It shows that the heat of wetting does not 

change significantly as coal undergoes oxidation with increasing temperature. This is 

not suprising because heptane would interact with coal primarily through a dispersion 

interaction, and y¢ does not change considerably with oxidation as shown in Table 3.2 

and Figure 3.4. On the other hand, the heat of heptane displacement by water is shown 

to increase significantly for the coal samples oxidized with increasing temperature. Note 

that the sharp increase above 140 °C corresponds closely to that observed for Wr4 as 

shown in Figure 3.4. This close correlation between heats of displacement and W74 sim- 
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ply shows that water interacts primarily with polar sites on the oxidized coal surface. 

Thus the results shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 support the view that W4 plays a more 

important role than does W4 in determining the hydrophobicity of a solid (34-35). 

3.4 Discussion 

As has been reviewed in Chapter 2, the stability of lyophobic colloids is, accord- 

ing to the classical DLVO theory, determined by the sum of electrostatic repulsive en- 

ergy (V,) and London-van der Waals dispersion interaction energy (V,), ie., 

Vr= Vp + V4 . [3.8] 

For convenience, the equations used in this chapter for calculating the values of 

V, and V, are briefly summarized here. For spherical particles of radius, a, separated 

by a distance, H , the electrostatic repulsive energy becomes (36-37): 

cay’ V_=—>~ In[1 + exp(—*H)] , [3.9]   

in which ¢ is the dielectric constant of the medium, x is the Debye reciprocal length, and 

Ww, is the stern potential. Although Equation [3.9] is derived based on the assumption 

that w, is less than 25 mV in magnitude, Hogg et al. (37) showed that Equation [3.9] is 

valid for yw, up to approximately 60 mV. 

The dispersion interaction energy can be calculated using the equation (38): 

aA3, OH [3.10] Vz=- 
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in which A,;, is the combined Hamaker constant. Equation [3.10] is valid when a> H. 

The combined Hamaker constant (A,;,) for two spheres in a medium can be estimated 

(39) by Equation [3.11] which is simplified from Lifshitz theory: 

2 (V4 ~ VAT 11 
1 1 =2.5x 108/41 Ag3 

In Equation [3.11], A,, and A,, refer to the Hamaker constants of the solid and 

the medium, respectively, in vacuum. Fowkes (33, 40) showed that these two Hamaker 

constants can be determined by: 

Ay = 6nrgy, [3.12] 

in which r,, is the intermolecular distance within the interacting body of the substance in 

question and y? refers to the dispersion component of the surface free energy of the 

substance in question. Fowkes suggested that 6zr? approximates 1.44 x 10-" cm for 

most materials. 

The typical total interaction energy calculated using Equation [3.8] as a function 

of interparticle separation shows a maximum at certain separation. According to the 

classical DLVO theory, the stability of suspension is mostly controlled by the magnitude 

of energy maximum (V,,,,) called energy barrier. The interaction energy barrier has been 

calculated as a function of ¢-potential in the range of -10 mV to 0 mV for the fresh and 

oxidized (200 °C) coal samples and for silica samples with and without methylation in 

view of the DLVO theory, i.e., using Equations [3.8], [3.9] and [3.10] in combination. 

The results are given in Figure 3.6. In the above calculations, the value of x is assumed 

to be 10 nm which corresponds to a solution concentration of 10-3 Af KCl as used in the 

coagulation experiments and ¢-potential measurements. The Hamaker constants were 
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estimated by means of Equations [3.11] and [3.12] using the y? values given in Table 3.2. 

The values of Hamaker constant calculated as such are given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4. Potential Energy Barriers at Critical pH of Coagulation and Hamaker 
Constants of Coal and Silica Samples 

  

  

  

  

COAL 

Parameters Oxidation Temperature (°C) Silica 

25 140 170 200 Methy. Natural 

A,, x 10?°(J) 6.07 6.51 6.87 7.06 4.31 10.9 

Aix, X 10?'(J) 5.24 6.71 8.00 8.72 0.96 22.6 

Vinax (KT) 2924 548 3.3 2.3 2901 --- 

  

As shown in Figure 3.6, V,,,, increases in the order of natural silica, oxidized coal, 

fresh coal and methylated silica at the same surface potential. Therefore, the suspension 

of methylated silica should, theoretically, be most stable followed by that of fresh coal, 

oxidized coal and natural silica, which is in an opposite order to what was experimentally 

observed. If 15 kT of potential energy barrier is considered as insurmountable, (41-43), 

i.e., the suspension is stable if V,,,>15 AT, theoretical €, values can be obtained by 

reading the {-potential values in Figure 3.6 which correspond to the intersections of each 

curve and a horizontal line of 1S kT. For the natural silica, oxidized coal, fresh coal and 

methylated silica, the obtained ¢, values are -10, -76., -5.7 and -4.8 mV, respectively. 

They correspond to pH, values of 2.2, 1.6, 6.4 and 2.8, respectively, as obtained from 

Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Comparing these values with experimentally obtained pH, val- 

ues of 1.5, 8.9 and 10.7 for oxidized coal, fresh coal and methylated silica samples, re- 
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spectively, it is not difficult to see that the observed pH, value is in excellent agreement 

with that calculated using the DLVO theory if the colloid is weakly hydrophobic, such 

as highly oxidized coal samples. However, the calculated pH, values are much lower 

than that experimentally obtained if the colloids are strongly hydrophobic, such as fresh 

coal and methylated silica. This discrepancy indicates the limitation of the DLVO the- 

ory in describing the stability of colloidal suspensions. 

In order to evaluate quantitatively the role of the hydrophobic interaction in 

coagulation, the interaction energy barriers at critical coagulation conditions were cal- 

culated using Equations [3.8], [3.9] and [3.10] in which w, is replaced by the ¢-potential 

value measured at critical coagulation pH. The results are also given in Table 3.4. One 

can see that the V,,,, values calculated as such decrease with increasing oxidation tem- 

perature, which suggests that coagulation should be favored as the coal becomes more 

oxidized. This is, of course, contrary to what was observed experimentally. As has been 

shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, fresh coal coagulates readily over a wide range of pH, 

while oxidized coals only coagulate over a narrow pH range near their i.e.p.’s. Energy 

barriers calculated for coal samples oxidized at 170 and 200 °C are less than 15 kT and, 

therefore, coagulation should be possible by thermal agitation alone. These findings 

therefore suggest that the DLVO theory is applicable to mildly hydrophobic particles 

such as those coal samples oxidized at temperatures above 140 °C but not to the 

strongly hydrophobic particles. 

Note that the energy barriers calculated using the DLVO theory for the fresh 

coal and methylated silica samples are particularly large and well above 15 kT. Obvi- 

ously, one must consider an additional energy term, such as hydrophobic interaction 

energy, which has not been considered in the DLVO theory to minimize the discrepancy 

between theory and experiment. Although it is not the main purpose of this chapter to 

discuss the nature of the hydrophobic interaction energy, it has been shown in the fore- 
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going section that W74 may be a useful parameter for describing the hydrophobic inter- 

action energy (V,,). Therefore, the V, values, which may be taken to be equal in 

magnitude but opposite in sign to V,,,,, are plotted as a function of W«4 in Figure 3.7. 

As shown, there is a sharp transition at W* near 40 erg/cm?. 

The V, versus W~ plot of Figure 3.7 can be represented by the functional form 

of: 

V =m _ 3.13 
4 1+ exp[b(W"4 — c)] 1S] 
  

which requires three parameters, i.e., V,, b and c, to fit the data. Using the nonlinear 

regression curve-fitting procedure, the three parameters have been determined , at a 95% 

confidence level, to be 

V,, = 2924.04£4.7 kT [3.14] 

b = 1.034+0.046 (erg/cm?*)" [3.15] 

and c = 37.08 0.07 erg/cr? . [3.16] 

The solid line shown in Figure 3.7 represents Equation [3.13] with the parameters being 

given by Equations [3.14], [3.15] and [3.16] and shows an excellent fit with the exper- 

imental data. 

The physical meaning of the three parameters of Equation [3.13] may be dis- 

cussed as follows. One can see that as W approaches zero, which is the case for very 

hydrophobic solids, Vy approximates —V,. Therefore, —V, represents the maximum 

hydrophobic interaction energy for very hydrophobic solids. This value is of the same 
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order of the magnitude as the hydrophobic interaction energy estimated using different 

approaches (44). 

When Wt=c, V, becomes —0.5V,. Therefore, c represents a transition point. 

Recently, Strém et al. (45) suggested that the hydrophobic/hydrophilic transition occurs 

when the hydrophilic number, which is defined as a ratio of W24 to W4, the latter being 

the nondispersion component of work of cohesion of water (103.6 erg/cm?), is 0.5. By 

substituting c for W4, one can obtain a hydrophilic number of 0.37 at the transition 

point. Since this value is less than 0.5, c may represent a transition between strongly 

hydrophobic and hydrophobic solids (2). It may also be noted that the hydrophobic 

interaction energy becomes significant when W24 < c. 

Beyond the transition point, 1e., We4 > c, Equation [3.13] becomes: 

Vig =— Vp, exp[ — (W3* — 0], [3.17] 

which shows that the hydrophobic interaction energy decreases exponentially with in- 

creasing W74. The parameter b represents how quickly the hydrophobic interaction en- 

ergy changes with W24. 

Since the hydrophobic interaction energy term has been missing in the classical 

DLVO theory for describing the coagulation behavior of strongly hydrophobic solids, 

Equation [3.13] may now be incorporated into Equation [3.10] to obtain: 

It is not certain at this point, however, how universally the third term can be 

applied. It is likely that at least two of the three parameters, i.e., V, and c, may be 

common to all the materials. It should be noted, nevertheless, that the results obtained 

with methylated silica samples fall on the same curve as that shown in Figure 3.7. Fur- 
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ther work is needed to determine the properties of the three parameters of Equation 

[3.17]. 

As an example of applying the role of hydrophobic interaction in coagulation to 

a practical problem, the fine coal cleaning using selective coagulation technique has been 

studied (46). It seems impossible to separate fine coal from mineral matter by selective 

coagulation because the magnitude of interaction potential energy barrier, calculated 

based on the DLVO theory, is of the same order of the magnitude for coal and mineral 

matter particles. This is chiefly due to the compensation of higher Hamaker constant 

of mineral matter with high polarizability for its relative high electrokinetic potential in 

a wide range of pH. The calculation based on the hydrophobic interaction model and the 

DLVO theory as well shows, however, that due to the presence of hydrophobic inter- 

action between strongly hydrophobic coal particles, which is one or two orders of mag- 

nitude of dispersion interaction energy, the selective hydrophobic coagulation of fine 

coal can be achieved at pH value of 9 at which mineral matters are in a highly dispersed 

state. Since the hydrophobic interaction is not significant between a very hydrophobic 

and a hydrophilic particles as found experimentally by Claesson et al. (18) and theore- 

tically by Il’in et al. (23), the heterocoagulation is unlikely to occur between very 

hydrophobic coal particles and hydrophilic mineral matter particles at such a high value 

of pH due to strong electrostatic repulsion between them. The batch test results of se- 

lective hydrophobic coal coagulation show the practical potential of the proposed 

hydrophobic interaction energy concept in mineral processing and separation science 

(46). 

In this chapter, the role of hydrophobic interaction energy in coagulation of 

strongly hydrophobic colloidal particles has been demonstrated. The satisfactory ex- 

planation of selective coagulation of fine coal has been obtained on the basis of the ex- 

tended DLVO theory in which hydrophobic interaction energy has been included. 
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However, the complete picture on the role of hydrophobic interaction in coagulation 

requires a quantitative description of this interaction as a function of separation distance 

between interacting particles. This subject will be studied in the next chapter. 

3.5 Summary and Conclusions 

A series of coagulation experiments has been carried out for coal samples 

oxidized at different temperatures and for natural and methylated silica samples. From 

the critical coagulation ¢-potential and the Hamaker constants determined in the present 

work, the maximum potential energy barrier for coagulation has been calculated using 

the classical DLVO theory. It has been found that for strongly hydrophobic solids, the 

energy barrier calculated as such is too large to explain the experimental observations. 

An assumption has, therefore, been made that this energy barrier must be overcome by 

a hydrophobic interaction energy which has not been accounted for in the classical 

DLVO theory. 

An expression for the hydrophobic interaction energy has been derived as a 

function of the nondispersion component of work of adhesion, which can readily be de- 

termined from the water contact angle measurements. The expression requires three 

parameters to fit the data obtained with coal and methylated silica samples. The phys- 

ical meaning of the three parameters has been discussed. 
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CHAPTER 4 A THEORY OF HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTION 

4.1. Introduction 

It is widely recognized that the stability of very hydrophobic colloidal suspen- 

sions can not be adequately described by the classical DLVO theory. Many investi- 

gators have provided both theoretical and experimental evidence for the existence of 

force(s) other than the dispersion and electrostatic forces considered in the DLVO theory 

(1-11). However, the origin of this so called non-DLVO force remains controversial. 

Many inverstigators (7, 12-17) consider it entropic in origin, arising mainly from the 

configurational rearrangement of water molecules in the vicinity of hydrophobic sur- 

_faces, while others believe that it is due to phase changes in the interlayer between two 

surfaces in close proximity (1, 10, 18) or to anomalous polarization of water molecules 

near hydrophobic surfaces (4-5, 19-21). Churaev and Derjaguin (2) referred to it asa 

structural force and suggested that it can be repulsive between two interacting 

hydrophilic surfaces and attractive for strongly hydrophobic surfaces. They also noted 

that the classical DLVO theory was developed specifically for those “hydrophobic 

colloids” that do not exhibit any structural force. 

In Chapter 3, evidence for the existence of non-DLVO forces operating in the 

coagulation of hydrophobic coal and methylated silica samples was presented. A 
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method of estimating the magnitude of the hydrophobic interaction energy from simple 

coagulation experiments was proposed. An expression was then formulated to relate the 

hydrophobic interaction energy to the nondispersion component of work of adhesion 

(Wr) of water on the solids, which has been shown by Kitchener (22) and Laskowski 

(23) to be more important than the dispersion component (W¢) in determining the 

hydrophobicity of a solid. 

In this chapter, further evidence for the existence of attractive non-DLVO forces 

is presented based on coagulation studies conducted on silica samples methylated to 

different extents. Also, the expression for the hydrophobic interaction energy has been 

modified to show the exponential decay of the interaction energy with increasing sepa- 

ration distance. The possible mechanisms of hydrophobic interaction are discussed in 

detail. 

4.2 Experimental 

The nature of the silica sample and the methylation procedure used in this 

chapter are the same as described in Chapter 3. The sample is methylated as a means 

of controlling the hydrophobicity, using trimethylchrolosilane (TMCS) solutions of dif- 

ferent concentrations as prepared in cyclohexane. The methylated silica samples were 

subjected to coagulation experiments, in which 5 gram samples were mixed in a specially 

designed container, as shown in Appendix I, with 500 ml KCI solutions (10-3? M) for 5 

minutes at 500 rpm. The suspension was then allowed to settle for 1 minute before 300 

ml of the supernatant was siphoned off. The weight of the silica sample in the 

supernatant was measured to determine the coagulation efficiency (£,) as defined in 

Equation [3.1]. The ¢-potentials of the methylated silica samples were determined using 

a Pen-Kem Lazer Zee Meter (Model 501) at 0.004% solids and 10-> M KCI solution. 
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The Hamaker constants were determined using the methylene iodide contact angle 

technique (24). Further details of these experimental procedures and the calculation 

methods were given in Chapter 3. 

The values of 4 were determined on silica plates methylated in TMCS solutions 

of different concentrations using the water-in-octane contact angle technique similar to 

that described by David and Misra (25). This technique is based on the following re- 

lationship: 

d 
Wr = Vw — Yo + Vwo COS Pwo » [4.1] 

in which y, and y, (= 21.8 erg/cm?) are the surface tensions of water and octane, respec- 

tively, and y,, (= 49.8 erg/cm?) is the interfacial tension between water and octane. The 

contact angle (0,,) in Equation [4.1] refers to that of the water droplet on the solid sur- 

face immersed in octane. Equation [4.1] can be readily derived by combining the fol- 

lowing relationships: 

W, = W4+ Wed (4.2) 

Wi=Vit Vu Veo [4.3] 

Yow = Vso — Ywo COS 4, [4.4] 

Yo = Vet Vo — 2 Y278 [4.5] 

and Wwe = Me + Yo 2/ybys_ [4.6] 

where W, is the work of adhesion of water on solid and W4, its dispersion component, 

y, 18 the solid surface tension and y%, its dispersion component, and y,, and y,, are the 

interfacial tensions of solid/water and solid/octane interfaces, respectively. Equation 

[4.2] shows the decomposibility of work of adhesion into dispersion and nondispersion 
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components, while Equation [4.3] is simply a definition of work of adhesion and 

Equation [4.4] represents the application of Young’s equation to the present system of 

contact angle measurement. Fowkes’ equation applied to the solid/octane and 

water/octane interfaces yields Equations [4.5] and [4.6], respectively. During the course 

of derivation of Equation [4.1], the terms of W¢ corresponding to water/solid and 

octane/solid interfaces has been canceled with each other because y?¢ equals y? ( = y,). 

In the contact angle measurements, a water droplet was released on the silica 

plate through a microliter syringe after the plate had been immersed in octane for 15 

minutes. The contact angle was then measured through the water phase using a 

goniometer after the droplet had rested on the surface for 10 minutes. At least 20 

readings were taken from 10 different droplets formed on 4 different silica plates and 

averaged. The technique was checked using a fused silica plate methylated in TMCS 

solution of 20% (by volume) concentration. Wr value of 16.9 erg/cm? obtained using 

this method is in good agreement with that of 18.4 erg/cm? obtained using the method 

as described in Chapter 3. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Theoretical Analysis 

It has been shown in Chapter 3 that the total potential energy (V;) between two 

particles interacting in a medium consists of three components, which include 

electrostatic interaction energy (V,), dispersion interaction energy (V,) and hydrophobic 

interaction energy (V,,) as given by Equation [3.18]. The first two terms on the right hand 

side of Equation [3.18] may be explicitly represented by Derjaguin’s solution (26) and 

Hamaker equation (27) for spherical particles as given by Equations [3.9] and [3.10], re- 
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spectively. In order to show the separation distance dependence of hydrophobic inter- 

action energy, the third term on the right hand side of Equation [3.18] may be replaced 

by the expression derived from mean-field gradient approach in the form of a large 

particle-particle separation approximation, which is identical to that obtained exper- 

imentally by Israelachvili and Pashley (6). Thus Equation [3.18] may be rewritten as: 

2 
cay aA CaD 

Vr= Int + expl — «)]—5y ——z exe(— >) [4.7]   

in which C is the hydrophobic interaction parameter and D, is the decay length, with the 

other symbols being the same as that given in Equations [3.9] and [3.10]. It should be 

noted that in Equation [4.7], V,, is described by a single exponential term, but some of 

the recent investigations (3-5, 10, 12) have shown that two independent exponential 

terms are needed to fit the experimental results obtained from direct force measurements. 

However, for the purpose of describing coagulation experiments which are controlled 

by long range forces, one exponential term with a long decay length may be sufficient. 

If all the parameters are known, Equation [4.7] can be used to calculate the po- 

tential energy barrier (V,,,,) against coagulation and the distance (H,) at which V,,,, lo- 

cates. H,, is also the distance where the intervening film (or disjoining film) between the 

two particles begins to rupture spontaneously. Until this critical film thickness is 

reached, the film thinning process must rely on the kinetic energy (V,) of the system. 

Thus, under dynamic conditions, the coagulation will occur when V, of the 

interacting particles at the moment of collision equals or exceeds V,,,, but is less than the 

adhesion energy (V,) holding the particles together. This coagulation condition can be 

described mathematically by Equation [4.8]: 

Vinax = Ve Ss Ve - [4.8] 
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Substituting Equation [4.7] at H = H,, into Equation [4.8] for the boundary con- 

dition of coagulation, one obtains: 

ea) 
2 

aA CaDy 
12H, 2 

    

H, 
In[1 + exp( — KH,,,)] — exp( — >, )-V¥,=0. [4.9] 

0 

The kinetic energy (V,) in Equation [4.9] is determined by the hydrodynamics of 

the system. For the conditions employed in the coagulation experiments, the kinetic 

energy of mixing can be estimated using the following equation: 

Vp.=> ul; , [4.10] J 
2 

in which uz (= mm,/(m, + m)) is the reduced mass of interacting particles of masses m, 

and m, and U, is their relative velocity at the moment of collision which can be calcu- 

lated using the method described by Delichatsios and Probstein (28) and Nataga (29), 

as given in Appendix I. The value of V, calculated as such for the coagulation system 

of silica suspensions is approximately 3 KT, which is comparable to the thermal agitation 

energy. Therefore, the conditions employed in the present work may be considered 

perikinetic and, hence, the value of V, may be taken to be 15 kT (30-33). 

At the separation distance H, where V,,,, occurs, the following condition must 

be satisfied: 

  

adVy 

dH |H=H, = 9 - [4.11] 

Substituting Equation [4.7] into Equation [4.11] and replacing H with H,, yield: 

2 caw, exp( — KH,,) aA Ca Hm 

“2 T¥exp(—KH,) 2H? 2 exp(— =) = 0. [4.12] 
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Using the methods described in Chapter 3, most of the parameters except for 

C, D, and H,, of Equations [4.9] and [4.12] can be determined experimentally. If only 

one of the three parameters is known, the other two unknowns can be determined by 

solving Equations [4.9] and [4.12] simultaneously. 

Rabinovich and Derjaguin (4-5) reported that two methylated quartz fibers im- 

mersed in a 10+ M KCI solution jumped into a contact position when the separation 

distance (H) between them reached 20 nm. Therefore, this value may be taken as H,, for 

the system investigated by these investigators. They reported the values of receding and 

advancing contact angles of water on the methylated quartz fiber to be 80° and 100°, 

respectively. These values are almost the same as those measured in the present work 

as given in Chapter 3. For the silica plate methylated in 20% (by volume) TMCS sol- 

ution, the equilibrium contact angle was measured at 25 °C to be 92.9° on the average. 

Therefore, the powdered silica sample treated in the same solution and used for coag- 

ulation experiments in the present work may be considered to have a similar surface 

characteristic and, hence, its H, may be assumed to be the same (20 nm) as measured 

by Rabinovich and Derjaguin using the methylated quartz fibers. 

Equations [4.9] and [4.12] can now be solved simultaneously to find that the 

values of parameter C and D, are -1.896 erg/cm? and 10.3 nm, respectively. For this cal- 

culation, the value of wy, has been considered to be the same as the critical ¢-potential 

(¢.=-51 mV) for coagulation and the value of A,,;, has been determined to be 

0.1 x 10-” J using the methylene iodide contact angle method as described in Chapter 

3. 

The value of the decay length (D,) determined in thepresent work is close to that 

of 12.2 nm as obtained by Rabinovich and Derjaguin from the direct force measurement 

on hydrophobized quartz fibers (4-5). Also, the value of the hydrophobic interaction 
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parameter (C) is comparable to that of -2.51 mJ/m? as obtained in the same manner 

(4-5). 

As has been noted, the value of H,, has been assumed to be 20 nm on the basis 

of the similar contact angle values reported by Rabinovich and Derjaguin and those 

obtained in the present work. It should be noted, however, that the electrolyte concen- 

tration used in the present work was different from that used in Rabinovich and 

Derjaguin’s measurements and, hence, the value of H, for the system studied in the 

present work may not be exactly 20 nm. For this reason, a series of calculations have 

been made using different values of D, in Equations [4.9] and [4.12]. The results, given 

in Figure 4.1, show that a larger change in H/, results in relatively small changes in both 

D, and C values when H,, is in the range of 8 to 35 nm. Therefore, an error in assuming 

the value of H, may not significantly affect the outcome of the calculations of C and 

D, values. Since all the parameters of Equation [4.7] are now known for the silica sample 

treated in 20% TMCS solution, one can calculate each component, ie., Vp, V, and V, 

of the total interaction energy (V;). Figure 4.2 shows the results of the calculations 

made as a function of separation distance (H) at the critical pH of coagulation. It shows 

that for the case of strongly hydrophobic silica suspensions, the attractive dispersion 

interaction (V,) plays a minor role in determining its stability. It is the repulsive 

electrostatic interaction (V,) and the attractive hydrophobic interaction (V,) energies 

that dominate the stability. 

4.3.2 Derivation of an Expression for V, 

In order to derive a common expression of V,, for solids having different degrees 

of hydrophobicity, a series of coagulation tests and ¢-potential measurements have been 

conducted using powdered silica samples methylated at different TMCS concentrations. 
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To obtain the Hamaker Constants, methylene iodide contact angles were measured on 

silica plates treated with the same TMCS solutions. 

Table 4.1. Values of H,, and C as Calculated Using Equations [4.11] and [4.13] 

  

% TMCS by Volume . 

Parameters 0.05 0.10 1.00 10.00 20.00 
  

  

pH, --- 5.1 9.2 10.3 10.7 

¢, (mV) --- -30.0 -50.0 -50.0 -51.0 

6, (degrees) 44.1 46.1 53.7 60.2 60.0 

A,, x 10% (J) 5.66 5.49 4.86 4.29 4.31 

Aix, x 1077 (J) 4.01 3.53 1.99 0.93 0.96 

H,, (nm) --- 15.8 20.2 20.4 20.6 

C (erg/cm?) --- -0.612 -1.812 -1.818 -1.895 

  

Figure 4.3 shows the results of coagulation tests and ¢-potential measurements. 

The silica samples methylated at a TMCS concentration of less than 0.05% by volume 

do not show any coagulation even at its é.e.p., where the electrostatic repulsive energy 

is minimum. This finding is similar to what has been observed with unmethylated silica 

samples as shown in Chapter 3, indicating that silica samples methylated at such a low 

level of TMCS concentrations are still hydrophilic. However, as the silica samples are 

methylated at higher TMCS concentrations, coagulation occurs more readily, as shown 

in Figure 4.3. Note that the pH range where coagulation occurs is extended to a higher 
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pH with increasing TMCS concentration. Since the ¢-potential value of methylated 

silica increases with increasing pH, this finding suggests that the electrostatic repulsive 

energy can be more readily overcome with an increasing degree of methylation and, 

hence, hydrophobicity. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of the coagulation tests plotted in Figure 4.3, 

including the results obtained using the samples methylated at 20% TMCS solution as 

given in Chapter 3. It is shown that the critical pH of coagulation (pH,) and the mag- 

nitude of corresponding ¢-potential (¢,) for coagulation increase with increasing TMCS 

concentration. The method for obtaining such information from the data shown in 

Figure 4.3 has been described in Chapter 3. Also shown in Table 4.1 are the methylene 

iodide contact angles, which can be used to determine the Hamaker constants (4,,) and 

then to estimate the combined Hamaker constant (A,;,) using Equations [3.12] and [3.11], 

respectively. The ¢, and A,;, values, obtained as such, can be used to calculate the values 

of V, and V,, respectively. 

Although it is possible that the decay lengths (D,) for the silica samples used in 

the present work may change with varying degrees of methylation, an assumption is 

made that they remain constant and that their value is 10.3 nm. According to the 

mean-filed gradient theory as discussed in Chapter 2, the decay length is determined 

solely by the solution conditions. Since the suspension conditions were kept the same 

in the present studies, this assumption appears to be reasonable. Under this assumption, 

one can then calculate H, and C values by simultaneously solving Equations [4.10] and 

[4.13]. The results are shown in Table 4.1. It can be seen that the calculated values of H,, 

increase with increasing degrees of methylation. What this means is that the thickness 

of the metastable water film increases with increasing degree of hydrophobicity and, 

therefore, that the critical distance (H,,) at which the disjoining film between two ap- 

proaching particles ruptures, also increases. Jordan (34) used an interference technique 
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Figure 4.3. Results of Coagulation and ¢-potential Measurements on Silica Samples 
Methylated at Various TMCS Concentrations 

All the data are obtained in 10-3 M KCI solutions 
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to determine the thickness of the metastable water film between an air bubble and the 

methylated quartz plate and found that it increases with increasing hydrophobicity of the 

solid. 

It can also be seen that the value of C increases rapidly in magnitude with in- 

creasing TMCS concentration and stays above 1.8 erg/cm? when the concentration is 

higher than 1%. When the TMCS concentration is below 0.05%, the value of C ap- 

proaches zero and the hydrophobic interaction energy (V,,) becomes negligible. 

Table 4.2. Values of W of Water on Methylated Silica as Calculated Using 
Equation [4. i] 

  

% TMCS by Volume 
  

  

Parameters 0.05 0.10 1.00 10.00 20.00 

6,, (degrees) 65.1 107.53 114.9 123.0 131.0 

Wd (erg/cm?) 72.5 36.5 30.5 24.4 18.8 

  

Table 4.2 shows the results of the water-in-octane contact angle (@,,) measure- 

ments made on methylated silica plates and the W values calculated using Equation 

[4.1]. It can be seen that the W* value decreases substantially with increasing TMCS 

concentration. Since it has been shown in Chapter 3 that hydrophobic interaction en- 

ergy can be expressed as a function of W, the C values given in Table 4.1 are plotted 

as a function of W4 in Figure 4.4. Also shown in this figure are the data obtained for 

the coal samples oxidized at different temperatures as a means of controlling the surface 

hydrophobicity. Table 4.3 gives the pertinent data for the coal samples, including {,, 

A,3, and W4, The first two data sets have been used to calculate the values of C assuming 
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that the decay length (D,) is the same (10.3 nm) as that of the silica samples used in the 

present work. In solving Equations [4.9] and [4.12] to obtain the values of C for the coal 

samples of various oxidation degrees, the value of V, has been taken to be 61 kT, as 

calculated using Equation [4.10] for the mixing conditions employed in the coagulation 

experiments as described in Chapter 3. 

Table 4.3. Values of C Calculated Using Equations [4.11] and [4.13] and W of Wa- 
ter on Oxidized Coal Samples 

  

Coal Oxidized at Various Temperatures ( °C) 
  

  

Parameters 25 140 170 200 

t. (mV) -43 -22.0 -5.0 -5.0 

Aj3, X 107" (J) 5.24 6.71 8.00 8.72 

C (erg/cm?) -1.247 -0.260 0.000 0.000 

Ws (erg/cm?) 32.9 38.7 $4.5 63.9 

  

By applying a non-linear regression curve-fitting procedure to the set of W24 and 

C values given in Tables [4.1], [4.2] and [4.3], one can obtain the following expression: 

Cm 
C= nd 

1+exp(—5x(W, — K)) 
  mJ|m , [4.13] 

in which C, , 6 and K are the three parameters that have values of -1.89, 0.49 and 34.8, 

respectively. The solid line in Figure 4.4 represents Equation [4.13]. As shown, there is 

an excellent fit between experimental data and Equation [4.13]. Thus, this expression 
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Figure 4.4. Hydrophobic Interaction Parameter (C) versus W™ Plot for Methylated 
Silica and Oxidized Coal Samples 
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may be used for predicting the values of the hydrophobic interaction parameter (C) from 

the W4 values, which can be readily determined from simple contact angle measure- 

ments. An attempt has been made to use the work of adhesion (W,) instead of W in 

Equation [4.13]. The values of the three parameters were found, in this attempt, to be 

-1.88, 0.32 and 93.91, respectively. Using these values in Equation [4.13], C values were 

calculated at various W, values, and the results are given in Figure 4.5 as a solid line. 

Also given in this figure are the symbols corresponding to the experimental values of 

C. Figure 4.5 shows clearly that the correlation between the values of C and W, is not 

as good as that between the values of C and W724, indicating that W*4 is a better repre- 

sentation for surface hydrophobicity. 

For very hydrophobic solids, W:4 becomes zero and, then, C=C,. This means 

that the maximum hydrophobic interaction energy would be -1.89 erg/cm?. When 

Wnt = K, C becomes 0.5C,. Thus, the value of W24 = 34.8 erg/cm? may be considered 

as the transition point between strongly hydrophobic and weakly hydrophobic solids. 

This value will give a hydrophilic number of 0.34, which has been defined by Strém et 

al. (35) as the ratio of Ws to the nondispersion component of the work of cohesion of 

water (W* = 103.6 erg/cm?). These investigators suggested the value of 0.5 as the 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic transition point. It is, therefore, further evident that the 

hydrophobic interaction plays an important role only in the coagulation of strongly 

hydrophobic solids. It is interesting to note that the hydrophilic number of 0.34 ob- 

tained in this approach is similar to that of 0.37 as obtained in the previous chapter, 

indicating the universality of this value for distinguishing strongly hydrophobic solids 

from weakly hydrophibic ones. 

When W* is significantly larger than K, Equation [4.13] becomes: 

C=C,, expL — (Wz - K)] , [4.14] 
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which shows that C value increases exponentially with increasing Wr? for weakly 

hydrophobic surfaces. The parameter 4, therefore, represents a gradient at which C in- 

creases with increasing W774, 

Substituting Equation [4.13] into the general expression for hydrophobic inter- 

action energy, i.e., the last term on the right hand side of Equation [4.7], one obtains: 

_ 1.95 x 10717 a H 
Via=— 5 exp( — 03)? [4.15] 

1 + exp[0.49( 177 — 34.8)] 

in which a is in um, H,, is in nm and V, is in J. By incorporating Equation [4.15] into the 

classical DLVO theory, one can predict the stability of hydrophobic suspensions re- 

gardless of whether the solid is strongly hydrophobic or weakly hydrophobic. 

Equation [4.15] implicitly assumes that V, (or C) is zero for hydrophilic solids. 

Churaev and Derjaguin (2) showed, however, that hydrophilic solids exhibit a repulsive 

hydration force and its magnitude changes from one solid to another, depending on their 

hydrophilicity. Christenson (1), Claesson (9) and Pashley (36), among others, also 

showed the presence of a repulsive hydration force through direct force measurements. 

This repulsive force prevents the coagulation of a hydrophilic colloid even at its i.e.p., 

where the electrostatic interaction is minimal or zero (37-39). Thus, V, can be positive 

(or C>0) for hydrophilic solids. Therefore, Equation [4.15] is applicable only to 

hydrophobic solids. 

One of the most serious assumptions made in the present work is that a decay 

length of 10.3 nm has been assumed for all the samples used, which may need verifica- 

tion by further research. It is difficult to judge the validity of this assumption from the 

survey of published decay lengths which vary in the range of | to [5 nm. One possible 

way to experimentally verify it will be to determine the hydrophobic interaction energy 
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(V,,) as a function of distance for a system with varying degrees of surface hydro- 

phobicity. 

4.4 Mechanism of Hydrophobic Interaction 

Unlike the electrostatic repulsion and London-van der Waals attraction, which 

are associated directly with the interparticle interactions, the hydrophobic attraction is 

mainly due to the interaction between the solids and the liquid medium, or more pre- 

cisely due to the disliking of the solids for water. In order to have a better understanding 

of the nature of hydrophobic interaction, it is helpful to calculate the mean excess free 

energy of water molecules confined in an interlayer region between two strongly 

hydrophobic solids as a function of the distance separating solid surfaces. The 

hydrophobic interaction energy expressed as the last term on the right hand side of 

Equation [4.7] can be taken as the free energy change associated with the removal of 

water molecules from the interlayer region between two interacting particles to the bulk. 

Therefore, the expression for calculating the excess free energy, g,, per water molecule 

as a function of the distance H separating two interacting particles can be derived as 

follows. 

Based on the definition of g,, one can obtain that: 

_ OV =| OViy \ OH ; 

8: "ON OH’ aN?’ 
  [4.16] 

in which V, is the hydrophobic interaction energy, i.e., the last term of Equation [4.7], 

and N is the total number of water molecules contained in the interlayer region. Since 

(6H/dN) can be expressed as: 
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(SE) =( By), [4.17] 

where V is the volume of water confined between two spheres with a separation distance 

of H. Geometrically, V can be expressed by: 

V= (xa(H + 2a) — 4 na’ =na’H + 2 na° , [4.18] 

in which a is the radius of particles in question. Differentiating Equation [4.18] with 

respect to H yields: 

(20) Kaa? . [4.19] 

By combining the above Equations [4.19], [4.17] and [4.16], the following 

equation is, then, obtained: 

  

OVu |, V.,_1 8= (Fa Gyo [4.20] 

On the other hand, the number of water molecules can be related to the total 

volume through the following relationship: 

N=-——N,, [4.21] 

in which, p and M are the density and the molecular weight of water and N, is the 

Avogadro’s number. Differentiating Equation [4.21] with respect to V results in: 

  

av, __M ($y) =Gyy [4.22] 
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By replacing (6V/0N) in Equation [4.20] with Equation [4.22], one obtains: 

2.=— (4+ ae . [4.23] 
oN, a’ 

Since V,, in Equation [4.23] can be written explicitly as (6): 

aCD, Vy=-— exp(—F-) ; [4.24]   

by differentiating Equation [4.24] with respect to H, it is readily obtained that: 

OV 
(GPa ewl-z). [4.25] 

The equation for calculating g, can, then, be obtained, by substituting (0V,/0H) in 

Equation [4.23] with Equation [4.25], as: 

_MC =H . ; [4.26] 

By replacing the constant D, with the value of 10.3, and the constant C with the 

values of -1.895 for silica samples methylated with 20% volume TMCS solution and 

-1.247 for the fresh coal samples, the g, values were calculated as a function of separation 

distance H and the results are given in Figure 4.6. It is clearly shown in Figure 4.6 that 

the stronger the surface hydrophobicity, the smaller the g, value, which means that 

transferring interlayer water molecules between stronger hydrophobic surfaces to the 

bulk will result in a greater reduction in the free energy. It is also evident that the water 

molecule closer to the hydrophobic surface will have greater excess free energy. How- 

ever, the strong hydrophobic interaction energy observed experimentally corresponds to 

a free energy gain of only a few hundredths of kT per water molecule. Therefore, it 1s 
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not clear whether water between strongly hydrophobic surfaces is exposed to a force 

field significantly different from that in bulk water. Thus, it appears that the attractive 

hydrophobic interaction is essentially entropic in nature. 

Experimentally, Pchelin (40) measured the volume of the precipitate of a Teflon 

suspension as a function of temperature, and found that the volume of precipitates in- 

creases with increasing temperature. The increase in the volume of precipates indicates 

an increase in the strength of adhesion and an increase in the formation rate of contacts 

between the Teflon particles. The former is supported by an increase in the exper- 

imentally measured limiting shear stress with increasing temperature. He suggested that 

the increase in the adhesion strength is directly connected with a change in the structure 

of water, and concluded that hydrophobic interactions are reinforced with an increase 

in the temperature. His experimental results support the concept that the hydrophobic 

interaction is entropic in nature. 

Claesson et al. (41) measured interactions between surfaces coated with penta- 

oxyethylenedodecyl ether as a function of temperature. Their results show that at low 

temperatures, the hydration force between ethylene oxide units is purely repulsive while 

at higher temperatures, part of the force curve turns attractive. From the thermo- dy- 

namics, the free energy changes associated with any physiochemical process can be ex- 

pressed by: 

AG=AH-TAS. [4.27] 

The fact that a small change in the temperature changes the sign of AG and turns the 

repulsive to the attractive indicates that the hydrophobic interaction is associated with 

a significant increase in AS , thus it is mainly entropic in nature. 

In an attempt to gain insight into whether the hydrophobic interaction is en- 

tropic oritentational in nature, Israelachvili et al. (17) conducted a series of force 
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Figure 4.6. Excess Free Energy per Water Molecule Confined in the Interlayer Re- 
gion between Two Strongly Hydrophobic Solids 
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measurement for surfaces immersed in 2-methyloctadecane, an anisotropic liquid. A 

hitherto unsuspected additional attractive force was observed, which they attributed to 

the entropic orientational effects. Although repulsive entropic orientational forces could 

arise, as is evident in the case of repulsive hydration forces, attractive force would be 

expected whenever the surface-induced ordering lowers the entropy of the adjacent liq- 

uid. Of course, in order to have a clear picture of the origin of the hydrophobic inter- 

action, it would be helpful to conduct the force measurement with isotropic and 

anisotropic liquids of similar physiochemical properties. 

It is well known that bulk liquid water is a very structured fluid with strong hy- 

drogen bonds. The presence of hydrophobic entities, which are inert to hydrogen bonds 

because of their non-polar character, perturbs the water structure in such a way as to 

minimize the loss of hydrogen bonds. To accomplish this configuration, water dipoles 

are oriented parallel to the surface, forming a hydrophobic hydration sheath around the 

hydrophobic solid. Since water is an associated liquid, there is a tendency to avoid the 

rupture of hydrogen bonds. This causes the surface induced structure to be propagated 

towards the center of the water film, showing the long range effect of orientation. Such 

an arrangement of water molecules adjacent to the hydrophobic surface, as discussed 

above, is responsible for a significantly reduced density of the water near the 

hydrophobic surface as observed experimentally. An increased mobility of water mole- 

cules along the tangential direction as indicated by the reduction in the viscosity of 

boundary layer (42) also supports the view of water structure as discussed above. 

Because the water structure adjacent to the hydrophobic surfaces is entropically 

unfavorable, it is conceivable that the water film in the immediate vicinity of the surface 

is thermodynamically unstable. Schulze (43) has noted that the thickness of this unsta- 

ble hydration sheath is on the order of 170 nm for very hydrophobic solids. Recent 

studies also show that the thickness of the unstable water film is in the range of 70-145 
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nm for a variety of hydrophobic solids (34). When two hydrophobic particles approach 

each other, these films must rupture before coagulation takes place. During this process, 

the water molecules in the hydration sheath must be released into the bulk water phase, 

which will result in an increase in entropy since the water molecules in the vicinity of a 

hydrophobic solid have a low degree of freedom. The entropy increase may, thus, be the 

driving force for the hydrophobic interaction. 

4.5 Summary and Conclusions 

Further evidence of attractive non-DLVO interaction has been provided by con- 

ducting coagulation tests using silica sample methylated to different degrees of 

hydrophobicity. An expression for describing the hydrophobic interaction energy as a 

function of the non-dispersion component of work of adhesion of water on solids has 

been derived. It suggests that the interaction energy is attractive and decays exponen- 

tially. The decay length has been determined from the critical film thickness reported in 

the literature, the critical €-potential for coagulation and the Hamaker constants ob- 

tained in the present work. 

It has been shown that the hydrophobic interaction energy is operating at a 

much longer separation distance than the dispersion energy and is the major driving 

force for coagulation of strongly hydrophobic particles. The origin of hydrophobic 

interaction has been discussed in detail and it is suggested that the hydrophobic inter- 

action appears entropic in nature. 
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CHAPTER5 MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE COAGULATION PROCESS 

5.1 Introduction 

It is well known that coagulation is a result of collision and coalescence or ad- 

hesion of particles. The collision frequency is usually controlled by the hydrody- namics 

of the coagulation system, while the coalescence or adhesion is largely determined by the 

thermodynamics of the system. 

The collision between particles is from the transport of particles in suspension. 

The relative motion of particles may be due to Brownian motion, differential sedimen- 

tation and/or fluid flow, depending upon the fluid turbulance scale and particle size. For 

example, if the particle size is less than | ym, the Brownian motion is the major transport 

mechanism regardless of the hydrodynamics of the mixing conditions, and the coag- 

ulation is perikinetic (1-3). When the particle size is larger than 5 wm and the coag- 

ulation is conducted under severe turbulent conditions, the fluid flow is the dominating 

transport mechanism and the coagulation is orthokinetic (4-5). 

In conventional coagulation, it is said that the thermodynamics of the system 

plays an important role in determining the adhesion efficiency or stability of the sus- 

pension (6-7). If there is no net repulsive interaction between approaching particles, 

every collision will result in adhesion and the coagulation is said to be rapid. An inter- 
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action energy barrier existing between two approaching particles, however, prevents ev- 

ery encounter from being effective. Only a fraction of the collisions leads to aggregation 

and the coagulation is then termed slow coagulation. The reduction in the coagulation 

rate depends upon the magnitude of the energy barrier which is determined from the 

thermodynamics of the system. 

When coagulation is conducted under severe shear conditions, the kinetic energy 

provided by mixing may exceed the potential energy barrier, turnning slow coagulation 

into rapid coagulation. Even if the kinetic energy is not sufficient to completely over- 

come the interaction energy barrier, it is still possible to increase the aggregation rate 

by reducing the effective energy barrier. It is, therefore, clear that both hydrodynamics 

and thermodynamics are important in determining the coagulation rate in the process 

of coagulation with mixing. 

On the other hand, the stability of aggregates thus formed is mainly determined 

by the interfacial properties and hydrodynamics of the fluid. It is well documented 

(8-13) that aggregates are subjected to breakage due to shear force. The stability of ag- 

gregates in a turbulent suspension of low percent solids is governed by both the inter- 

action of individual aggregates with the fluid and the adhesion strength between 

particles. The size and compactness of the aggregates, the size and shape of the primary 

particles and the number of interparticle contacts can all contribute to aggregate struc- 

ture and the ability to withstand disruption of aggregates by fluid forces. 

A complete description of the coagulation process with mixing should, therefore, 

include both aggregate growth and breakage. Mathematical modeling and computer 

simulation as applied to the coagulation process can provide a quantitative and system- 

atic basis for understanding the mechanism of coagulation, analyzing the factors affect- 

ing the process and improving its design and operation. Three types of coagulation 

models have been reported, including direct simulation of particle collision, numerical 
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solution of the kinetic coagulation equation and exact Monte Carlo simulation of par- 

ticle collision. The most important deterministic model describing size distribution evo- 

lution as a function of time is, however, the population balance, which results in a set 

of simultaneous first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations for a discrete size 

spectrum. The significant advantage of the model is that it provides a means of includ- 

ing the details of both aggregation and breakage processes in terms of the physical pa- 

rameters and operating conditions. 

In this chapter, the coagulation process of a batch-operated unit has been ana- 

lyzed in detail from a theoretical point of view. The theoretical models describing the 

rate processes of aggregate growth and breakage in a locally isotropic turbulent flow 

field have been proposed from fundamental concepts. The coagulation kinetic equations 

have been developed based on the first principle of population balance, with four ad- 

justable parameters being involved. 

5.2 Model for Aggregate Porosity 

During the coagulation of solids in a suspension, porous aggregates are formed 

with volumes being greater than the sum of the volumes of individual particles consisting 

of the aggregates. It has been found, theoretically and experimentally, that the porosity 

of the aggregates increases as the aggregate size increases, but in a complicated fashion © 

(14-17). Therefore, it is necessary to model the porosity of aggregates as a function of 

aggregate size for any simulation of the coagulation process to be successful. 

As a model (17), an effective binary collision between an ith-fold aggregate and 

a jth-fold aggregate forming an (i+j)th-fold aggregate is depicted in Figure 5.1. The 

ith-fold aggregate in the present work is defined as an aggregate consisting of i primary 

particles. In general, the aggregate formed through binary collision is not spherical, as 
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shown in Figure 5.1 (b). However, for the convenience of simulation, it is necessary to 

assume that the aggregate is a porous sphere with the same volume as that of an envel- 

ope surrounding the doublet, as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). The volume of an equivalent 

sphere of the aggregate shown in Figure 5.1 (c) equals the sum of the volumes of a cone, 

C, and two deficient spheres, A and B, as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). The porosity, ¢, of 

the aggregate can , on a volume basis, be expressed as: 

[5.1] 

where V, is the volume of two spheres and V, is the volume of the aggregate. From 

simple geometry, it can be readily shown (17) that: 

2 _ c= p (!—p) [5.2] 

1— p 

where p = (a,/a@,). For the special case of a, = a, p equals 1 and Equation [5.2] becomes: 

2 2 
2p —3 ~ = tim 20-2) lim—> PF 7 =1 92 5.3] 

pol 1 —p pl —_ 5p° _ 

Equation [5.3] means that the porosity reaches a limiting value of 0.2 when two 

interacting particles are of the same size. It is important to realize that Equation [5.2] 

only gives a new volume-based porosity introduced from binary aggregation. For an 

aggregate consisting of z primary particles of equal size, each having a volume of V,, the 

apparent volume of the aggregate may be expressed as: 

Vo nt V 
V,.=——> —. , [5.4] 

l—e,, 
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where eé,, is the new volume-basis porosity introduced due to the addition of a zth par- 

ticle to a (z-l)th-fold aggregate and V,,_,, refers to the apparent volume of the 

(z-1)th-fold aggregate. By the definition of porosity given in Equation [5.1], 

y (z—1)V, 
az—1) "po, E,| [5.5] 

Substituting Equations [5.4] and [5.5] into Equation [5.1] results in the following 

equation for calculating the overall porosity of the zth-fold aggregate: 

e,=1- 2(1 — e,_,)(1 - Ep2) . [5.6] 

z2- e-| 

  

The new porosity, ¢,, in Equation [5.6] can be calculated using Equation [5.2] in 

which p, is given by Equation [5.7] as obtained from substituting Equation [5.4] into the 

above expression for p: 

  

— Vi ays, tof ip 
Pz = a,_} = ( Vet) ) = ( z—] ) ° [5.7] 

With the overall porosity, the equivalent spherical size of a zth-fold aggregate 

can be readily calculated using the following equation: 

a,=a(—+—)'". [5.8]   

The overall porosity and equivalent spherical size of an aggregate have been 

simulated as a function of aggregate number, z, by successive solutions of Equations 

[5.7], [5.2], [5.6] and [5.8]. The simulations have been made for two different primary 

particle sizes and the results are given in Figure 5.2. This model implicitly assumes that 

the aggregate structure 1s not historically dependent. Based on this model, the porosity 
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gregate Number Using the Model of Figure 5.1. 
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is a function of the aggregate number only, and is independent of primary particle size 

as shown in Figure 5.2. This simulation shows that over a wide range of aggregate 

numbers, there exists a linear relationship between the logarithm of (1 — €) and the log- 

arithm of the aggregate number. Similar relationships have been obtained through 

computer simulations with various assumptions (14-15) and verified experimentally 

(16-17). 

Figure 5.2 also shows that the aggregate size keeps increasing with increases in 

the aggregate number. As indicated in Equation [5.8], the aggregate size is also a func- 

tion of primary particle size but the functional dependence of the aggregate size on the 

aggregate number is identical, i.e., the aggregate grows in the same functional form. 

This feature is clearly shown in Figure 5.2. 

5.3 Model for Aggregate Growth 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the aggregation rate depends upon the fre- 

quency of collision and the fraction of collisions which result in adhesion. In the present 

work, the shear field is applied by intense mixing, with primary particle size being larger 

than 1 wm. Under these conditions, the fluid flow is the only important mechanism for 

transporting particles. The suspension used in this study is sufficiently dilute (less than 

3% by volume) so that only binary collisions need to be considered (18). The aggre- 

gation in such a system is a free-in-space process (19) to which simple binary collision 

mean free path concepts may be applied for calculating collision frequency. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, when two interacting particles approach 

each other, there may exist a critical separation, H,. Upon reaching this separation, two 

particles will slip together spontaneously, forming a random aggregate. It is, therefore, 

necessary to take the surface force effect into account when formulating the collision 
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frequency. This is particularly true in the presence of a significant hydrophobic inter- 

action which operates over a very long range. By incorporating the surface force effects 

into the collision model, the effective collision cross-sectional area becomes x(a, + a, 

+ H,) instead of x(a,+ a)? which has been commonly used (18). a, and a, here are the 

radu of two colliding particles and/or aggregates. 

As an example of developing an expression for collision frequency, the collision 

between an ith-fold aggregate and a jth-fold aggregate is considered here. According to 

the Kolmogorov theory of isotropic turbulence, the relative velocity, U,, with a sepa- 

ration distance of (a,+.a,+H,,) in the fluid, depends on the turbulent scale, and its 

magnitude is given by the relations (18): 

Uy = (Fey SG, + 9, + Hy) if (a+a+H,)<A [5.9] 

or =U, = 1.37[e(a, +a, + H,)}” if (a+a+H,)>1, [5.10] 

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the continuous phase, é is the rate of turbulent en- 

ergy dissipation per unit mass and J is the Kolmogorov microscale, as defined by 

Equation [5.11]: 

ve is | d=(>)! , [5.11] 

The magnitude of € is a function of the mixing hydrodynamics and the geometry 

of the mixing system. It can be readily evaluated using the method described by Nataga 

(20), and the procedures for the calculation are given in Appendix I. It is shown in 

Appendix I that with the increase in mixing intensity, the rate of turbulent energy dissi- 

pation increases significantly. Therefore, the relative velocity increases as the mixing 

becomes increasingly intense, as indicated in Equations [5.9] and [5.10]. 
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During the course of the transport of an ith-fold aggregate with respect to a jth- 

fold aggregate, the apparent volume swept out by this aggregate in unit time is given by 

Equation [5.12]: 

(a), a)) = x(a, + a+ Hy) Uj, - [5.12] 

Since the aggregation proceeds in a free-in-space environment, the reference ag- 

gregate i will collide with all jth-fold aggregates within the volume as given by Equation 

[5.12]. Therefore, the total number of collisions between ith- and jth-fold aggregates of 

unit volume in unit time can be written as: 

2 
Ni = (a, + a+ Ay) Ui nD nQ) , [5.13] 

where n(i) and n(j) are the number concentrations of ith- and jth-fold aggregates, re- 

spectively. Equation [5.13] shows that the collision frequency is simply a product of 

w(a, a,) and the number concentrations of ith- and jth-fold aggregates. It 1s, therefore, 

reasonable to refer to w(a, @) as the collision mode which is an intensive property of the 

system. Equation [5.13] 1s valid only when i is not equal to j. In the case of i equal ], 

Equation [5.13] is reduced to: 

| Ny =~ 2(2a, + Hy) Uy ali)? . [5.14] 

It should be noted that (1/2) enters into Equation [5.14] to ensure that each col- 

lision between particles of the same class is counted only once. From Equations [5.13] 

and [5.14], it can be seen that the increased mixing promotes the collision frequency 

significantly. 

In the absence of a net interparticle repulsive force, every such encounter will 

cause the formation of a new aggregate, and the aggregation rate will be determined 
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solely by the hydrodynamics of the system, as shown in Equations [5.9]-[5.14]. However, 

only a fraction of the collisions described by Equations [5.13] and [5.14] are effective in 

the presence of a net repulsive force between ith- and jth-fold aggregates, regardless of 

the nature of the forces. In the classical stability theory, this fraction is determined ex- 

clusively by the thermodynamic properties of the system. A common way to evaluate 

the magnitude of this fraction is to integrate a potential energy function with respect to 

a separation distance, as given by Equation [5.15] (1, 6-8, 21-23): 

1 fe Vr. dH 4 = (4 +4)'| exp( =) , [5.15] a J ata kT? 7 

where V; is the total interaction potential between ith- and jth-fold aggregates, which is 

a function of the separation distance, H. Since a small range of separation around the 

energy barrier, V,,,, , contributes predominantly to the above integration, an approxi- 

mation as given by Equation [5.16] is useful (22): 

2 Waa OG) . [5.16] 

The above stability theory has been widely used in conventional coagulation/ 

dispersion studies. However, this theory may not be appropriate when applied to a co- 

agulation system under severe mixing conditions. Conceptually, if intense mixing is ap- 

plied to the suspension, the particles may obtain a kinetic energy which is sufficient to 

overcome the interaction energy barrier. As a result, the particles can still reach a very 

close proximity where the strong net attractive forces are operating. In this case, every 

collision is actually effective and results in aggregation. It is, therefore, necessary to 
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develop a new expression for collision efficiency as a function of both interaction energy 

barrier and kinetic energy. 

In the present work, the collision efficiency is taken as unity if the kinetic energy 

is larger than or equal to the interaction energy barrier. Otherwise, an exponential dis- 

tribution of collision efficiency is used, which can be expressed as: 

a=] if Vi> Vine [5.17] 

or a = exp[ — B(Vinx — V)I if Vi< Vin » [5.18] 

in which £ is an adjustable parameter with a unit of (K7T)-', describing the rate at which 

collision efficiency decreases with increasing (V,,.,— V,), where V,,,, is the interparticle 

potential energy barrier and V, is the kinetic energy of the particles at the moment of 

collision. The value of V, can be calculated using Equation [4.10]. 

It is interesting to note that Equations [5.17] and [5.18] in combination are 

equivalent to Equation [5.16] if the effect of kinetic energy is neglected and £ is set to 

be unity. They differ only by a factor of x(a,+ a), i.e., Equation [5.16] predicts a colli- 

sion efficiency of x(a,+ 4@,) instead of unity which is expected for barrierless coagulation 

conditions. Therefore, to describe the collision efficiency, Equations [5.17] and [5.18] in 

combination seem more reasonable, in particular when coagulation is conducted under 

severe mixing conditions. Figure 5.3 shows the dependence of collision efficiency on 

(Vinx — V,), aS calculated using Equations [5.17] and [5.18] with various values of f. It 

can be seen that over the range of V,,,, > V,, the collision efficiency is very sensitive to 

the interaction energy barrier through its exponential dependence. The sensitivity can 

be controlled by adjusting the value of parameter 8. The value of parameter f# may be 
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determined by measuring initial coagulation rates experimentally and matching them 

with simulation results obtained using different values of f. 

Based on the above discussion, the following expressions can be obtained to give 

the overall aggregation rate between ith- and jth-fold aggregates: 

Ri, j) = an(a, + a, + H,)U, n(in(), if ixj [5.19] 

or — ss R= + an(a,+a,+H,PU, n(n), if i=. [5.20] 

It is convenient to use rate constant instead of rate in formulating coagulation 

kinetic equations since rate constant is an intensive property, independent of the con- 

centration of the species. It can be readily shown that the aggregation rate constants 

k(i,j) are given by: 

kK(i, j) = an(a,+ a,+ H,)U,, if i#j [5.21] 

oki, = + ana, + a,+ H,}U,, if i=j. [5.22] 

Two important roles of mixing in promoting the aggregation rate are illustrated 

in Equations [5.19] and [5.20]. On one hand, an increase in mixing intensity will increase 

the kinetic energy and, thus, increase the collision efficiency in the presence of an inter- 

action energy barrier. On the other hand, an increase in mixing intensity increases the 

collision frequency as indicated by an increase in U,. Apparently, shear conditioning of 

a coagulation system is favorable for aggregation kinetics. However, it should be noted 

that the shear conditioning will unavoidably create a mechanical force which may be 

strong enough to break aggregates of a certain size, as will be discussed in the following. 
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5.4 Model for Aggregate Breakage 

In the previous section of this chapter, the importance of shear conditioning of 

a suspension for promoting aggregation has been discussed in detail. It is obvious that 

intense mixing increases particle-particle collision frequency. At same time, it increases 

the collision efficiency by providing interacting particles with a high level of kinetic en- 

ergy. If the kinetic energy is sufficient to overcome the interaction energy barrier, every 

collision will then be effective for aggregation. Even if the kinetic energy is less than the 

interaction energy barrier, it will still increase the collision efficiency by increasing the 

probability of overcoming this energy barrier. 

It is also noted (8-9, 12-13, 24-27) that if the mixing is too vigorous, the shear 

force produced may break large aggregates into small ones. Therefore, successful mod- 

eling of coagulation under mixing conditions should focus on both aggregate growth and 

breakage. In this section, the breakage rate and breakage mode will be proposed 

through theoretical analysis of the breakage event. 

It is evident that there are two major forces which control the breakage rate. 

The surface forces between particles tend to hold them together, forming a stable ag- 

gregate, while the hydrodynamic shear force tends to break the bonds between particles 

so that only random aggregates can form. Therefore, it is reasonable to relate the 

breakage rate constant to these two counteracting forces. 

It is obvious that when two or more particles form an aggregate, there is a re- 

duction in the solid/water interface due to the direct contact of particles. The binding 

force is, therefore, a function of solid/water interfacial tension and contact area. The 

former can be evaluated from contact angle measurements while the latter is a function 

of the mechanical properties of particles, the number of primary particles composing the 

aggregate, and the structure of the aggregate. In general, the magnitude of the binding 
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force, F,, can be considered as a product of twice the net contact area and the interfacial 

tension, as given by Equation [5.23]: 

Fy = 27 An > [5.23] 

where y,, is the solid/water interfacial tension and A, is the net contact area. Since our 

knowledge about the relation between the net contact area and aggregate size and 

structure is rather limited, an assumption has been made (10) that the net contact sur- 

face area is proportional to the cross-sectional area of the aggregate, i.e., 

A, =k,a(1—ey? , [5.24] 

where ¢ is the porosity of an aggregate, a is the radius of the aggregate and &, is an ad- 

justable parameter. Substituting Equation [5.24] into Equation [5.23] results in Equation 

[5.25], which can be used to evaluate the binding force: 

F, = 2kyyyar(l —e)*2 . [5.25] 

The binding force, F,, has been calculated as a function of aggregate size using 

Equation [5.25] with various values of k, . The results given in Figure 5.4 show that the 

binding force increases with increasing aggregate size. This is obvious since, with the 

increase in aggregate size, the number of contacts per aggregate increases. It can be seen 

from Figure 5.4 that the rate at which the binding force increases with aggregate size is 

also very sensitive to the parameter &,. Since the structure of the aggregate determines 

the number of contacts for a given aggregate number, while the mechanical properties 

of the particles and the net normal forces at the contact position determine the contact 

area per contact, the value of &, varies from system to system. Even with the same sys- 

tem, different hydrodynamic conditions will produce aggregates with different structures. 
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More open structures will form under gentle mixing conditions, while compact aggre- 

gates are most probable with severe mixing. Different mixing intensities also produce 

different pressure drops over certain distances, which changes the magnitude of the 

normal forces acting across the contact region. As a result, the contact area per contact 

changes with varying mixing intensities. Usually, intense mixing gives higher values of &k, 

since the more compact structure of the aggregates allows more interparticle contacts 

and greater contact area per contact. It is, therefore, important to characterize the pa- 

rameter k, for each system under the given operating conditions in order to obtain a 

successful simulation. 

On the other hand, the shear force (F,) acting on a unit area of opposite sides of 

an aggregate is proportional to the average value of the relative velocity fluctuations of 

the two sides (28), which can be written as: 

F, = ky AspyUa ’ [5.26] 

where &, is a proportionality constant, A, is cross-sectional area of shear and JU, is aver- 

age value of the velocity fluctuation evaluated at a separation distance of a. From the 

Kolmogorov theory of isotropic turbulence, the average value of relative velocity fluc- 

tuation depends upon the turbulent scales. Under conditions where the inertial con- 

vection subrange of turbulence exists, Equation [5.10] can be used to calculate the 

average value of velocity fluctuation. Otherwise, Equation [5.9] should be used in the 

viscous dissipation subrange of turbulence. 

Substituting Equation [5.9] or [5.10] into Equation [5.26], and expressing A, ex- 

plicitly yield Equation [5.27] or [5.28]: 

= 22 kp a= if 2a<J [5.27] 
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or F, = 1.09k xp, ae if 2a>A [5.28] 

By using Equation [5.27] or [5.28], the shear force has been calculated as a func- 

tion of aggregate size for the system of a 5% by weight coal suspension with the primary 

coal particles being 5 um. The mixing has been assumed to be provided with a mixer, 

as described in Appendix I, operating at 500, 1000 and 1500 rpm, respectively. The re- 

sults given in Figure 5.5 were obtained by using the value of unity for parameter &, in 

the calculation. The figure shows that the shear force increases with increasing aggre- 

gate size. Under intense shear conditions, this aggregate size dependence is more sig- 

nificant. Figure 5.5 also shows that with a given aggregate size, the shear force increases 

dramatically as shear intensities increase, indicating that the mixing which is too vigor- 

ous will break the aggregates that are relatively small in size and reduce the aggregate 

top size. 

By comparing Figure 5.5 with Figure 5.4, it can be seen that the shear force in- 

creases with aggregate size more rapidly than the binding force. At small aggregate 

sizes, the shear force being exerted on the aggregate is insignificant. Therefore, the 

breakup of aggregates is unlikely to occur. However, as the aggregate size increases, the 

shear force becomes increasingly significant. It is expected that at a certain aggregate 

size, the shear force starts to exceed the binding force and the breakup of aggregates 

begins. 

It has been found that there are two major aggregate breakage mechanisms, 

surface erosion of primary particles (29) and bulgy deformation-aggregate splitting (30). 

It is obvious, however, that the breakup of an aggregate will not occur until the shear 

force provided by intense mixing is greater than the binding forces between particles, 

regardless of the breakage mechanisms. In the present breakage model, no special con- 

sideration is given to the breakage mechanisms. As long as the shear force is greater 
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than the binding force, the aggregate will be subjected to disintegration, forming a 

spectrum of daughter particles. The breakage rate constant, S(a), is defined as such that 

S(a)n(a)dt is the number of aggregates having size a that split per unit volume in the 

infinitesimal time interval dt. The breakage rate constant defined in this manner has the 

unit of sec-!. The following functional formula is proposed to describe the breakage rate 

constant: 

S(a) =0 if F>F [5.29] 

or S(a) = A{1 — exp[k,(F, — F)]} if F,sF,, [5.30] 

where A and &, are adjustable parameters which can be determined by fitting exper- 

imental data to the simulation results. The binding force (F,) and shear force (F,) in 

Equations [5.29] and [5.30] can be calculated using Equations [5.25] and [5.27] or [5.28], 

respectively. 

Equation [5.29] simply means that breakage will not occur if the binding force is 

greater than shear force, while Equation [5.30] indicates that the breakage rate is expo- 

nentially proportional to the net breakup force in the regime that shear force is greater 

than the binding force. The exponential form is used without any justification since it 

is a widely used function in describing the relationship between rate constant and acti- 

vation energy for most chemical processes. Equation [5.30] ensures that the breakage 

rate approaches a finite value asymptotically as is required physically. 

The behavior of this breakage rate constant function is illustrated in Figure 5.6 

as a function of aggregate size. In the calculation of breakage rates as shown in Figure 

5.6, Equations [5.25], [$.27], [5.28], [5.29] and [5.30] have been used in combination. The 

calculation has been conducted for a 5% by weight suspension of 5-ym coal conditioned 
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at 1000 rpm using the mixer illustrated in Appendix I. To be simple, the value of pa- 

rameter k, in Equations [5.27] and [5.28] has been assumed to be unity. This will not 

change the calculated breakage rate constants since we can pull &, out of the expressions 

for F, and assign two new equivalent values to parameters k, and k, , respectively. This 

indicates that only three instead of four independent parameters are required in the 

present breakage model for describing the breakage rate. For convenience, A in 

Equation [5.30] has been set to be unity in the calculations. 

Figure 5.6 shows that the breakage will not occur untill the aggregate grows to 

a certain size. The size at which the aggregates start to break increases significantly as 

k, increases. This finding suggests that compact aggregates of soft material can be sub- 

jected to a higher shear field without breakage, forming aggregates of larger size due to 

the larger value of k,. Figure 5.6 also shows that by assuming the same value of k,, the 

breakage rate increases substantially with an increase in the value of k;. However, the 

aggregate size at which the aggregates start to break does not change. 

In order to study the influence of shear force on aggregate breakage, the calcu- 

lation of breakage rate constants as a function of aggregate size has also been performed 

using different mixing intensities. The k, and k, values have been fixed at 150 and 100, 

respectively. The results given in Figure 5.7 show that not only the breakage rate but 

also the size at which the aggregates start to break up changes with changes in mixing 

intensity. This finding suggests that mixing intensity is .a most sensitive adjustable op- 

eration variable to control the ultimate aggregate size and its distribution. 

The above discussion indicates that this simple three-parameter model seems 

appropriate for describing the breakage rate. The values of these three parameters can 

be determined by curve-fitting of the experimental results. 

Upon breakage, an aggregate of size a turns into a number of daughter fragments 

which are distributed in the size space according to a distribution function, B(a’, a). 
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B(a’, a) is the number fraction of aggregates of size a that report into a size class of a’ 

after their disintergration. To complete the description of the breakage event, it is nec- 

essary to know the distribution function of the fragments resulting from the breakage 

of a larger aggregate, known as the breakage function. 

To date, there is not enough knowledge to help in deriving a theoretical aggregate 

breakage function. However, numerous studies on the breakage behavior that occurs in 

grinding processes have been conducted, from which various breakage modes have been 

developed (31-35). It 1s, therefore, helpful to analyze briefly the similarities and dissim- 

ilarities between the grinding process and the aggregate breakage process. 

It is well known that erosion due to abrasion and splitting due to compression 

and chipping are the major mechanisms of breakage in a grinding mill. Therefore, the 

mechanisms of breakage in both processes are similar even though the forces that cause 

the breakage are different. It has also been found that grinding produces daughter par- 

ticles that can be distributed over a continuous size spectrum. However, it is unlikely 

that the shear force provided by mixing in coagulation is strong enough to break the 

matrix of the particles. What usually happens is that the interparticle bonds break 

preferentially, forming a discrete size spectrum. Nevertheless, both processes will 

produce a particle spectrum where the top size is smaller than the size of the particles 

or aggregates from which the daughter particles result. Also the total solid mass of all 

the particles must be conservative after undergoing either size reduction process. 

The above analysis shows that the breakage rates for both size reduction proc- 

esses may differ significantly, but the breakage function appears similar. Therefore, it 

is reasonable to adopt the functional form of breakage function developed by grinding 

researchers to describe the aggregate breakage. In the present work, the Broadbent and 

Callcott breakage function (31) is used without considerable modifications to describe 
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the aggregate breakage function. For convenience, the aggregate number instead of 

aggregate size is used in the following: 

Z-1)/z__ ~Z]z 
B(z', z) = + ,, [5.31] 

l-e! 2 

where z and 2’ refer to zth- and z’th-fold aggregates, respectively. B(z’, z) in Equation 

[5.31] represents the fractional number of z’th-fold aggregates formed by the breakage 

of a zth-fold aggregate. It should be noted that a factor of (z/z’) appears in Equation 

[5.31]. This is due to the fact that every zth-fold aggregate produces (z/z’) z’th-fold 

daughter aggregates if all daughter aggregates are of the same aggregate number, 2’. 

Apparently, the following relation is satisfied for the present breakage function: 

os) zl 

> Be’, z)= > Be’, z)=2z. . [5.32] 

Zl Z=1 

The first equality follows from Equation [5.33], 

B(z', z) = 9, z2z, [5.33] 

indicating that all daughter aggregates must be smaller than the father aggregate. 

Equation [5.33] implicitly assumes that aggregates of a given size do not break into its 

own class, which is a sound assumption if the primary particles are of a mono size and 

the spectrum of aggregate size is classified in such a way that the aggregate in each 

successive class contains one more primary particle than the aggregate in the previous 

class. Although the above classification method takes more size classes to cover a wide 

size range, it does not suffer the rounding error of mass balance. 
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From the development of the aforementioned aggregate growth and breakage 

models, it is possible to develop a general model describing the dynamic behavior of 

coagulation under the mixing. For this purpose, the theorm of population balance will 

be applied to these rate processes in the next section. 

5.6 Population Balance Model 

As a general theorm, population balance has been widely used in any particulate 

system where many problems cannot be solved using usual continuity of mass and rate 

expressions (36-40). It has been found that particulate processes are unique in that the 

disperse phase is made up of a countable number of entities where these entities form a 

distribution of properties (36-38). The population balance as a basis for describing the 

behavior of such systems has been developed from the general conservation equation: 

Accumulation = Input — Output + Net Generation . [5.34] 

In coagulation processes, the size evolution in a population of aggregates is of 

significant interest. Therefore, the aggregate size is the only property considered in the 

present population balance model. Applying the general theorm of Equation [5.34] to 

a closed system of coagulation processes under proper mixing conditions, the basic 

deterministic equation for the number balance of any fold aggregates, say zth-fold, is 

obtained as: 

i=2—- 
1 

oo 

ae t) _ + 2 RC(z — i, Dn(z — i, Onli, t) — nz, 0D, RC(z, i)n(i, 2)   

. [5.35] 

+ >. SB, dn(i, )—S(ynz,), 2 =3, 4, 
i=z+!1 
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The symbol of n(z,t) for the number concentration of zth-fold aggregate in Equation 

[5.35] indicates the time dependence of concentration. The descriptions of all other 

symbols in Equation [5.35] are the same as those described in the above context. 

The left-hand side of Equation [5.35] represents the change in the number con- 

centration of zth-fold aggregates per unit time. This term is also referred to as an ac- 

cumulation of zth-fold aggregates, which is equivalent to the left-hand side of Equation 

[5.34]. On the right-hand side of Equation [5.35], the first term accounts for the increase 

in the number concentration of zth-fold aggregates which are formed by binary aggre- 

gation of smaller aggregates and/or particles in this unit time interval, and the second 

term describes the decrease in the number concentration of zth-fold aggregates due to 

the binary combination of a zth-fold aggregate with the aggregate of any class, forming 

an aggregate larger than the zth-fold aggregate. These two terms in combination de- 

scribe the aggregate growth behavior, and the other two terms on the right-hand side 

of Equation [5.35] collectively show the aggregate breakage behavior. The third term 

shows the appearance of a zth-fold aggregate by the breakage of a larger aggregate, and 

the fourth term represents the disappearance of the zth-fold aggregate due to its disin- 

tegration, forming a spectrum of smaller daughter aggregates. It can be readily seen that 

the right-hand side of Equation [5.35] corresponds to the net generation term of 

Equation [5.34]. Since the system in question is a closed system, both input and output 

terms must be zero. Thus, Equation [5.35] satisfies the general conservation theorem 

of Equation [5.34]. Equation [5.35] is similar to that derived by Vigil and Ziff (41) but 

in a discrete size spectrum. 

In Equation [5.35], it is implicitly assumed that the aggregate can grow without 

any limitation on the aggregate size as indicated by the summation to infinity. It has 

been found experimentally that a characteristic finite maximum aggregate size exists for 

every coagulation system (42). It is therefore reasonable and practical to replace the 
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infinity sign in Equation [5.35] with a maximum aggregate number, N, which varies from 

one system to another. 

Applying this general theorem to the primary particle, the dimer and the top ag- 

gregate classes yields the following equations: 

  

  

  

= — WL ERCL Init) + ESB MG) , [5:36] 

a = RC Wn( 1? — (2,9 RC(2Ini0) + ESBQIaCi,t) — S(2)n(2,0) 
[5.37] 

and LS RUN anlisyn(N — 50) — (NERC Ni) — SCN) . 
[5.38] 

Equations [5.36], [5.37] and [5.38] can be intepreted in a similar way as intepreting 

Equation [5.35]. An additional constraint, Equation [5.39], should be imposed on 

Equations [5.35]-[5.38] in order to complete the description of a closed system of coag- 

ulation under mixing conditions: 

N 

a) an(z, t) 
z=1 = i 0. [5.39] 

Equation [5.39] indicates that the total mass of the solids in a system does not 

change with time, which is a common character of any closed system. It can be written 

in an integral form as: 

N 

> 2n(z, 2) = n(1, 0) . [5.40] 
z=!) 
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It should be noted that the above equations ([5.35]-[5.38]) have been derived from 

a macroscopic point of view where spatial dependence is suppressed. However, in the 

case of batch-operated coagulation where the system is well mixed, this approach turns 

out to be exact. These coagulation kinetic equations can also be obtained by using the 

universal microscopic population balance approach if the same assumption of a well- 

mixed, batch-operated system is made. 

It is interesting to note that if the breakage event is neglected in these coag- 

ulation kinetic equations, the equations are simplified to a discrete form of the well- 

known Smoluchowski’s coagulation equations (43-47). Therefore, the present model can 

be applied to more general coagulation systems while the model developed by 

Smoluchowski only accounts for special cases. It is also important to know that al- 

though the functional form describing aggregate growth kinetics is the same in the 

present model as in Smoluchwski’s coagulation equation, the detailed information re- 

garding calculation of the rate constants is different in each case. 

5.7 Summary and Conclusions 

The application of the deterministic population balance equation has been illus- 

trated through the analysis of aggregate size distribution in a batch-operated coagulation 

system of isotropic turbulent flow. Theoretical models have been proposed to describe 

the aggregate growth and breakage dynamic behaviors. Both interparticle potential en- 

ergy and kinetic energy have been considered in formulating the aggregation rate con- 

stant, which extends the classical colloidal stability theory to a more general form. The 

breakage rate process has been analyzed through the force balance by considering the 

internal adhesion force and the external shear force exerting on an aggregate. By in- 

cluding both aggregate growth and breakage rate processes in the population balance 
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model, a set of first-order non-linear differential equations has been derived to complete 

the description of coagulation kinetics, in which four adjustable parameters are involved 

to make the model more flexible. The importance of mixing intensity in the coagulation 

has been discussed through the model analysis of both rate processes. A model of ag- 

gregate structure has also been considered to account for the effects of the apparent 

density and porosity on the collision kinetic energy and frequency. 
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CHAPTER6 A SIMULATION OF THE COAGULATION PROCESS 

6.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter, a set of generalized equations of coagulation kinetics 

has been derived for the discrete size spectrum from the theoretical point of view. In 

order to study the coagulation kinetics, however, this set of equations needs to be solved. 

Since there is no simple functional form to describe the aggregate birth and death rate 

constants as a function of aggregate size, properties of the system, geometry of the unit 

and the operation conditions, it is impossible to obtain a general, explicit, and time- 

dependent solution to the kinetic equations of coagulation, i.e., equations [5.35], [5.36], 

[5.37], [5.38] and [5.39] (1-6). Analytical solutions are possible only for very special sys- 

tems where either a constant rate constant (7-8) or a rate constant of simple functional 

form (1-2, 9-10) is assumed. However, it is still very difficult to get the analytical sol- 

utions for the coagulation under the mixing where the breakage of aggregates is impor- 

tant. It has been pointed out by Vigil and Ziff (6) that a system described by equations 

[5.35], [5.36], [5.38], and [5.39] cannot, in general, reach a dynamic equilibrium in which 

detailed balance is satisfied. For a stable system, which has steady state solutions to 

coagulation kinetic equations, the study of dynamic behavior of coagulation using ana- 

lytical method has been proven to be very difficult even under simplified conditions. It 
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is, however, practical to solve those first order nonlinear ordinary differential equations 

of coagulation kinetics using numerical methods. 

In this chapter, numerical procedures have been described based on the model 

developed in Chapter 5. Using the proposed numerical technique, the coagulation 

process has been simulated by monitoring the aggregate size evolution. The influence 

of model parameters on the simulation results has been studied to have a better under- 

standing on the model. The system conditions such as mixing intensity, surface poten- 

tial, and surface hydrophobicity have been examined by the simulation to study the 

effect of these operation variables on the coagulation performance. Although the dis- 

cussion has been focused on the qualitative comparison between simulation predictions 

and the experimental results, the aggregate size distribution measured using classical 

Andreasen pipette technique has been presented as a comparison for the simulation re- 

sults. 

6.2. Numerical Procedures 

In order to solve the coagulation kinetic equations numerically, it is important 

to define the size classes over the size spectrum of interest. For a system of mono size 

primary particles, it is convenient to define size class based on the number of particles 

composing the aggregates. In the present work, the classes are defined in such a way 

that any aggregate in every successive class contains one more primary particle than it 

does in its previous class. It is obvious that each class has a constant property of ag- 

gregate number. It requires a large number of classes, say 500 classes (11), to cover the 

size spectrum of interest using this method. However, this scheme of classification is 

more convenient as will be shown later in this chapter. This method also gives a more 

accurate mass balance in the simulation since all the aggregates in the same class have 
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identical solid mass. With the classes being specified, the porosity for each class is cal- 

culated using the Equations [5.7], [5.2] and [5.6], successively, while the equivelent 

spherical aggregate size is calculated using Equation [5.8] in which the porosities have 

been previously obtained. 

The interaction energy barrier, V,,,,, and the critical film thickness, H,, between 

particles of each pair of classes are then calculated by finding the maximum value of 

Equation [4.7] and its location. In these calculations, the particle sizes are replaced by 

the corresponding spherical aggregate sizes, and the zeta potential and Hamaker con- 

stant of the aggregates are assumed to be the same as that of the primary particles. The 

kinetic energy, V,, for the aggregates of each pair of classes at the separation of critical 

film thickness is calculated using Equation [4.10]. The reduced mass of interacting ag- 

gregates is calculated from the apparent masses of individual equivalent spherical ag- 

gregates, which include the masses of solids and inclusion water. The relative velocity 

between two approaching aggregates is then calculated using Equation [5.9] or [5.10], 

depending on whether the flow of suspension is viscous dissipation or inertial convection 

in nature, where the energy dissipation rate per unit mass of suspension is calculated 

using the procedures as described in Appendix I. With the obtained energy barriers and 

kinetic energies, the collision efficiency between aggregates of each pair of classes is 

calculated using Equation [5.17] or [5.18]. Coagulation rate constants for each pair of 

aggregates of any two different classes is then calculated using Equation [5.21] or [5.22]. 

In the calculation of the breakage rate constants, the adhesion force and breakup 

force are calculated using Equations [5.25] and [5.27] or [5.28], respectively. The 

breakage rate constant is calculated for each class using Equation [5.29] or [5.30] with 

parameters of A and 4, being fixed at the reasonable values. Finally, the daughter ag- 

gregate distribution function of aggregate breakage is calculated for each class using 

Equation [5.31]. 
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After predeterminations and calculations of all parameters and constants, the 

coagulation kinetic equations, i.e., Equations [5.35]-[5.38], are solved numerically using 

the backward differentiation formula called Gear’s stiff method (12), which has been 

coded as a standard subroutine in IMSL package. From the trial and fail tests, it has 

been found that the problem is very stiff. Therefore, it is necessary to provid a subrou- 

tine with a user’s Jacobian matrix to get the solution for the problem (12). The general 

Jacobian matrix has the form of the following equation: 

  

  

of, of, of, 
On(1) On(2) ~ °° @n(N) 

Of, _ of, af, 
On(1) On(2) © °° On(N) 

J=| Coe [6.1] 

Ofn  _ fn ofy 
@n(1) @n(2) ~ °° An(N)     

In Equation [6.1], f, represents the left hand sides of Equations [5.35], [5.36], 

[5.37] and [5.38]. The elements of the above Jacobian matrix, J,,, can be expressed ex- 

plicitly by differentiating zth ordinary differential equation with respect to the concen- 

tration of jth-fold aggregate as given collectively in the following: 

af, x 
ne Fay = — 2k(1,1)n(1) — 2 (dade 6.2] 

a 
um ST = —k(1,)n(1) - BO,)S(, i= 2, easy N [6.3] 
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Jax = Faq = 2M Loa) — K(2,1)n(2), [6.4] 

afr 
In=5 Tlie ~k(2,1)n(1) — 2k(2,2)n(2) — 0. dn(i) —S(2) [6.5] 

Of, 
Jy = te 5 = ~K(2fmn(2) — BRAS, §= 3, ay N [6.6] 

Jn = oan =— 2 Mevdn(y ~ 2k(z,z)n(z) — Sz), z=3, .., N-1 [6.7] 

a 
J =~ = k(i,z — )n(z ~~) —k(z,)n(z), z>i, t=1,..,z-1 [6.8] 

Ji se —k(z,)n(z) + Biz,)S(), z<i, i=z4+1,.., N [6.9] 

Jui = = =k(N S5MATHS 0-i,)n(N-) —k(N,On(N) (= 1,2,..,.N—1 , [6.10] 

J Ofy Nol and Jw = Gacy = —2K(N NAN) — FRNA) [6.11] 

By incorporating the above Jacobian matrix into the IMSL subroutine, the co- 

agulation kinetic equations are solved at each given time interval. The solutions are then 

tested using the constraint equation, i.e., Equation [5.39], for the acceptance of the re- 

sults. If the relative error is larger than a given value, the solutions are rejected and the. 

time interval is reduced for another try, otherwise, the solutions are accepted and sent 

to the output device. The steady state is then checked by comparing the total number 

of aggregates of two successive runs. If the steady state is recognized, the program is 

terminated. Otherwise, the numerical solution will start again with a new starting time 

which is the ending time of the previous run, unless the desired time range has been 

covered. The numerical procedures described previously can be summarized by the 
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schematic flow chart, as given in Figure 6.1, with the program being given in Appendix 

Il. 

6.3 A Typical Example of Simulation 

Using the numerical procedures proposed in the preceding section, the aggregate 

size distribution as a function of evolution time has been simulated for a fine coal par- 

ticle suspension mixed at 1000 rpm and the results are given in Figure 6.2. The zeta 

potential value of -43 mV, Hamaker constant of 6.07 x 10-% J, and hydrophobic inter- 

action parameter of —1.247 mJ/m? as determined at critical coagulation pH have been 

used in this simulation. A solid/water interfacial tension of 26.72 dyne/cm as determined 

from contact angle measurement has also been used. The values of other model pa- 

rameters for calculating the collision efficiency and breakage rate have been chosen so 

that a reasonable dynamic equilibrium aggregate size distribution can be obtained. They 

are 0.138 (K7)-', 139.89, 507.38 dyne-! and 1 x 105 sec~', with respect to 8, k,, A; and 

A. 

Figure 6.2 shows that starting with mono size primary particles of 5 wm, three 

distinct size zones are developed as the coagulation proceeds. The first size zone covers 

5 to 26.7 wm size range. This zone is characterized by relative low coagulation rate con- 

stants. Its existence is due to the breakage of the larger aggregates of zone 3. Following 

this first zone, a second zone is developed with evolution of coagulation time, which is 

characterized with a coagulation rate larger than its breakage rate. This zone covers a 

wide range of the aggregate size, from 29.6 um to 99 um. Most aggregates formed fall 

in this zone. The wide range of aggregate size covered by this zone shows that the ag- 

gregates formed under severe shear conditions differ significantly in size. The last zone 

starts from aggregate size of 100 wm. Inside this zone, only random aggregates are pos- 
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Figure 6.1. 
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Schematic Diagram of the Computer Program for Simulating Coag- 
ulation Kinetic Behaviors 
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Figure 6.2. Cumulative Aggregate Size Distributions of Fine Coal Particles at Var- 
ious Coagulation Time 

B =0.138 (kT)-; ky = 139.89; ky = 507.38 dyne-; 
A=1.0x 105 secu}; Mixing = 1000 rpm; C = ~—43 mV; 

Ay3; = 3.31 x 10-2! J; C= — 1.247 mJ/m?; Vow = 26.72 dyne/cm. 
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sible to form since the breakage rate of aggregates in this zone is much greater than their 

formation rate. Therefore, upon formation, the aggregates break into a spectrum of 

daughter aggregates of smaller size. 

Figure 6.2 also shows that after 0.7 seconds, the aggregate size distribution does 

not change significantly as the coagulation proceeds further. This finding suggests that 

coagulation under severe mixing conditions reaches its equilibrium in a short time pe- 

riod, indicating the experimental difficulties of kinetic studies of coagulation with severe 

mixing. 

The variation of mass fraction of the aggregates in each indivual size class has 

also been traced as a function of coagulation time in this simulation. In Figure 6.3, the 

typical patterns are shown for sizes of primary particles and the aggregates of size 

ranging from 5.0 to 11.7 wm and from 89.6 to 100.2 um. Figure 6.3 clearly shows that the 

total mass of the primary particles continues decreasing significantly as the coagulation 

proceeds to 0.7 seconds, and after that it levels off at 9 percent. 

Unlike the primary particles, the mass fraction of the aggregates in the 5.0 to 11.7 

pm size range increases at the very beginning of coagulation, reaching its maximum at 

0.03 seconds. During this period of coagulation, the aggregate formation of this size 

range by binary aggregation of the primary particles and the aggregate of smaller size is 

dominating since the number of the aggregates in this size range is not sufficient in this 

period for inducing the formation of any higher order aggregates. Upon reaching a 

certain number of aggregates in this size range, the aggregation between the primary 

particles or aggregates of smaller size and the aggregates of this size range begins at a 

rate greater than that of the formation of aggregates falling in this size range. As a re- 

sult, the mass fraction of the aggregates starts decreasing, which is a common phenom- 

enon in coagulation. However, it is interesting to note that at a certain coagulation 

time, the mass fraction of the aggregates in this size range reaches a minium, and after 
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that, it starts increasing slightly. Eventually, it levels off after the coagulation time of 

0.7 seconds. This behavior may be attributed to the disintegration of larger aggregates. 

These characteristics will disappear if the breakage event is neglected in the population 

balance model as will be illustrated in detail in the later section of this chapter. The time 

at which the mass fraction of the aggregates in this size range starts increasing again 

may be considered as the time at which substantial breakage of the aggregates of larger 

size begins. 

The mass fraction of aggregates with sizes in the range of 89.6 and 100.2 um does 

not show any change until 0.03 seconds at which time the mass fraction of the aggre- 

gates in the size range of 5.0 to 11.7 um reaches maximum. After that time, it increases 

to a certain value and then levels off at a coagulation time of 0.7 seconds, having reached 

a dynamic equilibrium state. 

6.4 Simulations with Varying Model Parameters 

To examine the response of simulation results to each model parameter, the ef- 

fects of each model parameters, such as B, k, , k; and A, on the coagulation kinetic be- 

havior and ultimate aggregate size distributions, have been studied through the 

simulation. The results are given collectively in Figures 6.4 to 6.11. 

64.1 Effect of Model Parameter B on Coagulation Kinetics 

It is convenient to define a dimensionless number concentration as a ratio of the 

total number of aggregates in unit volume at any time, ¢, to that at time 0. Although 

this quantity does not give any detailed information about aggregate size distribution, 

it does provide a simple way to present a general idea as to the coagulation against 
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Figure 6.3. Changes of Mass Fraction of Primary Partiles and Aggregates in Dif- 
ferent Size Ranges as a Function of Coagulation Time 

B= 0.138 (kT); k, = 139.89; ky = 507 
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dispersion and reflect the kinetic behavior of coagulation systems. A smaller value of 

this quantity indicates a better coagulation. 

In Figure 6.4, the dimensionless number concentration is given as a function of 

coagulation time. This figure shows that with other model parameters and system vari- 

ables being the same, an increase in the value of model parameter £ slows down the co- 

agulation kinetics as expected theoretically. By increasing the value of model parameter 

8, the collision efficiency decreases as indicated in Equation [5.18] and illustrated in 

Figure 5.3. Therefore, the proportion of collisions which result in aggregation is re- 

duced. As a result, a longer coagulation time is required to reach the equilibrium as 

found in the simulation. | 

It is interesting to note that upon reaching the equilibrium, the dimensionless 

number concentration has almost the same value regardless of the values of model pa- 

rameter 8 as used in the simulation, indicating that there is no significant effect on the 

final aggregate size distribution by the value of model parameter #8. This behavior is 

more clearly shown in Figure 6.5 where the equibrium aggregate size distributions are 

given for different values of model parameter £. 

Figure 6.5 shows that the equilibrium aggregate size distributions for three dif- 

ferent values of model parameter § are almost identical. It is not difficult to understand 

that the values of model parameter 8 only affect the aggregation rate constant of those 

pairs of particles or aggregates whose kinetic energy is less than the interaction energy 

barrier. Since the kinetic energy obtained by the particles or aggregates of small size is 

usually less than the interaction energy barrier, the aggregation rate constants between 

those particles and aggregates are reduced as the value of model parameter 8 increases. 

However, the aggregation rate constants for the pairs of particles or aggregates, whose 

kinetic energy is greater than the energy barrier, are not affected by changing the value 

of model parameter £, because the collision efficiency is considered as unity in these 
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cases. Therefore, it takes a longer time for a certain amount of smaller aggregates to 

form when the aggregation rate constant is reduced due to the increase of the value of 

model parameter 8. As soon as the aggregation between primary particles or small ag- 

gregates and larger aggregates previously formed begins, it dominates the consumption 

of primary particles and smaller aggregates since the aggregation rate constants are 

much greater in this case. As a result, the value of model parameter £ has no effect on 

the equibrium aggregate size distribution since it does not affect the aggregation rate 

constant of these size ranges. This finding suggests that the true value of model pa- 

rameter £ can only be evaluated from coagulation kinetic studies. 

6.4.2 Effect of Model Parameter k, on Coagulation Kinetics 

The dimensionless number concentration of a suspension mixed at 800 rpm has 

been simulated by using different values of the model parameter k, to study the effect 

of this model parameter on coagulation kinetics. The results given in Figure 6.6 show 

that increasing the value of parameter &, only slightly affects the coagulation kinetic 

behavior, but the total number of aggregates at steady state decreases significantly. 

As discussed earlier, a higher value of parameter k, corresponds to a more com- 

pact aggregate structure,.which gives rise to a larger number of contacts per particle and 

a higher value of contact area per contact. In this case, the binding forces between 

particles are much stronger, resulting in a reduced breakage rate constant as indicated 

in Equations [5.25] and [5.30]. Therefore, it is not surprising to observe that the in- 

creased 4, value causes the equilibrium aggregate size distribution to shift in the direction 

of increasing aggregate size as shown in Figure 6.7. 

Figure 6.7 also shows that by changing the model parameter &, , the equilibrium 

aggregate size distribution function varies significantly. A distinct zone of 3 observed in 
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Figure 6.5 almost disappeared. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that at 

such a high value of model parameter k,, the breakage is unlikely to occur under the 

current mixing conditions. This finding of the simulation suggests that the value of pa- 

rameter k, can be estimated by matching the experimental value of d,,,, , the maximum 

aggregate size, with the values obtained during the simulation when a series of values 

are assigned to &;. 

6.4.3 Effect of Model Parameter k, on Coagulation Kinetics 

The effects of model parameter k, on coagulation kinetics and equilibrium ag- 

gregate size distribution are illustrated in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. Figure 6.8 shows that an 

increase in model parameter k, does not change the coagulation kinetics substantially, 

which is similar to what has been observed in Figure 6.6. However, a slightly higher 

dimensionless number concentration has been obtained with higher values of model pa- 

rameter k, at the equilibrium condition. This is due chiefly to the significant breakage 

of aggregates which starts at a lower aggregate size with the higher value of model pa- 

rameter &;, as indicated in Equation [5.30] and Figure 5.6. 

Unlike the effect of model parameter k, on the equilibrium aggregate size 

distrbution, the change of value of model parameter &, changes the distribution of the 

aggregate size but the functional form of aggregate size distribution remains the same 

as shown in Figure 6.9. This is because the aggregate size above which aggregates are 

subjected to breakup is not affected by changing the value of the parameter 4, . There- 

fore, this model parameter can most likely be determined by matching the experimental 

aggregate size distribution function with that obtained from simulation using different 

values of the parameter. 
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PERERA 

6.4.4 Effect of Model Parameter A on Coagulation Kinetics 

Finally, Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the influence of model parameter A on the 

coagulation kinetics and equilibrium aggregate size distributions. It is not surprising to 

find that varying the value of breakage model parameter A affects, slightly, the time at 

which the coagulation reaches a steady state as illustrated in Figure 6.10. 

The dimensionless number concentration of aggregates, however, decreases sig- 

nificantly with decreasing the value of model parameter A. It reaches almost zero if the 

unity value of A is used in the simulation, even though the breakage of the aggregate 

occurs at exactly the same aggregate size. This is because the breakage rate is negligible 

compared with the aggregate formation rate in this particular case. By examining the 

equilibrium aggregate size distribution as shown in Figure 6.11, it can be seen that using 

unity value of A causes coagulation to generate the mono-size aggregates of top size. 

Figure 6.11 also shows that a change in the value of model parameter A changes not 

only the aggregate size distribution but also the functional form of the distribution, 

which makes this parameter most interesting. 

In summary, the above simulation results show that this four parameter popu- 

lation balance model seems very flexible with 8 mostly dominating the aggregation 

kinetics, k, adjusting the breakup point, A determining the functional form of aggregate 

size distribution and &, controlling the aggregate size distribution. Although Broadbent 

and Callcott breakage function has been used throughout these simulations, the use of 

other types of breakage function may have significant influence on the simulation results 

and could be a very important factor affecting the coagulation kinetic behavior. This 

aspect will be discussed briefly later in this chapter. 
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6.5 Simulations with Varying System Variables 

65.1 Effect of Mixing Rate on Coagulation Kinetics 

After choosing the reasonable values of the model parameters, the effects of the 

system variables on coagulation kinetics and equilibrium aggregate size distribution have 

been studied by varying one system variable at a time in each simulation. Figure 6.12 

shows the changes of mass fraction of individual size class as a function of coagulation 

tume. The model parameters and other system variables used in this simulation are the 

same as those used in the previous simulation with the results shown in Figure 6.2, ex- 

cept that the mixing is assumed to be conducted at 800 rpm. 

In contrast to Figure 6.2 where mixing rate has been assumed to be 1000 rpm, 

the coagulation is delayed at a lower mixing condition as shown in Figure 6.12. Figure 

6.2 shows that the coagulation starts at 0.001 seconds, while Figure 6.12 shows that co- 

agulation does not begin until coagulation proceeds to 0.1 seconds. However, as soon 

as the coagulation is initiated at a certain time, approximately 0.1 seconds, the reduction 

of the number of primary particles becomes much more significant as the coagulation 

proceeds furthe in the case of lower mixing intensity. It is also shown that with lower 

mixing intensity, the mass fraction of the aggregates in the size range of 5.0 to 11.7 wm 

never exists at a substantial level as opposed to what has been observed with higher 

mixing intensity. The complicated behavior of mass fraction of the aggregates in this 

size range observed at higher mixing rate disappears, indicating that the breakage of 

aggregates of larger size becomes, as expected, less significant at a lower mixing rate. 

The effects of a further reduction in the mixing intensity on the coagulation be- 

havior are shown in Figure 6.13. These results have been obtained from simulation by 

assuming a mixing rate of 500 rpm. At this mixing rate, the simulation has shown that 
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there is no breakage of aggregates over the whole size spectrum studied. It is noted that 

the coagulation does not occur until | second, which is a 1000 times delay as compared 

with the coagulation conducted at 1000 rpm. Compared with Figures 6.2 and 6.12, the 

most remarkable feature in Figure 6.13 is that as the coagulation proceeds, the mass 

fraction of the aggregates in the size range of 5.0 to 11.7 ym increases considerably first, 

reaches the maximum at a certain time and, then, begins to decrease and continues to 

almost zero. This is a commonly observed behavior in coagulation simulation in which 

the breakage event of aggregates has been neglected. 

The dimensionless number concentrations as a function of coagulation time ob- 

tained from simulation using various mixing conditions are given in Figures 6.14 and 

6.15. Figure 6.14 shows that a decrease of mixing rate from 1000 rpm to 800 rpm delays 

the starting time of coagulation substantially, from 0.00! seconds to 0.2 seconds. It 

appears that the change of the mixing rate at this level does not significantly affect the 

system reaching steady state. The coagulation reaches a steady state at coagulation time 

of 0.2 and 0.3 seconds, respectively. 

However, a further reduction in mixing rate to 500 rpm causes the system to 

reach the steady state after 10 minutes of coagulation as shown in Figure 6.15. Figure 

6.15 also shows that if the coagulation is conducted at a mixing rate of 300 rpm, the 

dimensionless number concentration still shows a tendency of significant decline at the 

coagulation time of 10 minutes, which indicates that the steady state has not been 

reached. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 in combination show that the dimensionless number 

concentration at the steady state decreases significantly as the mixing rate decreases 

from 1000 rpm to 800 rpm and then levels off at a value of 0.02 with a further decrease 

in the mixing rate. The higher value of the dimensionless number concentration at a 

higher mixing rate illustrates the adverse effect of severe shear force on coagulation. 
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To understand the observed kinetic behavior, it is helpful to tabulate and plot 

some relevant constants calculated for each system. Taking binary association of pri- 

mary particles as an example, the collision efficiency, collision frequency and the aggre- 

gation rate constants for each mixing condition have been calculated and the results are 

given in Table 6.1. Also included in Table 6.1 is d, defined as the aggregate size at which 

aggregates start to break. The aggregation rate constants between primary particle and 

aggregates of any class are given in Figure 6.16. 

Table 6.1. Calculated Values of V,, 2, w(a,,a,), k(1,1) and d, at Various Mixing 

  

  

Rates. 

Mixing Rate rpm 300 500 800 1000 

V, kT 1.7 7.9 32.5 63.5 

a 7.02x 104  7.02x104 7.87x10 5.66 x 107! 

w(a,, a) sec! 4.46x 10 9.61 K 10 =—-1.94x 10-7. 2.72 x 1077 

k(1, 1) sec! = 1.57x 10" —-3.37x 10" 7.65x 10" ~—- 7.69 x 10-8 

d, um > 140.0 > 140.0 137.0 105.5 

  

Figure 6.16 shows that when primary particles coagulate with the aggregates of 

increasing size, the coagulation rate constant increases significantly first, reaches a 

transition point at a certain aggregate size and, then, increases gradually, forming two 

distinct zones. The size at which the transition occurs is defined as d, for the convenience 

of discussion. The transition may be considered to be from slow coagulation to rapid 

coagulation. It appears, from Figure 6.16, that d, decreases as the mixing rate increases. 
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This suggests that with high mixing intensity, the relatively smaller aggregates can obtain 

sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the energy barrier, resulting in rapid coagulation. 

When a primary particle coagulates with the aggregates of the size smaller than d,, Fig- 

ure 6.16 shows a sharp increase in coagulation rate constant as aggregate size increases, 

which may be attributed merely to the sensitive dependence of collision efficiency on the 

increased kinetic energy of larger aggregates through the exponential function. Figure 

6.16 also shows that when primary particles coagulate with the aggregates of the same 

size but smaller than d,, the coagulation rate constant increases about two orders in 

magnitude as the mixing rate increases due to the same reason. As shown in Table 6.1, 

the aggregation rate constant between primary particles will increase about 100 times if 

the mixing rate increases from 800 rpm to 1000 rpm. 

However, when the aggregate size is larger than d,, the coagulation rate constant 

between primary particles and aggregates increases gradually as illustrated in Figure 

6.16. For the coagulation between the primary particles and the aggregates of given size 

greater than d,, the aggregation rate constant increases only slightly with an increase in 

the mixing rate. In this aggregate size range, the collision efficiency equals unity since 

the kinetic energy of colliding particle/aggregate pair is equal to or greater than the po- 

tential energy barrier of the corresponding particle/aggregate pair. Therefore, the expo- 

nential dependence of aggregation rate constant on the mixing intensity disappears. The 

increase in aggregation rate constant in this case is due to the increase of collision fre- 

quency with increasing mixing rate. This finding suggests that the coagulation betweem 

the primary particles and the aggregates of size smaller than d, controls the coagulation 

rate of the system, which explains the coagulation kinetic behavior as shown in Figure 

6.14. 

The equilibrium aggregate size distributions at various mixing rates are given in 

Figure 6.17. The mixing rate significantly affects the ultimate aggregate size distribution 
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as illustrated in Figure 6.17. At the mixing rate of 800 rpm, the three distinct size dis- 

tribution zones observed at the mixing rate of 1000 rpm tend to disappear. Only a very 

small fraction, about 5%, of small aggregates can exist and about 80% of aggregates are 

larger than 125 yum in size. If the coagulation is conducted at a mixing rate of 500 rpm, 

only mono-size aggregates of top size are existing in the suspension. 

In order to have a better understanding of the effects of mixing rate on equilib- 

rium aggregate size distribution as uncovered in the above simulation, Table 6.1 is pre- 

sented to show that if the suspension is mixed at 1000 rpm, the aggregates of size greater 

than 105.5 um will be subjected to breakup, producing a spectrum of daughter aggre- 

gates of smaller size. Since there is a considerable number of classes above size 105.5 

pm, a substantial number of daughter aggregates due to the breakage of aggregates in 

these sizes is expected as shown in Figure 6.17. A decrease of mixing rate from 1000 rpm 

to 800 rpm increases d, from 105.5 um to 137.0 wm as shown in Table 6.1. Therefore, 

only the aggregates in a few classes of size greater than 130.0 um are subjected to 

breakage. As a result, a negligible number of small aggregates is expected to exist under 

this mixing rate as illustrated in Figure 6.17. 

Because of the difficulty of measuring true aggregate size distribution by using 

existing size analysis techniques as discussed in the literature (13-14), no experimental 

results have been obtained to testify quantitatively the above simulation results in the 

present work. However, the above simulation results are qualitatively in good agree- 

ment with the experimentally observed phenomena. As discussed, the system variables 

used in the above simulation have been determined experimentally at a mixing rate of 

1000 rpm. It is interesting to note that good coagulation has been obtained exper- 

imentally at this mixing rate as shown in Figure 3.1, which is in good agreement with 

what has been predicted from the above simulation. However, a much clearer 

supernatant has been observed experimentally when the coagulation was conducted at 
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Figure 6.17. Equilibrium Cumulative Aggregate Size Distributions as a Function of 
Coagulation Time for Three Different Mixing Rates 
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a mixing rate of 800 rpm, which is consistent with what has been found in the above 

simulation as illustrated in Figure 6.17. 

The above simulations show that the mixing is an important experimentally 

controllable variable in the coagulation performed under varying mixing conditions. 

From the simulation, it is possible to find an optimum mixing rate for obtaining the 

aggregates of conceivable settling rate within an acceptable coagulation time. 

65.2 Effect of Zeta Potential on Coagulation Kinetics 

The dimensionless number concentrations as a function of coagulation time ob- 

tained in the simulation using different values of zeta potential are given in Figure 6.18. 

Figure 6.18 shows that with a slight increase in the magnitude of zeta potential, the co- 

agulation is delayed significantly. By changing the zeta potential value from -43 mV to 

-44 mV, the time at which coagulation starts increases from 0.001 seconds to 0.1 sec- 

onds. A further increase in the magnitude of zeta potential, from -44 mv to -45 mV, 

causes the coagulation to proceed at an inconceivable rate as shown in Figure 6.18. 

After allowing a two-hour coagulation in the simulation, 99.98% of primary particles 

are still existing as individual particles. 

As contrasted to the effect of zeta potential values on the time at which coag- 

ulation initiates, Figure 6.18 shows that the coagulation does not delay reaching the 

steady state by a change of zeta potential value from -43 mV to -44 mV. To understand 

this behavior, the dimer formation rate constants at various values of zeta potential are 

given in Table 6.2. Also included in Table 6.2 are the values of corresponding inter-~ 

action energy barrier and collision efficiency. 

Table 6.2 shows that an increase in the magnitude of zeta potential increases 

substantially the interaction energy barrier, which causes the collision efficiency to de- 
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C= — 1.247 mJ/m?*, Yew = 26.72 dyne/cm. 
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crease significantly through the exponential function. As a result, with the same colli- 

sion mode, w(a,a), the coagulation rate constant decreases dramatically, from 

7.69 x 10-8 to 4.43 x 10-5 if zeta potential changes from -43 mV to -45 mV as shown in 

Table 6.2. Therefore, the observed effect of zeta potential on the coagulation kinetic 

behavior may be attributed to the significant effect of zeta potential on the dimer for- 

mation rate constant, which is a rate control step in the coagulation. 

Table 6.2. Calculated Values of V,,,,. « and A(1,1) for Three Different Values of 
Zeta Potential 

  

  

Zeta Potential, mV -43 -44 -4§ 

Vinaxs kT 67.6 121.6 188.7 

a 5.66 x 107! 3.26 x 10-4 3.06 x 10-8 

A(1, 1), sect! 7.69 x 10-8 4.43 x 10-" 4.15 x 10-'8 

  

However, as soon as a sufficient number of aggregates of low order is formed, the 

formation of high order aggregates dominates the consumption of primary particles and 

low order aggregates and, hence, determines the time at which coagulation reaches 

steady state and the equilibrium aggregate size distribution. Since the kinetic energy of 

collision increases significantly with increasing the size of aggregates, the increase of zeta 

potential by 1 mV in magnitude is unlikely to affect the collision efficiency of those ag- 

gregates whose kinetic energy level is sufficiently high. Therefore, the aggregation rate 

constant over the size spectrum of those aggregates remains unchanged. As a result, the 

time at which the system reaches dynamic equilibrium changes slightly in spite of the 
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significant change in the initial aggregation rate constant as observed in the simulation. 

This explanation conforms to what has been observed in carrier flotation, where coarse 

particles are added to initiate the coagulation. 

The effect of zeta potential on the coagulation kinetic behavior uncovered in the 

simulation is in good agreement with what observed in the experiments as shown in 

Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 shows that near the critical coagulation pH, the fine coal sus- 

pension changes from coagulation to dispersion within a narrow pH range over which 

the value of zeta potential changes only a few milivolts, while the simulation shows that 

a change of zeta potential value from -43 mV to -45 mV turns a system from coagulation 

to dispersion as illustrated in Figure 6.18. 

The equilibrium aggregate size distribution obtained in the simulation using dif- 

ferent values of zeta potential is given in Figure 6.19. As shown, the equilibrium ag- 

gregate size distribution does not change significantly as the value of zeta potential 

changes from -43 mv to -44 mV even though this change causes significant delay in the 

coagulation kinetics as shown previously in Figure 6.18. This is expected since the 

change in the value of zeta potential does not affect the breakage rate constants and the 

aggregation rate constants between the primary particle and the aggregate of size greater 

11.6 um. The latter dominates the aggregation rate process, and combined with the 

breakage rate process, determines the equilibrium aggregate size distribution after the 

aggregation between the primary particles is initiated. Also shown in Figure 6.19 is the 

aggregate size distribution after the suspension is allowed to coagulate for 2 hours in the 

simulation using zeta potential value of -45 mV. In this case, the aggregate size dis- 

tribution is essentially the same as that of mono size feed. This indicates that the co- 

agulation is not practically possible if the present coal particles carry the electrical 

potential of -45 mV, which is in good agreement with the experimental observations as 

discussed previously. 
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Figure 6.19. Equilibrium Cumulative Aggregate Size Distributions for Different 
Values of Zeta Potential 

6 = 0.138 (kT)-!; k, = 139.89; ky = 507.38 dyne-'; 
A =1.0 x 105 sec~!; Mixing = 1000 rpm; Aj)3,; = 3.31 x 10-7! J, 
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6.5.3. Effect of Hamaker Constant on Coagulation Kinetics 

The effects of Hamaker constant of solid on the coagulation kinetics have also 

been simulated by keeping other model parameters and system variables constant. The 

simulation results are given in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. Figure 6.20 shows that a 30% 

decrease in Hamaker constant of coal, from 6.07 x 10-” J to 4.07 x 10-* J, shifts the 

kinetic curve to the longer coagulation time side. However, the influence of Hamaker 

constant on the coagulation kinetics is not as significant as that of surface electrical 

potential as discussed in Section 6.5.2. The dimensionless number concentration reaches 

almost the same value after the coagulation reaches a steady state at a time of 0.2 sec- 

onds. Figure 6.21 shows that the equilibrium aggregate size distributions obtained in 

simulation using two different values of Hamaker constant are almost identical. 

It is not surprising to find that the coagulation kinetics is not as sensitive to the 

changes of Hamaker constant, as shown in Figure 6.20, as to the changes of surface 

electrical potential, as illustrated in Figure 6.18. In Chapter 4, it has been shown that, 

theoretically, the Hamaker constant is not as important as surface electrical potential in 

determining the stability of colloidal suspensions of very hydrophobic colloids suspended 

in water. The calculation has shown that the interaction energy barrier between primary 

‘particles increases from 67.6 kT to 78.9 kT as the Hamaker constant decreases from 

6.07 x 10°” J to 4.07 x 10-” J, which results in a reduction in collision efficiency of 

primary particles from 0.566 to 0.119. Thus, the dimer formation rate constant decreases 

from 7.69 x 10-® sec“! to 1.62 x 10-* sec™' at a given mixing rate of 1000 rpm, causing 

a slight delay in initiating the dimer formation which controls the starting time of coag- 

ulation as shown in Figure 6.21. As soon as dimer formation is initiated, forming 

surfficient number of dimers, the coagulation proceeds in the same way regardless of the 

changes of Hamaker constant over the studied range. This is because with an increase 
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Figure 6.20. Changes of Dimensionless Number Concentration as a Function of Co- 
agulation Time for Different Values of Hamaker Constant 
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in the size of interacting particles, the kinetic energy increases significantly, which dom- 

inates the magnitude of collision efficiency. Therefore, the change of Hamaker constant 

shows a less pronounced effect on the collision efficiency of colloiding particles of in- 

creasing size. As a consequence, the difference in the time at which the coagulation re- 

aches a steady state is minor, and the equilibrium aggregate size distribution is almost 

identical. 

6.5.4 Effect of Hydrophobic Interaction on Coagulation Kinetics 

In order to understand the role of hydrophobic interaction in the coagulation 

kinetics under mixing condition, the simulations have been conducted by assigning dif- 

ferent values to the hydrophobic interaction parameter C in Equation [4.10], keeping the 

other model parameters and system variables constant. The simulation results are given 

in Figures 6.22 and 6.23. 

Figure 6.22 shows that if the magnitude of the hydrophobic interaction parame- 

ter C decreases from 1.247 mJ/m? to 1.147 mJ/m? , the time at which the coagulation 

proceeds with a conceivable rate increases significantly, from 0.001 seconds to 0.3 sec- 

onds. However, the time at which the coagulation reaches equilibrium increases only 

slightly, from 0.1 seconds to 0.4 seconds. This phenomenon is similar to what has been 

observed in the simulation of the effect of zeta potential on the coagulation kinetics as 

shown in Figure 6.18. 

It is interesting to note that a further decrease in the magnitude of the 

hydrophobic interaction parameter to 1.407 mJ/m? causes the coagulation to proceed in 

an inconceivable rate as shown in Figure 6.22. After the coagulation is allowed to pro- 

ceed for 2 hours in the simulation, the results show that 99.99% of the particles are still 

existing as individual primary particles. 
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Figure 6.22. Changes of Dimensionless Number Concentration as a Function of Co- 
agulation Time for Different Values of HI Parameter C 

B= 0.138 (kT); k, = 139.89; ky = 507.38 dyne-'; 
A=1.0 x 105 sec}; Mixing = 1000 rpm; C=— 43 mV, 
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To understand the simulation results, it is helpful to examine the calculated val- 

ues of V,,,, &, @(a,, a,) and A(1, 1) as tabulated in Table 6.3. Table 6.3 shows that as the 

value of hydrophobic interaction parameter C in Equation [4.10] decreases, the inter- 

action energy barrier between the primary particles increases dramatically, giving a sig- 

nificantly decreased collision efficiency at the given mixing rate. As a result, the dimer 

formation rate constant decreases several orders of magnitude as shown in Table 6.3. 

Therefore, the initiation of dimer formation and hence the formation of high order ag- 

gregates are delayed significantly as found in the simulation. 

Table 6.3. Calculated Values of V,,,, « and &(1, 1) for Three Different Values of 
Hydrophobic Interaction Parameter C 

  

  

Cc mJ] m3 -1.247 -1.147 -1.047 

V vax kT 67.6 161.3 294.2 

a 5.66 x 107! 1.35 x 10-6 1.45 x 10-8 

A(1, 1) sec"! 7.69 x 10-8 1.83 x 10-8 1.96 x 10-2! 

  

However, Figure 6.23 shows that the equilibrium aggregate size distribution does 

not change considerably as the value of hydrophobic interaction parameter C changes 

from 1.247 mJ/n? to 1.147 mJ/n?. As has been discussed in Section 6.5.2, the less sen- 

sitivity of equilibrium aggregate size distribution to the changes of C values in the men- 

tioned range may also be attributed to the fact that these changes do not affect the 

breakage rate constant and only slightly affect the values of the aggregation rate con- 

stants between the primary particles and the aggregates of increasing size. If a value of 
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—1.047 mJ/m? is used for the hydrophobic interaction parameter C in the simulation, it 

is not surprising to obtain a mono size distribution of the feed size as has been given in 

Figure 6.23. This is because the coagulation has not proceeded significantly after al- 

lowing for a two-hour coagulation in the simulation as illustrated in Figure 6.22. 

The above simulation results suggest that the hydrophobic interaction is another 

important variable, along with the zeta potential, in controlling the coagulation kinetics 

of a hydrophobic colloidal suspension. It has been shown in Chapter 4 that the 

dispersion/coagulation of a hydrophobic colloidal suspension is determined mainly by 

the balance of repulsive electrostatic interaction and attractive hydrophobic interaction 

as illustrated in Figure 4.2. This statement has been proven qualitively by the above 

simulation results. 

In Chapter 3, it was found experimentally that as the surface hydrophobicity of 

coal samples decreases by oxidation with increasing temperatures, the pH range over 

which the coal sample coagulates decreases significantly as shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 

This indicates that the maximum surface potential for effective coagulation decreases 

substantially as surface hydrophobicity decreases. These experimentally observed coag- 

ulation results of fine coal suspensions of different surface hydrophobicities are. 

qualitatively in good agreement with what has been obtained from the simulation of 

coagulation kinetics. 

65.5 Effect of Interfacial Tension on Coagulation Kinetics 

It is believed that the solid/water interfacial tension plays an important role in 

determining the aggregate size distribution. Therefore, the effects of solid/water 

interfacial tension on the coagulation kinetics and equilibrium aggregate size distribution 
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Figure 6.23. Equilibrium Cumulative Aggregate Size Distributions for Different 
Values of Hydrophobic Interaction Parameter C 

B =0.138 (kT)-!; k, = 139.89; k; = 507.38 dyne-'; 

A=1.0x 10° sec"; Mixing = 1000 rpm, C=— 43 mY, 

Ai3, = 3.31 x 10-2! J; Vow == 26.72 dynejem. 
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have also been studied by the simulation. The results are presented in Figures 6.24 and 

6.25. 

Figure 6.24 shows, as expected, that different values of solid/water interfacial 

tensions do not exihibit any significant impact on the coagulation kinetics. However, 

the dimensionless number concentration shows a noticeable difference after coagulation 

reaches a steady state as illustrated in Figure 6.24, indicating a significant influence of 

solid/water interfacial tension on the ultimate aggregate size distribution. Figure 6.25 

shows that by increasing the solid/water interfical tension, the equilibrium aggregate size 

distribution shifts in the direction of increasing aggregate size, preserving the shape of 

the distribution. 

It is well known that with an increase in the solid/water interfacial tension, the 

energy associated with creating unit interface increases correspondingly. As a result, 

greater shear force is required to create new solid/water interface by breaking the ag- 

gregates of the same size but larger solid/water interfacial tension. To meet this re- 

quirement, only the aggregates of larger size can, at a given mixing intensity, possess 

sufficient shear force to cause them to be broken. Calculations have shown that with 

the increase in the solid/water interfacial tension from 27.72 dyne/cm to 30.72 dyne/cm, 

the d, value changes from 105.51 um to 111.8 um, corresponding to a shift of top ag- 

gregate size. Since less number of classes of aggregates is subjected to the breakage in 

the higher solid/water interfacial tension of aggregates, only a small amount of daughter 

aggregates is produced from breakage, resulting in the equilibrium aggregate size dis- 

tribution shifting in the increasing size direction. 

In summary, the above simulations collectively show that the aggregation rate 

constant between primary particles is the most important factor in determining the co- 

agulation kinetic behavior, while the equilibrium aggregate size distribution is most likely 

determined by the relative magnitude of the aggregation rate constants, forming the ag- 
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gregates of larger size and the breakage rate constant of these aggregates. Therefore, 

any variable which affects one or more of the interaction energy barriers, kinetic energy, 

or collision frequency will change the coagulation kinetics more or less when it is sub- 

jected to changes in practice. These kinds of variables include surface potential, surface 

hydrophobicity, Hamaker constant, mixing rate and geometry of the mixing vessel. And 

any variable which affects the binding force or shear force will change the equilibrium 

aggregate size distribution and/or its functional form when this variable changes. 

Solid/water interfacial tension, mixing rate and geometry of mixing vessel are the exam- 

ples. 

6.6 Aggregate Size Distribution Measurement and Discussion 

6.6.1 Aggregate Size Distribution Measurement 

It has been proven that the accurate measurement of aggregate size and size 

distribution 1s a difficult, if not impossible, task (13-14). The available techniques for the 

study of aggregation give only global information for the overall degree of aggregation, 

but provide no unambiguous information about the size and size distribution. Although 

the techniques such as turbidity, light scattering and sedimentation have been used to 

determine the aggregate size distributions, none is an in-situ technology and, thus, only 

relative information is meaningful. To measure the aggregate size distribution for a co- 

agulation system under severe mixing, these techniques may provide completely mis- 

leading information. Therefore, caution is called for when analyzing experimental data. 

In the present study, the classical Andreasen pipette technique (15) was used due to its 

simplicity. This technique is based on the principle of sedimentation. 
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Elkhorn No. 3 coal sample (3.5 %Ash) was used in this measurement. The 

sample was prepared by using the same procedures as thosse described in Chapter 3. 

The 450 ml suspension was made of 11 grams of minus 400 mesh coal sample in 

10-? M KCI solution of proper pH values. After mixed at 1000 rpm for 10 minutes using 

the mixer shown in Figure AI.1, the suspension was transferred into a graduated cylin- 

drical flask and diluted to 550 ml corresponding to a suspension of 2% solid 

concnetration. The suspension was then agitated by inverting the flask 20 times. Upon 

finishing the agitation, the solids in the suspension were allowed to settle and the timer 

was started. At the end of each given time interval, a 10 ml suspension at a fixed depth 

was taken by pipette and the settling distance was then determined by measuring the 

height between the free suspension surface and the sampling point. The solid in each 

10 ml suspension was weighed after drying the sample in an oven set at 75 °C. The size 

of aggregate was calculated using the Stokes free settling law as given by: 

h 1/2 
d= ial] | , [6.12] 

(Lp, — py) 

in which A is the settling height in cm, 7 is the viscosity of the liquid in poises, ¢ is the 

settling time in minutes, and p, and p, are the densities of solid and liquid, respectively. 

The diameter found thus is in wm. The solid percent finer than a corresponding size was 

calculated as 100 x (W,/W,), where W, and W, are the solid weights of 10 ml suspensions 

at time ¢ and time 0, respectively. 

To test the technique, a measurement of three different runs, each consisting of 

three different tests at identical conditions, was performed and the results are presented 

in Figure 6.26. The pH of the suspension for these measurements was adjusted to 8.4. 

Figure 2.26 shows a fairly good reproducibility between different runs. It was found 
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experimentally that the accurate data of size distribution for the aggregates of larger size 

is difficult to obtain using this technique because those aggregates settle very quickly. 

The aggregate size distributions corresponding to different solution conditions 

are given in Figure 6.27 in which the data shown in Figure 6.26 are also included for the 

convenience of discussion. Figure 6.27 shows that the coal sample used in this study is 

of a fairly narrow size distribution as measured by dispersing coal in LOMAR-D, a coal 

dispersant. About 80% of the particles are less than 25 um. After the suspension is 

subjected to the coagulation at pH 8.4, the size distribution curve shifts sigfinicantly to- 

wards the larger size spectrum. The value of dj, defined as the size of 50% finer, in- 

creases from 24 um to 49 um, and the distribution becomes narrower. However, the 

aggregate size distribution of coal sample coagulating at pH 10.1! is almost identical to 

that of the initial particle size distribution, indicating that at this pH, coal particles are 

unable to coagulate. The results given in this figure are consistent with those presented 

in Figure 3.1 and agree qualitatively with the results predicted from the simulation as 

shown in Figure 6.19. 

6.6.2 Discussion 

The experimentally measured aggregate size distribution is compared with the 

distribution predicted in the simulation, as illustrated in Figure 6.28. The simulation has 

been conducted using the system parameters as found for Lower Cedar Grove coal 

samples at critical coagulation pH because of the similarities of these two coal samples. 

The da, value of 16 um as determined experimentally has been used as the primary par- 

ticle size in this simulation. The values of 0.138 (k7)-', 24.86, 1.07 x 10°, and 1.0 x 106 

have been used for model parameters 8, k,, k;, and A, respectively. Although the 

breakage function proposed by Broadbent and Callicott has been used in the simulations 
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Figure 6.26. Aggregate Size Distribution Measured from Three Independent Runs 
Using the Andreasen Pipette Technique 

Elkhorn No. 3 Coal Suspension of pH 8.4. 
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as presented in the previous sections, a binary breakage function is used in this simu- 

lation in order to obtain a better agreement between experimental data and the simu- 

lation results. The daughter aggregate distribution in the binary breakage function is 

defined so that every aggregate consisting of an even number of primary particles will 

be broken into two fragments of equal size, or else into two fragments that fall in two 

successive classes. It has been found that the problem becomes even stiffer, and the 

convengence is rather slow when binary breakage function is used in the simulation. 

A general agreement between aggregate size distributions, as measured exper- 

imentally and predicted from the simulation, is illustrated in Figure 6.28. The aggregate 

top size of approximately 50 wm as measured using Andreasen pipette technique is al- 

most the same as that predicted from the simulation. The discrepancy found in the ag- 

gregate size range greater than 50 wm may be attributed to the inaccurancy of the 

aggregate size measurement using this technique as discussed previously. The simulation 

is also unable to predict a tail in the small size spectrum as experimentally measured due 

to the nature of the binary breakage function used in the simulation. 

In spite of the general agreement between experimental data and simulation re- 

sults, a few comments on the limitations of the experimental method and the theoretical 

models are worth mentioning. As is well known, the sedimentation method only gives 

the equivalent spherical particle size in which the porosity effect is completely ignored. 

Since the actual density of aggregates is smaller than that used in Equation [6.12], the 

top size of the aggregate obtained from the present measurement may underestimate the 

true value. However, the porosity correction can be made with the porosity model used 

in the population balance model. To do so, a calibration curve of settling rate as a 

function of aggregate size needs to be calculated by taking the apparent density of ag- 

gregate into account. The experimental aggregate size is evaluated from this calibration 
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curve based on the measured settling rate. In this case, the comparison may become 

more straightforward. 

Primarily, the Andreasen pipette technique is an ex-situ technique which may 

create a completely different environment during the measurement, inducing further 

unintentional aggregation. The agitation by the inversion of the apparatus possibly in- 

itiates further aggregation between the aggregates of different sizes. Since it is unlikely 

that this type of agitation will generate a sufficiently strong shear force to break the ag- 

gregates significantly, the aggregation during this period may proceed without any ag- 

gregate breakage. Also, it is possible to induce further aggregation by differential 

sedimentation during the measurements. Even though the time elapsed by these two 

operations is fairly short, the simulation shows that it does not take very long to obtain 

effective coagulation as illustrated in Figure 6.14 for the suspension conditions used in 

this test. Therefore, the measured aggregate size distribution may be considered to be 

the same as that obtained in a coagulation process without any aggregate breakup being 

involved. Nevertheless, the measured size distribution can be predicted from the simu- 

lation if the binary breakage function is used as shown in Figure 6.28. 

The value of 24.86 used in this simulation as the model parameter k, is deter- 

mined by balancing the shear force and adhesion force exerting on the aggregate of top 

size as measured experimentally. A high value of 1 x 10° for the model parameter A has 

been used to ensure that all the aggregates of size greater than the top size will be broken 

upon the formation. Also a high value of 1.07 x 10° has been used for the model pa- 

rameter k, to give an abrupt change in the breakage rate constant, which enables the 

simulation to predict a narrow aggregate size distribution as experimentally measured. 

Because of the expenses of computation time, no further simulation has been conducted 

that would give a best fit with the experimental result. 
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Figure 6.28. A Comparison of Aggregate Size Distributions Obtained from Com- 
puter Simulation and Experimental Measurements at pH 8.4 

B =0.138 (k7)~'; k, = 24.86 k; = 1.07 x 10° dyne=; 

A=1.0x 10° sec7!; Mixing = 1000 rpm; C= ~-43 mV; 

Aj3, = 3.31 x 107-7! J; C= — 1.247 mJ}/m?; Yow = 26.72 dynelcom. 
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It is difficult at present to assess the validity of the model and to estimate the 

values of model parameters quantitatively because of the limitation of the techniques for 

the accurate in-situ determinations of aggregate size distributions. The limitation on the 

computer time due to the low stability of the problem (6) imposes additional difficulty 

on the study of the coagulation process using computer simulation. It is, therefore, 

necessary to develop a reliable in-situ technique for measuring the aggregate size dis- 

tribution in order to have a better understanding of the details of the coagulation process 

and to improve the models and numerical procedures, such as the discreteness of the size 

classes. 

6.7 Summary and Conclusions 

Based on the population balance model developed in Chapter 5, a numerical 

scheme has been proposed to solve the coagulation kinetic equations. The standard 

Gear-method has been used in which the Jacobian Matrix is provided by the user. 

The simulations have been conducted on the computer by changing one model 

parameter at a time to examine the feasibility of the coagulation kinetic model. The 

simulation results have shown that the model is fairly flexible for describing the coag- 

ulation process under different mixing conditions. The simulation results obtained by 

changing the system variables such as mixing condition, surface potential, and surface 

hydrophobicity are in reasonable agreement with what has been observed exper- 

imentally. The quantitative assessment of the model and the estimation of the values 

of the model parameters have proven difficult due to the lack of a reliable in-situ tech- 

nique for determining aggregate size distribution. 
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CHAPTER7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The major findings of the present investigation and their contributions to the 

understanding of hydrophobic interaction energy in coagulation processes may be sum- 

marized as follows: 

1. Sspensions of weakly hydrophobic fine particles, such as oxidized coal, can only 

coagulate at suspension pH values near their i.e.p. where the electrical surface 

potential is minimal. This coagulation behavior can be satisfactorily explained in 

terms of the classical DLVO theory. However, suspensions of strongly 

hydrophobic fine particles, such as fresh coal and highly methylated silica, can 

still readily coagulate at high suspension p/f/ values where the surface retains high 

electrical potential. A significant net repulsive interaction energy is then expected 

based on the classical DLVO theory. In order to explain the observed phenom- 

enon, an additional attractive interaction energy, not accounted for in the clas- 

sical DLVO theory, has to be assumed to overcome this repulsive energy to 

induce the coagulation. Using the back-calculation method proposed in this 

study, this additional attractive interaction energy, known as hydrophobic 

interaction energy, has been found to be on the order of 2900 kT for very 

hydrophobic particles in aqueous electrolyte solutions. 
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2. The surface hydrophobicity of the samples used in the coagulation experiments 

has been characterized by measuring the heat of wetting with heptane and the 

heat of heptane displacement with water, and by determining the contact angles 

of liquid methylene iodide and water on the solids from which the dispersion 

(W% and nondispersion (W2“) components of the work of adhesion of water on 

the solid have been calculated. The results collectively show that W2/ is more 

sensitive to the changes in surface chemistry and is a good representation of the 

surface hydrophobicity. The hydrophobic interaction energy has been found to 

be important in the coagulation of very strongly hydrophobic particles of 

hydrophilic numbers less than 0.35. 

3. On the basis of the mean-field gradient approach, an extension to the classical 

DLVO theory has been made by including a hydrophobic interaction energy term 

in the theory. The constants characterizing the hydrophobic interaction energy 

of each sample have been obtained by solving the equations corresponding to the 

coagulation boundary conditions. A three-parameter expression has been derived 

to generalize the hydrophobic interaction energy term as a function of W« and 

the distance between two interacting particles. The detailed calculations show 

that the hydrophobic interaction energy is the driving force for inducing the co- 

agulation of very hydrophobic solids. In this case, van der Waals attractive 

interaction is less significant and the hydrophobic attraction coupled with the 

electrostatic repulsion determines the stability of the suspension. The theory de- 

veloped in the present investigation allows elucidation of the mechanism behind 

the selective fine coal coagulation process. 
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4. The aggregation rate process has been analysed on the basis of thermodynamics 

and hydrodynamics. By considering a binary aggregation process, the aggre- 

gation rate constant has been formulated by including the role of kinetic energy 

in the classical stability theory. On the other hand, the aggregate breakage has 

been examined by considering the balance of the thermodynamic surface force 

and the hydrodynamic shear force. A functional form relating breakage rate 

constant to the relative magnitude of these two forces has been derived. A pop- 

ulation balance model has been developed by incorporating both aggregate 

growth and breakage rate processes to describe coagulation kinetics behavior. 

5. A simulation scheme has been proposed by solving coagulation kinetic equations 

numerically using the Gear method in which a Jacobian matrix needs to be pro- 

vided by the user. The simulation has been conducted using different values for 

each model parameter to examine the feasibility of the model. The simulation 

results show that the model is flexible enough to cover a wide range of coag- 

ulation conditions. The simulations performed under various system conditions, 

such as mixing rate, suspension pH, Hamaker constant and_ surface 

hydrophobicity, show a reasonable agreement with what has been observed ex- 

perimentally. 
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CHAPTER 8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

On the basis of the present study, further research in the following areas is re- 

commended: 

1. Coagulation studies using other strongly hydrophobic materials, such as graphite 

and Telfon colloids, should be carried out to provide further evidence of the im- 

portance of the role of hydrophobic interaction in coagulation. Tests to study 

the effect of the temperature on the coagulation behavior of very hydrophobic 

particles would be helpful in understanding the mechanism of hydrophobic 

interaction. A detailed study of coagulation using both hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic materials in various types of liquids, organic and inorganic, could 

provide valuable information. From this information, it should be possible to 

delineate the nature of the structural force which has been proven to be an in- 

teresting but very difficult topic to study. 

2. In order to have a better understanding of the nature of the hydrophobic inter- 

action, the surface force between hydrophobic surfaces in various liquids or sol- 

utions should be measured directly as a function of surface hydrophobicity. A 

correlation between surface hydrophobicity and decay length of the hydrophobic 

interaction could be obtained from this measurement, which would make it pos- 
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sible to determine the validity of the mean-field gradient theory as applied to the 

study of structural forces and would provide a means to judge the assumption 

regarding constant decay length used in the present study. The direct force 

measurement would also provide values for the critical film thickness as a func- 

tion of surface hydrophobicity, which could be used to check the expression de- 

rived in the present investigation. The measurement of the force between 

surfaces of different hydrophobicities, such as solid/droplet or solid/bubble, is of 

particular importance from a practical point of view. 

3. It might also be instructive to use a more reliable technique than flow 

microcalorimetry, to characterize the surface hydrophobicity as a function of 

surface composition in order to have a more precise representation of surface 

hydrophobicity. These techniques might include the rate of wetting method for 

measuring contact angles and ellipsometry for determining the film thickness 

coupled with various surface analysis techniques such as IR and XPS. From 

these more representative and accurate measurements, one should be able to 

come up with a better correlation between surface hydro- phobicity and 

hydrophobic interaction energy. 

4. To understand the mechanism of hydrophobic interaction from the molecular 

theory, the statistical thermodynamics approach should be used to study the 

structure of the liquid thin Jayer adjacent to the solid surfaces. The information 

regarding liquid structure obtained from a Monte Carlo or a molecular dynamics 

simulation would be very helpful in deriving a theroretical force law using the 

mean-field gradient approach. This is particularly important for systems of two 
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different surfaces with varying surface hydrophobicities which are often en- 

countered in practice. 

5. It has been shown that the convergence of simulation is sometimes very slow due 

to the instability of the process. To reduce the computer running time, the sim- 

ulation scheme needs to be improved, which would make it possible to study the 

coagulation kinetics more systematically and to examine and improve the models. 

More importantly, a reliable in-situ method for measuring aggregate size and 

size distribution should be used in order to determine the generality of the model 

and find the values of model parameters. 
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APPENDIX I CALCULATION OF KINETIC ENERGY 

This appendix provides a step-by-step procedure for calculating kinetic energy 

of particles suspended in an aqueous medium. The structure and geometry of the mixer 

used in the coagulation tests is shown in Figure Al.1. The calculation of kinetic energy 

for a silica sample with an average particle size of 3.2 um is also given as an example. 

~~ 

Calculation of Viscosity of Concentrated Suspension (Ref.1): 

  

n = =) 1.875C 
— = 1+2.5C + 10C* + 0.62 exp( ————=— ) , A—1 
1 XP 1 — 1.595C ) [ J 

in which: 

~ (W,Ips) 
C= A—2 (Wp) + (Wo) [42] 

where » and n, are the viscosities of suspension and liquid, respectively, W, and W, are 

the weights of solid and liquid, respectively, and p, and p, are the densities of solid and 

liquid, respectively. 

For silica suspension, we have: 
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Figure AI.1. Structure and Geometry of the Mixer Used in Coagulation Tests 
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p, = 2.63 g/cm 
p,= 1.00 g/cm 
n, = 0.0089 poise(g/cms) . 

The calculated C is 0.00379 and the viscosity of suspension is 0.0145 poise. 

Check Fully Baffled Condition (Ref. 2-Eq. 1.55a): 

(B/D)'? x ng = 0.256 < 0.35 , [A — 3] 

where B is the width of the baffles (0.9 cm), D is the diameter of the container (8.9 cm) 

and n, is the number of the baffles (4). Since calculated result of 0.26 is less than the 

fully baffled condition of 0.35, partially baffled condition should be used in calculating 

the power consumption. 

Calculation of Critical Reynolds Number R, (Ref.2-Eq. 1.57): 

  

25d 2 b/D 
Re= ip) “p ~ 94) + (oaigyjp) — 0.0048?” [4 — 4) 

where b is the width of the impeller (3.2 cm) and d is the diameter of the impeller (3.9 

cm). R, was found to be 10.45 for the geometry of the mixer. The factor of Z, corre- 

sponding to R, of 10.45, is found from Fig. 1.38 of Ref. 2 to be 0.991. 

Calculation of Maximum Power Consumption (Ref. 1-Eq. 1.58): 

Nomax = _A_ + Bz? a )(0.35+0/D) [A —5] 

in which H is the height of suspension (8.5 mm), and: 

A = 14+ (b/D)[670(d/D — 0.6)’ + 185] [A - 6] 
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B= JL 13-4(/D-0.5)" ~1.14(4/D) ] [A—7] 

p = 1.1 + 4(6/D) — 2.5(a/D — 0.5)" —- 1(b/D)* . [A — 8] 

For the mixer used in this study, it was found that A = 86.82, B = 5.266 and 

p =2.412. Therefore, the calculated N,,,,, = 13.29. 

Calculation of Power Number 

Power number N,, with partially baffled condition is estimated by the following 

equation (Ref. 2-Eq. 1.60): 

Npg = Nemax — (Npmax — Noll — 2.9(B/D)'"*ng]” , [4-9] 

where N,,, is the power number obtained at R, tending to infinity, i.e. (Ref. 2-Eq. 1.61): 

Nooo = B(0.6/1.6)?(H/D)O35*?/)) [A — 10] 

For the mixer used, N>,, is calculated to be 0.479. N,, is then found to be 12.46. 

Calculation of the Rate of Energy Dissipation per Unit Mass 

According to Nagata (Ref. 2-Eq. 1.52), power input, P , is related to the power 

number, Np, , in the following manner: 

P=NpgpN’d , [A-11] 

where N is rotational speed and p is the density of suspension. 

Based on the definition of the rate of turbulent energy dissipation per unit mass, 

it can be calculated in the following way: 
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= a [A ~ 12] 

where M is the mass of and V is the volume of the suspension (502 cm’). In the present 

case, € is calculated to be 1.30 x 10* cr?/s’ for N= 500 rpm. 

Calculation of Relative Particle Velocity (3) 

From the Kolmogorov theory of isotropic turbulence, the relative velocity U, 

depends on the turbulent scale A , which is calculated as follows: 

A=(v'Je)'” , [4 — 13] 

Under the conditions where the particle size is much smaller than the microscale 

of turbulence, the relative velocity at the moment of collision is given by (Ref. 3-Eq.4a): 

U, = (1/15)'E/v)'""(a, + @) , [4 ~ 14] 

where a, and a, are radius of approaching particles. However, if the particle size is larger 

than microscale of turbulence, the inertia mechanism is applicable and the relative ve- 

locity should be calculated by using the following equation (Ref. 2-Eq.4b): 

U, = 1.378! (a, + a)" , [A - 15] 

In our system, A is calculated to be 39 um , which is much larger than the particle 

size of 3.6 wm. Therefore, Eq. [A-14] is used and U, is calculated to be 0.0884 cm/s . 

Calculation of Kinetic Energy 

From the obtained relative velocity of approaching particles, tha kinetic energy 

provided by mixing can be calculated as: 
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Vi,=1/2uUp , [A — 16] 

where y is the reduced mass of particles, which is defined by 1/u = 1/m, + 1/m, , in which 

m, and m, are the mass of approaching particles. In this example, V, is calculated to 

be 1.26 x 10-Berg or 3.05 kT. 

The kinetic energy has been calculated using the procedures proposed in this 

appendix as a function of mixing rate for the coal samples of different particle sizes. The 

results are given in Figure AI.2. It is clearly shown in this figure that there exists a 

logarithmic linear relation between kinetic energy and mixing rate. The kinetic energy 

provided by mixing increases significantly as the mixing rate increases. At the same 

mixing rate, the kinetic energy increases with increasing particle size. 
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Figure AI.2. Kinetic Energy as a Function of Mixing Rate for Coal Samples of Two 

Different Particle Sizes 
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APPENDIX II PROGRAM FOR COAGULATION KINETIC SIMULATION 

This appendix includes a program used in simulation of coagulation kinetics. 

This program can only be run on the mainframe since the numerical subroutine is called. 

The time of run varies depending on the input which determines the stiffness of the dif- 

ferential equations. 

A
A
Q
Q
A
a
A
A
I
A
N
M
Q
A
N
A
N
A
A
A
A
A
N
I
Q
I
A
A
A
A
A
N
A
I
N
A
a
A
a
A
N
A
M
R
I
A
N
Q
A
 LPL ACH ACTA ARITA TRAE ARAARICR IRATE IR EIR TRERERIRAICRIRRIRIRTRRIERE RRR 

A FILE DESCRIBING THE PROGRAM "SIMUT FORTRAN". IT IS A PROGRAM 
FOR CALCULATING INTERACTION ENERGY BARRIER, KINETIC ENERGY, 
BINDING FORCE AND SHEAR FORCE, SIMULATING SHEAR COAGULATION WITH 
BREAKAGE AS A RATE PROCESS USING SUBROUTINE IVPAG WITH SINGLE 
PRECISION PROVIDED BY IMSL IN WHICH USER JACOBIAN MATRIX IS 
INCLUDED. FOLLOWED IS AN EXAMPLE OF THE DATA FILE: 
8.85E-12 -43.0 2.5E-4 100.0 103 1.247E-3 5 1.05 2 
6.07E-20 3.7E-20 1.35 1.0 26.72 100.00 0.138 5.0738E2 4000 
8.5 8.9 3.2 3.9 1000.0 5.0 500.0 0.0089 0.9 4.0 
0.001 0.01 0.05 11 
10 10 40 30 300 

+
+
 

t+ 
e
t
t
 

4 
4 

+ 
£
4
 

4 
4 

t+ 
t
t
 

bt 
t
t
 

SF 
$t 
$
F
 

bt 
+ 

Ft 

DATA FILE DESCRIPTION 
1-1=PERM=PERMIBILITY OF VACUUM 
1-2=ZET=ZETA POTENTIAL (MV) 
1-3=R(1)=PRIMARY PARTICLE SIZE (CM) 
1-4=G=RECIPICAL DOUBLE LAYER THICKNESS (ANGSTON) 
1-5=DO=DECAY LENGTH OF HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTION (ANGSTON) 
1-6=VC=STRENGTH OF HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTION (J/M**2) 
1-7=NM=A NUMBER CONTROLLING OUTPUT INTERVAL (5=OUTPUT EVERY 5 SIZEES) 
1-8=BSG=PREEXPONENTIAL CONSTANT OF BREAKAGE RATE FORMULA (SEC**-1) 
1-9=IRUN=NUMBER OF DIFFERENT STEP SIZES USED IN ITERATION 
1-10=NB=CONTROLLING THE BREAKAGE FUNCTION (: BINARY BREAKAGE) 
2-1=A(1)=HAMAKER CONSTANT OF SOLID IN VACUUM (J) 
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A
M
Q
A
A
A
I
N
A
A
A
N
Q
N
A
Q
A
A
A
A
Q
A
M
A
I
A
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I
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R
A
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A
N
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a
Q
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a
a
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2-2=A(2)=HAMAKER CONSTANT OF WATER IN VACUUM (J) 
2-3=RU(1)=DENSITY OF SOLID (GRAM/CM**3) 
2-4=RU(2)=DENSITY OF WATER (GRAM/CM**3) 
2-5=DGAM=SOLID/WATER INTERFACIAL TENSION (DYNE/CM) 
2-6=BET=ADJUSTABLE PARAMETER FOR CONTROLLING CONTACT SURFACE AREA, 

CHANGING THIS WILL CHANGE THE SIZE AT WHICH BREAKAGE STARTS 
2-7=ALPHA=ADJUSTABLE PARAMETER FOR CONTROLLING DECAY OF STABILITY 

RATIO WITH KINETIC ENERGY AND ENERGY BARRIER 
2-8=COEF=ADJUSTABLE PARAMETER CONTROLLING THE RATE OF CHANGE OF 

BREAKAGE RATE WITH SHEAR FORCE 
2-9=MXSTEP=MAXIMUM STEP SIZE FOR SUBROUTINE IVPAG 
3-1=H=HEIGHT OF SUSPENSION IN MIXER (CM) 
3-2=D=DIAMETER OF MIXER CONTAINER (CM) 
3-3=B=WIDTH OF IMPELLAR (CM) 
3-4=DP=DIAMETER OF IMPELLAR (CM) 
3-5=AN=ROTATION RATE OF IMPELLAR (RPM) 
3-6=WS=WEIGHT OF SOLID IN SUSPENSION (GRAM) 
3-7=WL=WEIGHT OF LIQUID IN SUSPENSION (GRAM) 
3-8=ETAL=VISCOSITY OF LIQUID (POISE) 
3-9=BW=WIDTH OF BAFFLE (CM) 
3-10=BN=NUMBER OF BAFFLES 
4-I=RCON(I)=STEP SIZE OF EACH GROUP ITERATIONS 
5-I=IECD(1I)=END VALUE OF EACH GROUP ITERATIONS 
6-I=ISTP(I)=INCREMENT OF EACH GROUP ITERATIONS 
7-I=ISP(I)=START VALUE OF EACH GROUP ITERATIONS 
PRAHA HAA AAAI AAA AAA AAAI AA TAA A TARA AA AAA AAAI ICI 

* DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLE AND CONSTANT SIZE * 
kickikdiccticickicictcickiccicvictcittcickkiccictckricckicckKeiKkcicciviicKiccckiccickicickkKRRrin 

PARAMETER (NEQ=500, NPARAM=50) 
REAL PARAM(NPARAM) , RWKSP( 256520) 
REAL R(NEQ), PORO(NEQ) , HO(510) ,WI(NEQ), ADM(1, 1) 
REAL HM(NEQ,NEQ), VT(510),A(3),RU(2),RCON(5), IECD(5), ISTP(5), ISP(5) 
REAL FS(NEQ) , RN(NEQ) , FB(500) , VK(500, 500), VM(500, 500) 
COMMON /RATE/VM/SELECT/FB/BREAK/VK 
COMMON /WORKSP/RWKSP 
EXTERNAL FCN, IVPAG, SSET, FCNJ 

tkkkickkkiikkicciiitkkkkikkkkikkickicckvkkKekicvkkvictke ce }KM—_ RC; RKC RICKER 

* INPUT OF DATA * 
krkkkkkvikvkkeke}RcRcRR RRR RRARRRkKR RRR CR}R RRA} Ree «iz RR a RRR RRR RE 

READ(5,*) PERM, ZET,R(1),G,D0,VC,NM, BSG, IRUN, NB 
READ(5,*)(A(I), I=1, 2) ,RU,DGAM, BET, ALPHA, COEF , MXSTEP 
READ(5,*)H,D,B,DP,AN,WS,WL, ETAL, BW, BN 
READ(5,*) (RCON(I), I=1, IRUN), (IECD(I) , I=1, IRUN) , (ISTP(I), I=1, IRUN) 
READ(5,*)(ISP(I), I=1, IRUN) 

DPA TEAC ACT TE AAT ACA AACA TARA IAA AAR RA RIAA AAA RAAHRR AAR RRR RR A RR 

* INITIATION OF VARIABLE FOR CHOOSING NUMERICAL METHOD AND THE * 
* ACCURACY OF SYSTEM * 
keickvkvivtkvickiictictctkkkiccicikiitckkktickeicciciciilkkeRee i RRR RcC*§tecck keke RR Rv; | kk 

HINIT=1.0E-3 
MITER=1 
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a
q
a
a
 

INORM=2 
IMETH=2 
CALL SSET(NPARAM, 0.0, PARAM, 1) 
PARAM(1)=HINIT 
PARAM(4)=MXSTEP 
PARAM( 10)=INORM 

PARAM(12)=IMETH 
PARAM( 13)=MITER 
IDO=1 
TOL=1.0E-6 

VAD RARIRAAAT RARER RRR RR ERERRAARRRERERAIIRRRTERR RRR 

%* CALCULATION OF COMBINED HAMAKER CONSTANT A(3) * 
PRAIA AIA AAAI AAA AAA IAAI IAA A AAAI AT IIIA AAAI IIA AAIIA ARI 

A(3)=(SQRT(A(1) ) -SQRT(A(2) ) )*CSQRT(A(1) ) -SQRT(A(2) )) 
A(3)=A(3)/(1.0-2. 5E18*SQRT(A(1)*A(2))) 

CR ede ete ete dete tee Pe Dee 

C * CALCULATION OF PARTICLE CLASS SIZE R(500) & POROSITY PORO(500) * 
CHITA IIIA AAAI IAAI AIA ATA AIA AAAI IIIA ATARI ATARI IA IA AAI IIIA 

10 

20 

15 

PORO(1)=0 
PORO(2)=0.2 
R(2)=R(1)/(1.0-PORO(2) )**0. 33333 
DO 10 I=3,NEQ 
Z21=FLOAT(I) 
PZ=((1.0-PORO(I-1))/(Z1-1.0) )**0. 33333 
EPZ=PZ*PZ*(1.0-PZ)/(1.0-PZ**5) 
PORO(I)=1.0-Z1*(1.0-EPZ)*(1.0-PORO(I-1))/(Z1-EPZ) 
CONTINUE 
CT1=4.0*3.1416/3.0 
WT(1)=CT1*R(1)**3*RU(1) 
DO 20 I=2,NEQ 
Z1=FLOAT(I) 
RC(I)=R(1)*(Z1/(1.0-PORO(I) ) )**0. 33333 
WIC I)=CT1*RC I) **3*((1.0-POROCI) )*RUC1)+PORO(I)*RU(2)) 

CONTINUE 
DO 15 I=1,NEQ 
FS(I)=R(1I)*2.0 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,*)'SIZE SPECTRIUM' 
WRITE(6,900)(FS(I), I=1,NEQ,NM) , FS(NEQ) 

Co FIT IIIA AIA AAI ARIA IATA AAA AIA A NAA AA AAA AIA RIAA AAA IAAI AAAI IAI 

C * CALCULATION OF INTERACTION ENERGY BARRIER VM(1000, 1000) * 
CHITA II IIIA IIA AIA IAAI AAAI IAAI AAAI AAI A AAA AAAI AAAI ARTA IAA AAAI 

100 

110 

HO(1)=0.1 
DO 100 I=2,10 
HO(I)=HO(I-1)+0.1 

CONTINUE 
DO 110 I=11,510 

HO(I)=HO(I-1)+1.0 
CONTINUE 

CT1=A(3)*4.0507E27 
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130 

140 

120 
C 
C 
C 
C 
121 

150 

a
Q
a
a
a
 

CT2=PERM*ZET*ZET*2. 3988E15 
CT3=VC*D0*2.4304E8 
DO 120 I=1,NEQ 
IF(I.GT.(NEQ-1))GOTO 121 
DO 120 J=I,NEQ-I 
RR=R(1)*R(J)/CRCI)+R(J) ) 
DO 130 K=1,510 
VT(K)=-CT1*RR/HO(K)+CT2*RR*ALOG(1.0+EXP( -HO(K)/G)) 

+-CT3*RR*EXP( -HO(K) /D0) 
CONTINUE 
VD=0 
DO 140 K=1,510 
IF((VT(K)-VD).LE.0)GOTO 140 
VD=VT(K) 
HM(I, J)=HO(K) 
CONTINUE 
VM(I,J)=VD 
CONTINUE 

Fetete dete dete TeFede ede ted FR ACTA IAAI ACAAA AAA AR ACTA ACHAT AAR AAAA EAA ARTATARATEERERIE RI 

* CALCULATION OF MIXING ENERGY DISSIPATION * 
%* CALCULATION OF SUSPENSION VISCOSITY * 
Fetetetetetetede dete teh tek FeKe Fe Rede hehe Tee PPD PATA ACA ACA AACA AAA ACTA A CCT AAA TAI A ARPA ASLTRRIRIR 

VL=WS /RU(1)+WL/RU(2) 
RN(1)=WS*3.0/(4. O*RU(1)*R(1)**3*3. 1416*VL) 
WRITE(6,*)'RN(1)=',RN(1) 
DO 150 I=2,NEQ 
RN(I)=0 
CONTINUE 
CT1=WS/(RU(1)*VL) 
RUP=(WS+WL) /VL 
CM=1.875*CT1/(1.0-1.595*CT1) 
ETAS=ETAL*(1.0+2.5*CT1+10. 0*CT1*CT1+0.62*EXP(CM)) 
ANU=ETAS /RUP 

khickiicckiccvikkickickictkkkickictktictttrickicctKricckiKicctckiceetTcecrcR ic «Re, cc, 

* CALCULATION OF POWER NUMBER * 
VPA ACTA TACT TACT TCT ACHE DCT CAAT ICA TAA ACACIA AAA AA RAHA ARRIETA RIAA RR GC 

DD=DP/D 
BD=B/D 
HD=0. 35+BD 
HD=(H/D)**HD 
AM=14.0+BD*(670. 0*(DD-0.6)*(DD-0.6)+185.0) 
P=1.1+4. 0O*BD-2.5*(DD-0.5)*(DD-0.5)-7. O*BD##G 
BM=1. 3-4. 0*(BD-0.5)*(BD-0.5)~1. 14*DD 
BM=10.0**BM 

FVII AA ATI AAAA AAAI AIA AAAI ASIA AAA AAAI AAAS ARIA AIA AAR INARA ATARI 

* CALCULATION OF CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER * 
PRAHA TATA IITA RARER RIRE TREE RIRRERIRE RRR 

RC=25.0/BD*(DD-0.4)*(DD-0.4)+BD/(0.11*BD-4. 8E-3) 
Z=9.91E-1 

PIAA AAAI AAAI AAA AAAI AA AAAI AAA AAAI AAAI ARIN IRA A AA AA AAAI IIA AA AAAI 
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C %* ESTIMATION OF FULLY BAFFLE CONDITION AND CALCULATION OF POWER * 
C * NUMBER (ANP) * 
Cc Vee eT ICAI CICA CICA ACTA ACHAT RACHA AAAA RAR ACA RAAT ICR IARI RETREAT 

BWD=(BW/D)**1. 2*BN 
IF((0.35-BWD).LT.0)GOTO 80 
YY=(1.0-2.9*BWD)*(1. 0-2. 9*BWD) 
ANPIFT=BM*(0.6/1.6)**P*HD 
ANP=AM/RC+BM*Z**P*HD 
ANP=ANP-( ANP-ANPIFT)*YY 
GOTO 95 

80  ANP=AM/RC+BM*Z**P*HD 
tekitcckickvicckkitkikkkiikkekiitkikikkicickvtkrikiiccikvickkeiiki eRe KR RRR 

* CALCULATION OF ENERGY DISSIPATION RATE PER UNIT MASS (EP) * 
DVM AAC ACTH CT CAT TCA H ACA ACA CT RTT AR RATA AAR ARRRERIRAKREERRERERERERRERIARAAERERER 

5  EP=ANP*AN**3*DP##5 /VL/60. 03 
ALMD=( ANU**3 /EP)**0, 25 

w
a
Q
a
a
n
a
 

CRITI IIIA IAAI AAAI AAA IAA AAAI AAA AAA AIAA A AAA AAR AAAI AAAI IARI IIR 

C * CALCULATION OF KINETIC ENERGY AT CRITICAL SEPARATION HM * 
C * VK(1000,1000) IN KT * 
C ticticickicckkkicicictickrickiickitictkicckkirickitkiicickkkiccikcictckkinkkickkictkkRik 

CT1=SQRT(1.0/15.0)*SQRT(EP/ANU) 
CT2=1. 37*EP**0. 33333 
CT3=1.2152E13 
DO 200 I=1,NEQ 
IF(I.GT.(NEQ-I))GOTO 201 
DO 200 J=I,NEQ-I 
RR=R(1)*RCJ)/(RCI)4+R(J)) 
WR=WT(I)*WT( J) /CWICI)+WT(J)) 
IF( (ALMD-4*RR) .GT. 0) THEN 
VK(I, J)=CT1*(R(I)+R(J)+HM(1,J)*1.0E-8) 
ELSE 
VK(I, J)=CT2*(R(I)+R(J)+HM(I, J)*1.0E-8)**0. 33333 
ENDIF 
VK(I, J)=CT3*VK(1I,J)*VK(I,J)*WR 

200 CONTINUE 
201  WRITE(6,*)'ENERGY BARRIER ((VM(I,J),J=1,N),I=1,N)' 

WRITE(6, 900) (VM(1,J), J=1,NEQ, NM) 
WRITE(6,*) ‘KINETIC ENERGY ((VK(I,J),J=1,N),I=1,N)' 
WRITE(6, 900) (VK(1,J), J=1,NEQ, NM) 

C VPA CAAT HATCH ACA CA CHA A CAA CATCH ACHR TTA AACA ACHR RIAA ARRIETA RERIRERAIAAIHH RRR RC RRi« 

C * CALCULATION OF STABILITY RATIO EXP(-ALPHA*(VM-VK) )=VM(I,J) * 
C tkkvictvictckiek eK tckkickkictcKc cK Ra cC;gCc«R Roca R;R«LR RRR EIR RR RRR 

DO 210 I=1,NEQ 
IF(I.GT.(NEQ-I))GOTO 211 
DO 210 J=I,NEQ-I 
IF(VK(I,J).LT.15)VK(I,J)=15.0 
CT1=VM(I, J) -VK(I,J) 
IF(CT1.GT.0)THEN 
VM(I, J)=EXP( -ALPHA*CT1) 
ELSE 
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VM(I,J)=1.0 
ENDIF 

210 CONTINUE 
Cc Petetetetetete Tete RIRIRRRIERTCR IRR RR RE 

C * CALCULATION OF COLLISION RATE = VK(I,J) * 
Cc kitciktkicickiickicicictckickevicckkiccrricticckiirkicvcKcicrcrccccic cei ck cc c«oCcKCa€,k kick hic 

211 CT1=0.81116*SQRT(EP/ANU) 
CT2=4. 304*EP**0. 33333 
CT3=7/3 
DO 225 I=1,NEQ 
IF(I.GT.(NEQ-I))GOTO 226 
DO 225 J=I,NEQ-I 
=R(I)*R(J)/CRCI)+R(J) ) 

IF((ALMD-4*RR).GT.0)THEN 
VK(I, J)=CT1*(R(I)+R(J)+HM(I,J)*1.0E-8)#*3 
ELSE 
VK(I, J)=CT2*(R(I)+R(J)+HM(I,J)*1.0E-8)**CT3 
ENDIF 

225 CONTINUE 
226 WRITE(6,*)'STABILITY RATIO ((W(I,J),J=1,N),I=1,N)' 

WRITE(6,900)(VM(1,J) ,J=1,NEQ,NM) , VM(1,NEQ) 
WRITE(6,*)'COLLISION RATE ((J(I,J),J=1,N),I=1,N)' 
WRITE(6,900)(VK(1,J),J=1,NEQ,NM) , VK(1,NEQ) 

C tiickvetKricicickickicicickicciccdcdcKicictedckiccicicierci$etctcicekikKrt(rcKKccKc a —«MiakhLéekrtckkikRKRe: 

C * CALCULATION OF RATE CONSTANTS K(I,J)=VM(I,J) % 
CR IITA TACIT RRR RRR RRIREERRERRER 

DO 235 I=1,NEQ 
IF(I.GT.(NEQ-I))GOTO 238 
DO 235 J=I,NEQ-I 
VM(I, J)=VK(I,J)*VM(I,J) 

235 CONTINUE 
238 DO 236 I=1,NEQ-1 

DO 236 J=NEQ-1,NEQ 
VM(I,J)=0 

236 CONTINUE 
VM(NEQ, NEQ)=0 
DO 237 I=1,NEQ 
DO 237 J=I+1,NEQ 
VM(J,1)=VM(I,J) 

237. CONTINUE 
DO 239 I=1,NEQ 
VM(I,I)=0.5*VM(I, I) 

239 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,*) RATE CONSTANTS ((RK(I,J),J=1,N,NM),I=1,N,NM)' 
WRITE(6,900)(VM(1, J), J=1,NEQ, NM) 

C teteckicicictciciccitckckkkkkikeickkkekekeRcRricickikviickckiciccicickiccvtckiceckkKrice$énj§#ntinns%c ee co; «cz, 

C * CALCULATION OF SHEAR FORCE FS(500) * 
CHART I AICI IARI AIR AI RATA AAAS AAA AAR AAAI SRA ERRATA 

CT1=RU(2)*EP/ANU*0.5/15.0 
CT2=0.5*1.37*1.37*EP**0. 6667*RU(2) 
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DO 220 I=1,NEQ 
IF((2.0*R(I)-ALMD).GT.0)THEN 
FS(I)=CT2*(2.0*R(1))**2. 66667 
ELSE 
FS(1I)=CT1*(2.0*R(I) )**4 
ENDIF 

220 CONTINUE 
Cc tktkkiicdicciclictictkikicidictkkikiekKeceickkkKre eke}, RC KR ictkitKKrickkiick 

‘© * CALCULATION OF ADHESION FORCES FB(40) * 
C Fetetoictedteledeteteteketetete te tetetetek RAR RITA AARRAIT RAR AAAI RAIA RRR RIAA RRR I CR Ric 

DO 240 I=1,NEQ 
FB(I)=R(1)*R(1)*(1.0-PORO(I) )**0. 66667*DGAM*BET 

240 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,*)'FS(N)' 
WRITE(6,900)(FS(I), I=1,NEQ, NM) , FS(NEQ) 
WRITE(6,*)'FB(N)' 
WRITE(6, 900) (FB(I), I=1,NEQ, NM) , FB(NEQ) 

Cc tihtdctcictcicicickickviciciciiictcictcriicvkvkvickickkhicccivicKicktekeRdRriciickice ck RR KRM Cz, 

C * CALCULATION OF SELECTION FUNCTION S(500)=FB(500) * 
C teddelecdtecterkitckiiictictkticrckivkekeickKecic circ —«M eC ccc} (Rc itcccidteR RvR «Cc 

DO 250 I=1,NEQ 
IF((FB(I)-FS(1I)).GT.0)THEN 
FB(I)=0 
ELSE 
FB(I)=BSG*(1.0-EXP(COEF*(FB(1I)-FS(I)))) 
ENDIF 

250 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,*)'SELECTIVE FUNCTION (S(I),I=1,N,NM)' 
WRITE(6,900)(FB(I), I=1,NEQ,NM) , FB(NEQ) 

Cc tkictcikkitkikkickikkiccicitcickictickkKiictctecccicilcicickicvkeikeiickiKrckictictceik eee «KR 

C * CALCULATION OF BREAKAGE FUNCTION BF(500,500)=VK(I,J) * 
Cc tekicticectctcickicticicicicttckicicickvicvcicsickiceckkiccricllctcccickeictccdicicKikekkKciiccKckikcldkKKkilick 

DO 255 I=1,NEQ 

DO 255 J=1,NEQ 
VK(I,J)=0 

255 CONTINUE 
CT1=0.63212 
DO 260 I=2,NEQ 
CT2=FLOAT(I) 
VK(1,1)=(1.0-EXP(-1.0/(CT2-1.0)))/CT1*CT2 

260 CONTINUE 
DO 270 I=3,NEQ 
CT3=FLOAT(1I)-1.0 
DO 270 J=2,I-1 
CT4=FLOAT(J) 
VK(J, I)=(EXP( -(CT4-1.0)/CT3) -EXP(-CT4/CT3) ) /CT1*(CT3+1.0)/CT4 

270 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,*)' BREAKAGE FUNCTION ((B(I,J),J=1,NEQ,NP),I=1,NEQ,NP)' 
WRITE(6,900)(VK(1,J), J=1,NEQ,NM) 

C ticitkitcikkkeickicvictcictiticicivvicriictickkiicicrKkicctretiitctcdicicickkkeitKkkeKiccktKkKiccick 
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C 
C 

* NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF POPULATION BALANCE EQUATION USING A * 
%* SUBROUTINE PROVIDED BY MAINFRAME * 

CHR eH KI IIICRIR ERECT RRER RR ERRRRERERERE 

310 

355 

345 

500 

WRITE(6,*)'OUTPUT OF SIMULATION AS MASS DISTRIBUTION’ 
CALL IWKIN( 256520) 
SMF=1 
T=0 

DO 600 K=1,IRUN 
DO 500 IEND=ISP(K), IECD(K) , ISTP(K) 
TEND=IEND*RCON(K) 
CALL IVPAG(IDO,NEQ, FCN, FCNJ,ADM,T, TEND, TOL, PARAM, RN) 

SM1=RN(1) 
DO 310 I=2,NEQ 
SM1=SM1+RN(1I)*FLOAT(T) 
CONTINUE 
FS(1)=RN(1) 
SM2=RN(1) 
DO 355 I=2,NEQ 
FS(1I)=FS(I-1)+RN(I)*FLOAT(TI) 
SM2=SM2+RN(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 345 I=1,NEQ 
FS(1)=FS(1)/FS(NEQ) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,901)T,SM1,SM2 
WRITE(6,900)(FS(I), I=1,NEQ,NM) , FS(NEQ) 
IF((FS(1)-0.5).GT.0)GOTO 500 
CJUG=ABS (SMF -SM2/5M1) 
IF((CJUG-0.00001).LT.0)GOTO 700 
SMF=SM2/SM1 
CONTINUE 

600 CONTINUE 
700 IDO=3 

900 

901 

q
Q
n
u
i
a
q
a
 

Q
a
n
a
g
a
g
a
q
a
n
a
 

CALL IVPAG(IDO,NEQ,FCN,FCNJ,ADM,T, TEND, TOL, PARAM, RN) 
FORMAT(1X,5(E11.5,1X)) 

FORMAT( 1X, 'TIME=' ,E10.5,2X, 'SM1=' ,E10.5, 2X, 'SM2=',E10.5) 
STOP 

FIA AAR AAACRAC AHIR RTARTA RRR RRR RR RII IEREERERERRRERR ER 

* THE FOLLOWING IS A SUBROUTINE PROVIDING ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL * 
* EQUATIONS FOR NUMERICAL ROUTINE FROM MAINFRAM * 
kkeiikkicckiitkkitkicckictkiKkiickkicckrivictkicctkiccckkckkRR icc «cc catch: zR 

SUBROUTINE FCN (NEQ,T,RN, YPRIME) 
RN(NEQ)=PREVIOUS NUMBER CONCENTRATION OF PARTICLES OF EACH CLASS 
YPRIME(NEQ)=PRESENT NUMBER CONCENTRATION (OUTPUT) 
RK(NEQ,NEQ)=RATE CONSTANTS OF COAGULATION 
NEQ=NUMBER OF CLASS TO BE CONSIDERED IN SIMULATION 
T=INCREAMENT OF TIME FOR SIMULATION 
B(NEQ,NEQ)=BREAKAGE FUNCTION OF FLOCS 
S(NEQ)=SELECTION FUNCTION 
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REAL RN(NEQ),VM(500, 500) ,FB(500), VK(500, 500), YPRIME(NEQ) 
REAL RWKSP( 256520) 
COMMON /RATE/VM/SELECT/FB/BREAK/VK 
COMMON /WORKSP/RWKSP 
DO 10 K=1,NEQ 
YPRIME(K)=0 

10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 K=1,NEQ 
YPRIME(1)=YPRIME(1)-VM(1,K)*RN(1)*RN(K) 

20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 K=2,NEQ 
YPRIME(1)=YPRIME(1)+VK(1,K)*FB(K)*RN(K) 

30 CONTINUE 
YPRIME(2)=YPRIME(2)+VM(1, 1)*RN(1)*RN(1)-FB(2)*RN(2) 
DO 40 K=1,NEQ 
YPRIME(2)=YPRIME(2)-VM(2,K)*RN(2)*RN(K) 

40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 K=3,NEQ 
YPRIME(2)=YPRIME(2)+VK(2,K)*FB(K)*RN(K) 

50 CONTINUE 
DO 90 I=3,NEQ-1 
YPRIME(I)=YPRIME(I)-FB(I)*RN(I) 
DO 60 K=1,I-1 
YPRIME(I)=YPRIME(I)+0.5*VM(K, I-K)*RN(K)*RN(I-K) 

60 CONTINUE 
DO 70 K=1,NEQ 
YPRIME(I)=YPRIME(I)-VM(1I,K)*RN(I)*RN(K) 

70 CONTINUE 
DO 80 K=I+1,NEQ 
YPRIME( I)=YPRIME(I)+VK(1,K)*FB(K)*RN(K) 

80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 

YPRIME(NEQ)=YPRIME(NEQ) -FB(NEQ)*RNCNEQ) 

DO 85 K=1,NEQ-1 
YPRIME(NEQ)=YPRIME(NEQ)+0. 5*VM(K, NEQ-K)*RN(K)*RN(NEQ-K) 

85 CONTINUE 
DO 95 K=1,NEQ 
YPRIME(NEQ)=YPRIME(NEQ) -VM(NEQ, K)*RN(NEQ)*RN(K) 

95 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

CFIA I III III IIIA IAI IIIA AAAI AAAI AAA AIA AAA AAA AAAI AAAI AAAI AAA ATARI 

C * THIS IS A SUBROUTINE REQUIRED FOR CALLING THE NUMERICAL * 
C * TECHNIQUE ROUTINE WITH JACOBIAN BEING PROVIDED BY USER * 
CHITA IIIA III IA AAA IIA AAAI IARI ARAAA AIA AAA AAAI AAR IAAI IAAI ARI AAR ICN 

SUBROUTINE FCNJ(NEQ,T, RN, DYPDY) 

REAL DYPDY(NEQ, NEQ) , RN(NEQ) 
REAL VM(500,500),FB(500),VK(500, 500) 

REAL RWKSP( 256520) 

COMMON /WORKSP/RWKSP 
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10 

20 

30 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 
100 

110 

120 

COMMON /RATE/VM/SELECT/FB/BREAK/VK 
DO 10 I=1,NEQ 
DO 10 J=1,NEQ 
DYPDY(I,J)=0 
CONTINUE 
DYPDY(1, 1)=-2. O*VM(1, 1)*RN(1) 
DO 20 I=2,NEQ 
DYPDY(1, 1)=DYPDY(1, 1)-VM(1, I)*RN(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 30 I=2,NEQ 
DYPDY(1, 1)=-VM(1, 1)*RN(1)+VK(1, 1)*FB(I) 
CONTINUE 
DYPDY(2, 1)=2.0*VM(1, 1)*RN(1)-VM(2, 1)*RN(2) 
DYPDY(2,2)=-VM(2, 1)*RN(1)-2. 0*VM(2,2)*RN(2)-FB(2) 
DO 40 I=3,NEQ 
DYPDY( 2, 2)=DYPDY(2,2)-VM(2,1I)*RN(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 50 I=3,NEQ 
DYPDY(2, 1)==-VM(2, 1)*RN(2)+VK(2, 1)*FB(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 100 J=3,NEQ-1 
DO 60 I=1,J-1 
DYPDY(J, I)=VM(I, J-1)*RN(J-1)-VM(J, 1)*RN(J) 
CONTINUE 
DYPDY(J, J)=-2.0*VM(J,J)*RN(J)-FB(J) 
DO 70 I=1,J-1 
DYPDY(J, J)=DYPDY(J,J)-VM(J, I)*RN(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 80 I=J+1,NEQ 
DYPDY(J,J)=DYPDY(J,J)-VM(J, I)*RN(I) 
CONTINUE 
DO 90 I=J+1,NEQ 
DYPDY(J,1)=-VM(J, I)*RN(1)+VK(J, 1)*FB(1) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 110 I=1,NEQ-1 
DYPDY(NEQ, I)=VM(I, NEQ-I)*RN(NEQ-I)-VM(NEQ, I)*RN(NEQ) 
CONTINUE 
DYPDY(NEQ, NEQ)=-2.0*VM(NEQ, NEQ)*RN(NEQ) -FB(NEQ) 
DO 120 I=1,NEQ-1 
DYPDY(NEQ, NEQ)=DYPDY(NEQ, NEQ) -VM(NEQ, I)*RN(I) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

CRAIC RICHER IER IRI RRR IER RIARREERIERERERER 
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